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More specifically, this public key stored on the card will allow the

individual card to verify data signed with the CA’s private key. The public key of the

CA, which is stored on the card, is used only for determining if the data sent to the card

was signed with the proper CA private key. This allows the card to verify the source of

any message coming from the CA.

Step 205 inserts a card enablement key in a secure portion of EEPROM in

the card to facilitate card specific confidentiality during enablement, and step 207 inserts

a card identifier in EEPROM of the card. The identifier, which can be accessed by any

terminal, will allow the system to determine the identity of the card in later processes.

The identifier is freely available and will not be used to authenticate messages.

Step 209 stores the operating system code in ROM on the card including

any primitives which are called or supported by the operating system. The primitives are

written in native language code (e.g., assembly language) and are stored in ROM. The

primitives are subroutines which may be called by the operating system or by

applications residing on the card such as mathematic functions (multiply or divide), data

retrieval, data manipulation or cryptographic algorithms. The primitives can be executed

very quickly because they are written in the native language of the processor.

Afier the IC cards are manufactured, they are sent to a personalization bureau

(“PB”) to enable and personalize the card by storing card personalization data in the

memory of the card. The terms enablement and personalization are used interchangeably

herein to indicate the preparatory steps taken to allow the card to be loaded securely with
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an application. The individual cards are preferably manufactured in batches and are sent

to a personalization bureau in a group for processing.

flag Eggblgmgnt/PersgnalizgtjQ1;

Figure 3 shows the steps of the card enablement process when the card

arrives at a personalization bureau. The personalization bureau may be the card issuer

(e.g., a bank or other financial institution) or may be a third party that performs the

service for the card issuer. The personalization bureau configures the card to a specific

user or user class.

Figure 3 specifically shows the steps taken to enable and personalize each

IC card which will work within the system. The cards can be placed in a terminal which

communicates with IC cards and which reads the card identifier data (previously placed

on the card during the manufacturing process -- see step 207). This card identification

data is read from the card in step 301. The terminal will effectively send a “get

identification data" command to the card and the card will return the identification data to

the terminal.

The PB typically processes a group of cards at the same time, and will first

compile a list of IC card identification data for the group of cards it is personalizing. The

PB then sends electronically (or otherwise) this list of identification data to the

Certification Authority ("CA”) which creates a personalization (or enablement) data

block for each card identifier. The data block includes the card personalization data

organized in a number of identity fields and an individual key set for the card, discussed

below. These data blocks are then encrypted and sent to the PB in step 302. By using the
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card identification data, the PB then matches the cards with the encrypted data blocks and

separately loads each data block onto the matched card. To insure that the CA controls

the identity of the card and the integrity of the system, the PB never obtains knowledge of

the content of the data blocks transferred. Some aspects of the personalization are

requested by the card issuer to the CA in order to affect their preferred management of

the cards they issue. The following additional steps are performed.

Step 303 first checks to see if an enablement bit stored in EEPROM of the

card has been already set. If it already has been set, the card has already been configured

and personalized and the enablement process will end as shown in step 304. A card

cannot be enabled and personalized twice. If the bit has not been set, then the process

continues with step 305.

In step 305, the individualized card key set for the card being enabled

(which key set is generated at the CA) is stored on the card. The keys can be used later in

off—card verification (i.e., to verify that the card is an authentic card). This verification is

necessary to further authenticate the card as the one for which the application was

intended.

Step 307 generates four different MULTOS Security Manager (MSM)

characteristic data elements (otherwise referred to herein as personalization data) for the

card at the CA which are used for securely and correctly loading and deleting applications

fi'om a particular card. The MSM characteristics also allow for the loading of

applications on specific classes of identified cards. (These MSM characteristics are

further described in connection with Figure 5.)
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Other data can also be stored on the card at this time as needed by the

system design such as an address table or further subroutines.

Step 311 sets the enablement bit in EEPROM of the card which indicates

that the enablement process has been completed for the particular card. When this bit is

set, another enablement process cannot occur on the card. This ensures that only one

personalization and enablement process will occur to the card thus preventing illegal

tampering of the card or altering the card by mistake. In the preferred embodiment, the

enablement bit is initially not set when the card is manufactured and is set at the end of

the enablement process.

Figure 4 shows an example of a block diagram of an IC card chip which

has been manufactured and personalized. The IC card chip is located on an IC card for

use. The IC card preferably includes a central processing unit 401, a RAM 403, a

EEPROM 405, a ROM 407, a timer 409, control logic 411, an I/O ports 413 and security

circuitry 415, which are connected together by a conventional data bus.

Control logic 411 in memory cards provides sufficient sequencing and

switching to handle read-write access to the cards memory through the input/output

ports. CPU 401 with its control logic can perform calculations, access memory locations,

modify memory contents, and manage input/output ports. Some cards have a coprocessor

for handling complex computations like cryptographic algorithms. Input/output ports

413 are used under the control of a CPU and control logic alone, for communications

between the card and a card acceptance device. Timer 409 (which generates or provides a

clock pulse) drives the control logic 411 and CPU 401 through the sequence of steps that
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accomplish memory access, memory reading or writing, processing, and data

communication. A timer may be used to provide application features such as call

duration. Security circuitry 415 includes fusible links that connect the input/output lines

to internal circuitry as required for testing during manufacture, but which are destroyed

(“blown”) upon completion of testing to prevent later access. The personalization data to

qualify the card is stored in a secured location of EEPROM 405. The comparing of the

personalization data to applications permissions data is performed by the CPU 401.

Figure 5 shows the steps of generating and loading the four elements of

the card personalization data into the memory of the IC cards, and Fig. 5A shows a

schematic of bit maps for each identity field residing in the memory of an IC card

containing personalization data in accordance with the present invention. Each data

structure for each identity field has its own descriptor code. Step 501 loads the data

structure for the identity field “card ID" called “msm_mcd_permissions_mcd_no." This

nomenclature stands for MULTOS system manager _ MULTOS card device _

petmissions__ MULTOS card device number. Although this number is typically 8 bytes

long as shown in Fig. 5A, the data could be any length that indicates a unique number for

the card. In the preferred embodiment, 2 bytes are dedicated as a signal indicator, 2 bytes

comprise a MULTOS Injection Security Module ID (MISM ID) indicating which security

module injected the card with its injected keys when it was manufactured, and 4 bytes

comprise an Integrated Circuit Card (ICC) serial number which identifies the individual

card produced at the particular MISM.
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Step 503 loads the data structure for the identity field “issuer ID” called

“msm_mcd_permissions_ mcd_issuer_id.” This nomenclature stands for a MULTOS

card device issuer identification number. Each card issuer (such as a particular bank,

financial institution or other company involved with an application) will be assigned a

unique number in the card system. Each IC card in the MULTOS system will contain

information regarding the card issuer which personalized the card or is responsible for the

card. A card issuer will order a certain number of cards fi'om a manufacturer and perform

or have performed the personalization process as described herein. For example, a

regional bank may order 5,000 cards to be distributed to its customers. The

“mcd_issuer_id” data structure on these cards will indicate which issuer issued the cards.

In the preferred embodiment, the data structure is 4 bytes long (as shown in Fig. 5A at

503A) to allow for many different issuers in the system although the length of the data

structure can vary with the needs of the card system.

Step 505 loads the data structure for the identity field “product ID” called

“msm_mcd_perrnissions_mcd_ issuer_product_id.” This nomenclature stands for

l\/IULTOS card device issuer product identification number. Each card issuer may have

different classes of products or cards which it may want to differentiate. For example, a

bank could issue a regular credit card with one product ID, a gold credit card with another

product ID and a platinum card with still another product ID. The card issuer may wish

to load certain applications onto only one class of credit cards. A gold credit card user

who pays an annual fee may be entitled to a greater variety of applications than a regular

credit card user who pays no annual fee. The product ID field identifies the card as a
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particular class and will later allow the card issuer to check the product ID and only load

applications onto cards which match the desired class.

Another way to differentiate products is by application type, such as by

categorizing the application as financial, legal, medical and/or recreational, or by

assigning particular applications to a group of cards. For example, one card issuer may

have different loyalty programs available with different companies to different sets of

card users. For example, a bank may have an American Airlines® loyalty program and a

British Airways® loyalty program for different regions of the country dependent on

where the airlines fly. The product type allows the issuer to fix the product classification

of the card during the personalization process. When loading applications onto the card,

the product type identification number on each card will be checked to make sure it

matches the type of card onto which the issuer desires to load. The product type data

structure is preferably an indexing mechanism (unlike the other personalization data

structure) of 8 bits (as shown at 505A in Fig. 5A) but could be any length depending

upon the needs of the card system. In the illustrated embodiment, the resulting

instruction would be to locate the second bit (since the byte’s indicated value is 2) in the

array to be searched (see discussion of step 809 below).

Step 507 loads the data structure for the identity field data called

“msm_mcd_permissions_mcd_ controls_data_ date.” This nomenclature stands for the

MULTOS card device controls data date or, in other words, the date on which the card

was personalized so that, for example, the application loader can load cards dated only

after a certain date, load cards before a certain date (e.g., for application updates) or load
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cards with a particular data date. The information can include the year, month and day of

personalization or may include less information, if desired. The data_date data structure

is preferably 1 byte in length (see 507A in Fig. 5A) although it could be any length

depending upon the needs of the particular card system used.

Once all of the personalization data structures are loaded and stored in the

card, the card has been identified by issuer, product class, date and identification number

(and other data fields, if desired), and the card cannot change its identity; these fields

cannot be changed in the memory of the card. If a card user wants to change the

product_id stored in the card to gain access to different applications available to another

product type, a new card will have to be issued to the user containing the correct

personalization data. This system is consistent with a gold card member receiving a new

card when the classification is changed to platinum.

Afler the card has been enabled and personalized by storing its individual

card key set, MSM personalization characteristics and enablement bit as described in Fig.

3, the card is ready to have applications loaded into its memory.

Loading Applications

The application loading process contains a number of security and card

configuration checks to ensure the secure and proper loading of an application onto the

intended IC card. The application loading process is preferably performed at the

personalization bureau so that the card will contain one or more applications when the

card is issued. The card may contain certain common applications which will be present

_on every card the issuer sends out, such as an electronic purse application or a credit/debit
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application. Alternatively, the personalization bureau could send the enabled cards to a

third party for the process of loading applications. The multiple application operating

system stored in the ROM of each card and the card MSM personalization data is

designed to allow future loading and deleting of applications after the card has been

5 issued depending upon the desires of the particular card user and the responsible card

issuer. Thus, an older version of an application stored on the IC card could be replaced

with a new version of the application. An additional loyalty application could also be

added to the card after it has been initially sent to the card user because the application is

newly available or the user desires to use the new application. These loading and deleting

10 functions for applications can be performed directly by a terminal or may be perfonned

over telephone lines, data lines, a network such as the lntemet or any other way of

transmitting data between two entities. In the present IC card system, the process of

transmitting the application program and data ensures that only IC cards containing the

proper personalization data and which fit on application permissions profile will be

15 qualified and receive the corresponding application program and data.

Figure 6 shows the preferred steps perfonned in loading an application

onto an IC card in the MULTOS IC card system. For this example, the personalization

bureau is loading an application from a terminal which enabled the same card. Step 601

performs an “open command” initiated by the terminal which previews the card to make

20 sure the card is qualified to accept the loading of a specific application. The open

command provides the card with the application’s permissions data, the application’s

size, and instructs the card to determine (1) if the enablement bit is set indicating the card
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has been personalized; (2) whether the application code and associated data will fit in the

existing memory space on the card; and (3) whether the personalization data assigned to

the application to be loaded allows for the loading of the application onto the particular

card at issue. The open command could also make additional checks as required by the

card system. These checking steps during the open command execution will be described

in detail in conjunction with Figure 7.

Afier the open command has been executed, the application loader via the

terminal will be advised if the card contains the proper identification personalization data

and if enough room exists in the memory of the card for the application code and related

data. If there is insufficient memory, then a negative response is returned by the card and

the process is abended (abnormally ended). If the identification personalization data does

not match the applications permissions data, a warning response is given in step 603, but

the process continues to the load and create steps. Alternatively, if there is no match, the

process may automatically be abended. If a positive response is returned by the card to

the terminal in step 605, the application loader preferably proceeds to next steps. The

open command allows the application to preview the card before starting any transfer of

the code and data.

Step 607 then loads the application code and data onto the IC card into

EEPROM. The actual loading occurs in conjunction with create step 609 which

completes the loading process and enables the application to execute on the IC card afier

it is loaded. The combination of the open, load and create commands are sent by the

terminal, or another application provider source, to the IC card to perform the application
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loading process. The operating system in the IC cards is programmed to perform a

specific set of instructions with respect to each of these commands so that the IC card will

communicate with and properly carry out the instructions from the terminal.

Step 609 performs the create command which at least: (1) checks if an

application load certificate is signed (encrypted) by the CA and therefore authenticates

the application as a proper application for the system; and (2) checks the card

personalization data stored on the card against the permissions profile for the application

to be loaded to qualify the card for loading. It may do other checks as required. If one of

the checks fails, then a failure response 610 is given and the process aborts. The

application afier it has passed these checks will be loaded into the memory of the card.

Figure 7 shows the various steps of the open step 601 of Fig. 6 in more

detail. Step 701 determines if the enablement (i.e., control) bit is set. This bit is set when

the card has completed its personalization process and has been assigned its

personalization data. An application can be loaded on an IC card in the card system only

if the card contains the personalization data. If the enablement bit is not set, the card has

not been personalized and therefore the card returns a negative response 703 to the

terminal. If the enablement bit is set, then the card has been enabled and the test

conditions continue with step 711.

Step 711 checks if there is sufficient space in the memory on the card to

store the application code and its associated data. Applications will typically have

associated data related to their functions. This data will be used and manipulated when

the applicationis run. Storage space in the memory of an IC card is a continuing concern
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due to the relatively large physical space required for EEPROM and how it fits in the

integrated circuit which is desired to be small enough to fit on a credit card sized card.

An example of the size of a preset EEPROM on an IC card is 16K bytes although the

actual size varies. Applications can range from 1K byte or less for a very simple

5 application up to the size of available memory for a more sophisticated application.i The

data associated with an application can range from no data being stored in the card

memory to a size constrained by the amount of available memory. These varied sizes of

application code and data continually increase as applications become more advanced and

diverse.

10 MULTOS as an operating system is not limited by the number of

applications and associated data it can store on the card. Thus, if five applications can fit

in the available memory of the card, the card user will have greatly increased

fiinctionality than if one or two applications were stored on the card. Once a card’s

memory is filled to its capacity, however, a new application cannot be loaded onto the

15 card unless another application including its code and data of sufficienr size can be

deleted. Therefore, checking the amount of available space on the card is an important

step. If there is not sufficient space, then an insufficient space response 713 will be

retumed to the terminal. The application loader can then decide if another existing

application on the card should be deleted to make room for the new application. Deletion

20 depends upon the card issuer having an application delete certificate from the CA. If

there is sufficient space on the card, then the process continues with step 715.
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An example of the testing of memory spaces in step 711 is now described.

The numbers used in this example in no way limit the scope of the invention but are used

only to illustrate memory space requirements. An IC card may have 16K available

EEPROM when it is first manufactured. The operating system data necessary for the

operating system may take up 2K of memory space. Thus, 14K would remain. An

electronic purse application’s code is stored in EEPROM and may take up 8K of memory

space. The purse application’s required data may take up an additional 4K of memory

space in EEPROM. The memory space which is free for other applications would thus be

2K (16K-2K-8K-4K=2K). If a card issuer wants to load a credit/debit application whose

code is 6K bytes in size onto the card in this example, the application will not fit in the

memory of the IC card. Therefore, the application carmot load the new application

without first removing the purse application from the card. If a new credit/debit

application was loaded into EEPROM of the IC card, then it would have to overwrite

other application’s code or data. The application loader is prevented from doing this.

Figure 8 shows the steps performed in determining whether the card’s

personalization data falls within the permissible set of cards onto which the application at

issue may be loaded. These steps are preferably performed during the execution of the

“create” command. However, these steps may be performed at any time during the

loading or deleting of an application. As described previously, the card is personalized

by storing data specific to the card (MSM personalization data) including: a card ID

designation specific to an individual card, the card issuer number indicating the issuer of

the card, the product type of the card, such as a gold or platinum card, and the date the
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card was personalized. This data uniquely identifies the card apart from all other IC cards

in the system.

Accordingly, applications can be selectively stored on individual cards in

the IC card system on virtually any basis, including the following. An application can be

loaded selectively to cards containing one or more specific card numbers. An application

can be selectively loaded on one or more cards containing a specified card issuer ID.

Moreover, an application can be loaded only upon one type of product specified by the

particular card issuer, and/or the application can be loaded only on cards which have a

specified date or series of dates of personalization. Each of the personalization data

allows an application to be selectively loaded onto certain cards or groups of cards and

also ensures that cards without the prop er permissions will not receive the application.

Personalization data types in addition to the four described can also be used as needed.

The selection of IC cards upon which a particular application may be

loaded is made possible by the use of “applications permissions data” which is assigned

to the application and represents at least one set of cards upon which the application may

be loaded. The set may be based on virtually any factor, including one or more of the

following: card numbers, card issuers, product types or personalization dates. Although

the individual card’s personalization data typically identify one specific number, one card

issuer, one product type and one date, the application’s permissions data may indicate a

card numbers or a blanket permission, a card issuer or a blanket permission, and a

number of product types and dates.
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For example, a fi'equent loyalty program may be configured to allow its

loading and use on cards in different product classes belonging to one card issuer. In

addition, the application permissions data may indicate that the loyalty program can be

used on gold and platinum product types if the card was issued afier May, 1998. Thus,

the MSM permissions check will determine if the card’s individual personalization data is

included in the allowed or permissible set of cards upon which the application may be

loaded. If it is, the application will be loaded.

To expedite the comparison process, an alternative embodiment may

include setting one or more permissions data at zero representing a blanket permission for

that particular data. For instance, by placing a zero for the “card number" entry in the

application permissions data or some other value indicating that all cards may be loaded

regardless of their number, the system knows not to deny any cards based on their card

number. Moreover, if a zero is placed in the application’s permissions data “issuer ID,”

then all cards similarly will pass the “issuer” test comparison. This feature allows greater

flexibility in selecting groups of cards. The zero indicator could also be used for other

permissions data, as required.

Referring to Figure 8, each of the permissions data is checked in the order

shown, but other orders could be followed because if any one of the permissions fails, the

application will be prevented fi'om being loaded on the IC card being checked. The

permissions are preferably checked in the order shown. Step 801 checks if the

application permissions product type set encompasses the card’s product type number

stored in the memory of the card. Each card product type is assigned a number by the
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system operator. The product types are specified for each card issuer because different

card issuers will have different product types. The cards are selectively checked to ensure

that applications are loaded only on cards of authorized product type. The application

permissions product type set can be 32 bytes long which includes multiple acceptable

product types or can be a different length depending upon the needs of the system. Using

data structure 505A as an example, the operating system would check bit number 2 in the

256 bit array (32 bytes x 8 bits per byte) resulting from the 32 byte long application

permissions data structure. If the permissions check fails, then the card returns a failure

message to the terminal in step 803. If the product type check passes (for example, the

value of bit no. 2 being 1), then the process continues with step 805.

Step 805 checks if the application permissions allowable card issuer

number set encompasses the card’s issuer number stored in the memory of the card or if

the application permissions issuer data is zero (indicating all cards pass this individual

permissions check). Each card issuer is assigned a number by the system operator and

the cards are selectively checked to ensure that applications are loaded only on cards

distributed by authorized card issuers. The application permissions card issuer number

set can be 4 bytes long if one issuer is designated or can be longer depending upon the

needs of the system. If the issuer check fails, then the card returns a failure message to

the terminal in step 807. If the check passes, then the process continues with step 809.

Step 809 checks if the application permissions date set encompasses the

card’s data date stored in the memory of the card. The date that the IC card was

personalized will be stored and will preferably include at least the month and year. The
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cards are selectively checked to ensure that applications are loaded only on cards with the

authorized personalization date. The application permissions date set can be 32 bytes

long which includes multiple dates or can be a different length depending upon the needs

of the system. If the date permissions check fails, then the card returns a failure message

to the terminal in step 81 1. If the date check passes, then the process continues with step

813.

Step 813 checks if the application permissions allowable card number set

encompasses the card’s ID number stored in the card memory or if the application

permissions allowable card number data is zero (indicating all cards pass this individual

permissions check). The testing of the permissions is performed on the card during the

execution of the open, load and create commands. The application permissions card

number data set can be 8 bytes long if one number is designated or can be longer

depending upon the needs of the system. If the card number check fails, then the card

returns a failure message to the terminal in step 815. If the check passes, then the process

continues with step 817.

ma of rd ste ’s oce

Figure 9 shows the components of the system architecture for the card

initialization process of an IC card in a secure multiple application IC card system. The

system includes a card manufacturer 102, a personalization bureau 104, an application

loader 106, the IC card 107 being initialized, the card user 109 and the certification

authority 111 for the entire multiple application secure system. The card user 131 is the
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person or entity who will use the stored applications on the IC card. For example, a card

user may prefer an IC card that contains both an electronic purse containing electronic

cash (such as MONDEXTM) and a credit/debit application (such as the MasterCard®

EMV application) on the sa.me IC card. The following is a description of one way in

which the card user would obtain an IC card containing the desired applications in a

secure manner.

The card user would contact a card issuer 113, such as a bank which

distributes IC cards, and request an IC card with the two applications both residing in

memory of a single IC card. The integrated circuit chip for the IC card would be

manufactured by manufacturer 102 and sent to the card issuer 113 (or an entity acting on

its behalf) in the form of an IC chip on a card. As discussed above (see steps 201-209),

during the manufacturing process, data is transmitted 115 via a data conduit from the

manufacturer 102 to card 107 and stored in IC card 107's memory. (Any of the data

conduits described in this figure could be a telephone line, Internet connection or any

other transmission medium.) The certification authority 111, which maintains

encryption/decryption keys for the entire system, transmits 117 security data (i.e., global

public key) to the manufacturer over a data conduit which is placed on the card by the

manufacturer along with other data, such as the card enablement key and card identifier.

The card’s multiple application operating system is also stored in ROM and placed on the

card by the manufacturer. After the cards have been initially processed, they are sent to

the card issuer for personalization and application loading.
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The card issuer l 13 performs, or has performed by another entity, two

separate functions. First, the personalization bureau 104 personalizes the IC card 107 in

the ways described above, and second, the application loader 106 loads the application

provided the card is qualified, as described.

Regarding personalization, an individualized card key set is generated by

the CA and stored on the card (see Fig. 3). The card is further given a specific identity

using MSM personalization (see Fig. 3, step 307 and Fig. 5) including a card ID number,

an issuer ID number identifying the card issuer which processed the card, a card product

type number which is specified by the card issuer and the date upon which the

personalization took place. After the card has been personalized, applications need to be

loaded onto the card so that the card can perform desired fimctions.

The application loader 106, which could use the same terminal or data

conduit as personalization bureau 104, first needs to have determined if the card is

qualified to accept the application. This comparison process takes place on the card itself

(as instructed by its operating system) using the permissions information. The card, if it

is qualified, thus selectively loads the application onto itself based upon the card’s

identity and the card issuer’s instructions. The application loader communicates 1 19 with

the IC card via a terminal or by some other data conduit. After the applications have been

loaded on the card, the card is delivered to the card user 109 for use.

The secure multiple application IC card system described herein allows for

selective loading and deleting of applications at any point in the life cycle of the IC card

after the card has been personalized. Thus, a card user could also receive a personalized
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card with no applications and then select a desired application over a common

transmission line such as a telephone line or Internet connection.

Figure 10 is a system diagram of entities involved with the use of an IC

card once it has been personalized. The system includes an IC card 151, a terminal 153,

an application load/delete entity 155, the certification authority 157, a card issuer 171 and

other IC cards 159 in the system. The arrows indicate communication between the

respective entities. The CA 157 facilitates loading and deleting of applications. Afier

providing the MSM permissions data and card specific keyset to the card during card

enablements, the CA allows applications to be later loaded and deleted preferably by

issuing an application certificate. Application specific keys are required to authenticate

communication between a card and terminal. The IC card 151 also can communicate

with other IC cards 159. Card issuer 171 is involved with all decisions of loading and

deleting applications for a card which it issued. All communications are authenticated

and transmitted securely in the system.

For instance, IC card 151 will use the following procedure to load a new

application onto the card. IC card 101 is connected to terminal 153 and the terminal

requests that an application be loaded. Terminal 153 contacts application load/delete

entity 155 which, as a result and in conjunction with card issuer 171, sends the

application code, data and application permissions data (along with any other necessary

data) to terminal 153. Terminal 153 then queries card 151 to ensure it is the correct card

onto which the application may be loaded. If IC card passes the checks discussed above,

the application is loaded onto card 151. The CA 157 provides the application load or
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delete certificate that enables the application to be loaded or deleted from the card. This

example shows one way to load the application, but other variations using the same

principles could be performed, such as directly loading the application at the application

load/delete entity 155.

The foregoing merely illustrates the principles of the invention. It will

thus be appreciated that those skilled in the art will be able to devise numerous systems

and methods which, although not explicitly shown or described herein, embody the

principles of the invention and are thus within the spirit and scope of the invention.

For example, it will be appreciated that the MSM personalization and

permissions data may not only be used for loading applications onto IC cards but also for

deleting applications from said cards. The same checks involving MSM permissions and

loading applications are made for deleting applications. A delete certificate from the CA

authorizing the deletion of an application will control from which cards the application

may be deleted. This is accomplished through the personalization data stored on each IC

card and the permissions check as described herein.

Moreover, the data may also be applicable to personal computers or other

units onto which applications may be loaded which are not physically loaded on cards. In

addition, the application’s permissions data may actually include data representative of a

set or sets of cards to be excluded, instead of included -- cards that cannot be loaded with

the application.
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The scope of the present disclosure includes any novel feature or combination

of features disclosed therein either explicitly or implicitly or any generalisation thereof

irrespective ofwhether or not it relates to the claimed invention or mitigates any or all

of the problems addressed by the present invention. The applicant hereby gives notice

that new claims may be formulated to such features during the prosecution of this

application or of any such further application derived therefrom In particular, with

reference to the appended claims, features from dependent claims may be combined

with those of the independent claims in any appropriate manner and not merely in the

specific combinations enumerated in the claims.
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CLAIMS :

1. An IC card system comprising at least one IC card, an application

to be loaded onto said card and means for determining whether said card is qualified to

accept the loading of said application onto said card.

2. The IC card system of claim 1, wherein said IC card contains card

personalization data, and said application is assigned application pennissions data

representing at least one set of IC cards upon which said application may be loaded.

3. The IC card system of claim 2, wherein said determining means

compares said card personalization data with said application permissions data.

4. The IC card system of claim 3, wherein whether said application is

loaded onto said IC card depends on the result of said comparison, such that in the event

the card personalization data matches said pennissions data set the card is qualified and

the application is loaded.

5. The IC card system of any of claims 2 to claim 4, wherein said

personalization data comprises data representative of a unique card identification

designation.
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6. The IC card system of any of claims .2 to claim 5, wherein said

personalization data compiises data representative of a card issuer.

7. The IC card system of any of claims 2 to claim 6, wherein said

personalization data comprises data representative of a product class.

8. The IC card system of any of claims 2 to claim 7, wherein said

personalization data comprises data representative of a date.

9. An IC card system comprising at least one IC card and an

application, wherein said IC card contains personalization data representative of that card

and said application is assigned a permissions data set representing at least one IC card

upon which said application may be loaded. said system further comprising means for

determining whether said personalization data falls within said permissions data set.

10. The IC card system of claim 9 wherein said application is loaded

onto said IC card in the event said determining means determines that said

personalization data falls within said set.

11. The IC card system of claim 9 or claim 10 wherein said personalization

data comprises data representing a card identification designation, and an issuer of said

card.
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12. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to claim 1 1 wherein said

personalization data comprises data representing a product class and a date.

13. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to 12 wherein said permissions

data set includes a plurality of card identification designations.

14. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to 13 wherein said permissions

data set includes one or more issuers of IC cards.

15. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to 14 wherein said permissions

data set includes one or more product classes.

16. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to 15 wherein said permissions

data set includes a plurality range of dates.

17. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to 16 wherein said permissions

data set includes all IC cards which attempt to load the application.

18. An IC card system comprising at least one IC card, an application

to be loaded onto said card and means for enabling said card to be loaded with said

application.
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19. The IC card system of claim 18 wherein said enabling means

comprises means for storing personalization data onto said card.

20. The IC card system of claim 18 wherein said enabling means

comprises means for setting an enablement bit.

21. The IC card system of claim 19 wherein said enabling means

comprises means for setting an enablement bit.

22. The IC card system of claim 20 further comprising means for

checking the enablement bit prior to enabling said IC card to determine whether or not

said card has already been enabled.

23. The IC card system of claim 21 further comprising means for

checking the enablement bit prior to enabling said IC card to determine whether or not

said card has already been enabled.

24. A process for loading an application onto an IC card comprising

the step of determining whether said IC card is qualified to accept the loading of said

application onto said card.
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25. The process of claim 24 wherein said determining step includes the

steps of: providing said card with personalization data;

assigning to said application permissions data representing at least

one set of IC cards upon which said application may be loaded;

comparing said personalization data with said permissions data;

and

loading said application onto said IC card provided said

personalization data falls within said set of cards upon which said application may be

loaded.

26. The process of claim 25, wherein said personalization data

comprises data representative of a card identification designation.

27. The process of claim 25 or claim 26, wherein said personalization data

comprises data representative of a card issuer.

28. The process of any of claims 25 to claim 27, wherein said

personalization data comprises data representative of a product class.

29. The process of any of claims 25 to claim 28, wherein said

personalization data comprises data representative of a date.
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1 30. The process of any of claims 25 to claim 29 fiirther comprising the first

2 step of enabling said card to be loaded with said application.

1 31. The process of claim 30 wherein said enabling step includes the

2 step of storing personalization data onto said card.

1 32. The process of claim 30 wherein said enabling step includes the

2 step of setting an enablement bit indicating that the card has been enabled.

1 33. The process of claim 31 wherein said enabling step further includes

2 the step of setting an enablement bit indicating that the card has been enabled.

1 34. The process of claim 32 wherein prior to said enabling step a

2 checking step is performed to determine whether said card has been enabled.

1 35. The process of claim 33 wherein prior to said enabling step a

2 checking step is performed to determine whether said card has been enabled.

1 36. A process for deleting an application from an IC card comprising

2 the step of determining whether said IC card is qualified to delete said application based

3 upon permissions data associated with said application.
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37. The process of claim 36 wherein said determining stepincludes the

steps of:

providing said card with personalization data;

assigning to said application permissions data representing at least

one set of IC cards from which said application may be deleted;

comparing said personalization data with said pemiissions data;

and

deleting said application fi'om said IC card provided said

personalization data falls within said set of cards from which said application may be

deleted.

38. The process of claim 37, wherein said personalization data

comprises data representative of a card identification designation.

39. The process of claim 37 or claim 38, wherein said personalization data

comprises data representative of a card issuer.

40. The process of any of claims 37 to claim 39, wherein said

personalization data comprises data representative of a product class.

41. The process of any of claims 37 to claim 40, wherein said

personalization data fiirther comprises data representative of a date.
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42. An IC card system comprising at least one IC card, an application

to be deleted from said card and means for determining whether said card is qualified to

delete said application from said card.

43. The IC card system of claim 42, wherein said IC card contains card

personalization data, and said application is assigned application permissions data set

representing at least one set of IC cards fi'om which said application may be deleted.

44. The IC card system of claim 43, wherein said determining means

compares said card personalization data with said application permissions data.

45. The IC card system of claim 44, wherein whether said application

is deleted from said IC card depends on the result of said comparison, such that in the

event the card personalization data matches said permissions data set the card is qualified

and the application is deleted.
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A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR A MULTI— APPLICATION SMART CARD WHICH CAN

FACILITATE A POST—ISSUANCE DOWNLOAD OF AN APPLICATION ONTO THE I

SMART CARD

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to smart cards. In particular, the present invention relates to a

system and method for providing a multi-application smart card which can facilitate a post-

issuance download of an application onto the smart card.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A smart card is typically a credit card-sized plastic card that includes a semiconductor chip

capable of holding data supporting multiple applications.

Physically, a smart card often resembles a traditional “credit” card having one or more

semiconductor devices attached to a module embedded in the card, providing contacts to the

outside world. The card can interface with a point—of-sale terminal, an ATM, or a card reader

integrated into a telephone, a computer, a vending machine, or any other appliance.

A rnicro—controller semiconductor device embedded in a “processor” smart card allows the

card to undertake a range of computational operations, protected storage, encryption and decision

making. Such a micro—controller typically includes a microprocessor, memory, and other

functional hardware elements. Various types of cards are described in “The Advanced Card

Report: Smart Card Primer”, Kenneth R. Ayer and Joseph F. Schuler, The Schuler

Consultancy, 1993.

One example of a smart card implemented as a processor card is illustrated in FIG. 1. Of

course, a smart card may be implemented in many ways, and need not necessarily include a

microprocessor or other features. The smart card may be programmed with various types of

functionality, including applications such as stored-value; credit/debit; loyalty programs, etc.
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In some embodiments, smart card 5 has an embedded micro-controller 10 that includes a

microprocessor 12, random access memory (RAM) 14, read—only memory (ROM) 16, non-

volatile memory 18, a cryptographic module 22, and a card reader interface 24. Other features of

the rnicro—control1er may be present but are not shown, such as a clock, a random number

generator, interrupt control, control logic, a charge pump, power connections, and interface

contacts that allow the card to communicate with the outside world.

Microprocessor 12 is any suitable central processing unit for executing commands and

controlling the device. RAM 14 serves as storage for calculated results and as stack memory.

ROM 16 stores the operating system, fixed data, standard routines, and look up tables. Non-

volatile memory 18 (such as EPROM or EEPROM) serves to store information that must not be

lost when the card is disconnected from a power source but that must also be alterable to

accommodate data specific to individual cards or any changes possible over the card lifetime.

This information might include a card identification number, a personal identification number,

authorization levels, cash balances, credit limits, etc. Cryptographic module 22 is an optional

hardware module used for performing a variety of crptographic algorithms. Card reader interface

24 includes the software and hardware necessary for communication with the outside world. A

wide variety of interfaces are possible. By way of example, interface 24 may provide a contact

interface, a c1ose—coupled interface, a remote-coupled interface, or a variety of other interfaces.

With a contact interface, signals from the micro-controller are routed to a number of metal

contacts on the outside of the card which come in physical contact with similar contacts of a card

reader device.

Various mechanical and electrical characteristics of smart card 5 and aspects of its

interaction with a card reading device are defined by the following specifications, all of which are

herein incorporated by reference.

Visa Integrated Circuit Card Specification, (Visa International Service Association 1996).

EMV Integrated Circuit Card Specification for Payment Systems, (Visa International

Service Association 1996).
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EMV Integrated Circuit Card Terminal Specification for Payment Systems, (Visa

International Service Association 1996).

EMV Integrated Circuit Card Application Specification for Payment Systems, (Visa

International Service Association 1996).

International Standard; Identification Cards — Integrated Circuitgs) Cards with Contacts, 1

Parts 1-Q (International Standards Organization 1987-1995).

Prior to issuance of a smart card to a card user, the smart card is initialized such that

some data is placed in the card. For example, during initialization, the smart card may be loaded

with at least one application, such as credit or stored cash value, a file structure initialized with

default values, and some initial cryptographic keys for transport security. Once a card is

initialized, it is typically personalized. During personalization, the smart card is loaded with

data which uniquely identifies the card. For example, the personalization data can include a

maximum value of the card, a personal identification number (PIN), the currency in which the

card is valid, the expiration date of the card, and cryptographic keys for the card.

A limitation of conventional smart cards is that new applications typically can not be added

to an issued smart card. Smart cards are traditionally issued with one or more applications

predefined and installed during the manufacturing process of the card. As a result, with

traditional smart card implementation, once a card has been issued to a card user, the smart card

If a new application is desired, the smart card is typicallybecomes a fixed application card.

discarded and a new smart card, which includes the new application, is issued.

It would be desirable to provide a smart card which would allow applications to be loaded

after the card is issued. Further, it is desirable to provide a mechanism to manage the loading of

an application as well as general management of the applications on the smart card. Additionally,

it is desirable to allow an application provider to keep cryptographic keys confidential from the

issuer of the smart card and to securely allow application from different entities to coexist on a

card.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Embodiments of the present invention teach a system and method which allow card issuers

to add applications during the lifetime of the card after the card has already been issued (referred

to herein as post issuance loading). Downloading an application after the card has been issued to

the card holder will be referred to herein as a “secure install” process.

The system and method according to embodiments of the present invention allow the

loading of an application and/or objects from an application server via a card acceptance device

and its supporting system infrastructure delivery mechanism, onto a card, post issuance in a

secure and confidential manner.

An embodiment of the present invention provides a system and method for controlling at

least one function associated with an issued smart card. In a multi—application smart card, a

privileged application, herein referred to as a card domain, manages multiple functions related to

the smart card. Examples of these functions include card initialization, global card data, card life

cycle, and secure installation of smart card applications.

A method according to an embodiment of the present invention for providing a first

application onto an issued smart card comprises the steps of forwarding the first application to the

issued smart card; and loading the first application onto the issued smart card, wherein the

loading of the first application is managed by a second application.

In another aspect of the invention, a system according to an embodiment of the present

invention for controlling at least one function associated with an issued smart card is disclosed.

The system comprises a first application associated with the issued smart card; and a second

application associated with the issued smart card, the second application being in communication

with the first application, wherein the second application manages at least one function associated

with the first application.
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Furthennore, an embodiment of the present invention provides a system and method for

providing confidential information to an application in a smart card. In a multi-application smart

card, a privileged application, herein referred to as a security domain, is utilized as a confidential

representative of an application provider. The security domain can contain cryptographic keys

which can be kept confidential from the smart card issuer, thus allowing separation of

cryptographic security between the issuer and the application provider. When a new application

is loaded onto a smart card, the newly loaded application can utilize its associated security

doma.in’s cryptographic service. A privileged application representing the issuer, herein referred

to as a card domain, can approve of commands, such as commands for initialization and

personalization, by invoking the security domain’s cryptographic service. In this manner, a post

issuance download of an application onto the issued smart card can be accomplished.

A method according to an embodiment of the present invention for providing confidential

information to an application in a smart card is presented. The method comprises the steps of

providing a first application in the smart card, the first application including a cryptographic

service; loading a second application onto the smart card; and installing the second application,

wherein the cryptographic service of the first application is utilized to install the second

application.

In another aspect of the invention, a system according to an embodiment of the present

invention for providing confidential information to an application in a smart card is presented.

The system comprises a first application associated with the issued smart card, wherein the first

application includes cryptographic service; and a second application associated with the issued

smart card, the second application being in communication with the first application, wherein the

cryptographic service included in the first application is utilized for at least one function related to

the second application.

In yet another aspect of the invention, a method according to an embodiment of the present

invention for providing an application to a smart card is presented. The method comprising the

steps of issuing a smart card; loading a first application onto the issued smart card; and initializing

the first application.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a smart card system suitable for implementing the present

invention.

Figure 2 is an example of a block diagram of software layers which can be utilized in a

5 smart card.

Figures 3A — 3B are block diagrams of examples of software layers according to

embodiments of the present invention.

Figure 4 is a flow diagram of an example of a method according to an embodiment of the

present invention for installing an application onto an issued smart card utilizing a card domain.

10 Figure 5 is a flow diagram of a method according to an embodiment of the present

invention for providing confidential information to an application in a smart card using security

domains.

Figure 6 is a flow diagram of an example of a method according to an embodiment of the

present invention for installing an application onto an issued smart card utilizing a card domain.

15 Figure 7A is a flow diagram illustrating a sequence of card life states.

Figure 7B is a flow diagram illustrating a sequence of card life states.

Figure 8 is an illustration of an example of a card life cycle.

Figure 9 is a flow diagram of an example of a method according to an embodiment of the

present invention for blocking a card utilizing a card domain.

20 Figure 10 is a block diagram illustrating interactions between a card domain and a security

domain on a smart card according to an embodiment of the present invention.
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Figures 1 1A and 1 1B are flow diagrams of an example ofa method according to an

embodiment of the present invention for loading an application by using a security domain after

the smart card has issued.

Figures 12A-12B are flow diagrams of an example of a method according to an alternate

embodiment of the present invention for loading an application using a security domain after the

smart card has issued.

Figure 13 is a block diagram illustrating an example of key management and key

dependencies for post issuance download of applications onto the smart card.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The following description is presented to enable one of ordinary skill in the an to make

and to use the invention and is provided in the context of a patent application and its

requirements. Various modifications to the preferred embodiments will be readily apparent to

those skilled in the art and the generic principles herein may be applied to other embodiments.

Thus, the present invention is not intended to be limited to the embodiment shown butnis to be

accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and features described herein.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of an example of software layers which can be utilized in a

smart card. The smart card shown in Figure 2 includes an operating system 200, a card

application programming interface (API) 204, and applications 206A-206B. Operating system

200 can include functionality to control the cards, memory management, input/output (I/O), and

cryptographic features. Card API 204 utilizes the instructions from operating system 200 and

writes these instructions into blocks which can be reused for common routines in multiple

applications. Applications 206A and 206B can run on the smart card via instructions from API

204. These applications can include any application which can run on a smart card, such as

stored value, credit, debit, transit, and loyalty.

One embodiment of the present invention is based upon the Java Card

standard. In this case applications are referred to as 'Applets' and they are written to link to a

Java Card API which is the application programming interface present on smart cards built to the

Java Card standard.

Although the conventional software system shown in Figure 2 allows for multiple

applications, it does not solve the problem of how to load, securely, an application after issuance

of the smart card to a user. If an application is to be loaded post issuance, a mechanism is needed

to manage the loading of an application as well as general management of the applications on the

smart card. Additionally, an application provider may wish to keep cryptographic keys

confidential from the issuer of the smart card. Accordingly, a mechanism is needed to provide
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for the separation of confidential information between an application provider and an issuer of a

smart card. Embodiments of the present invention address such a need.

Figures 3A — 3B are block diagrams showing software components of a smart card

according to embodiments of the present invention. The arrows indicate dependencies between

components. Figure 3A shows an embodiment of a smart card utilizing a card domain, while

Figure 3B shows an embodiment of a smart card utilizing a security domain, as well as a card

domain.

The example shown in Figure 3A includes an operating system 300, a card API 304,

applications 305A-305C, a card domain 308, and open platform (OP) API 306. The system

shown in Figure 3 allows for a secure and managed post issuance download of an application

onto a smart card.

Open platform API 306 classifies instructions into card domain 308 and security domains

310A-310B (shown in Figure 3B). Accordingly, OP API 306 facilitates the formation of

instructions into sets which can be identified as being included as part of card domain 308 and

security domains 310A-310B.

Applications 305A-305C can include any application which can be supported by a smart

card. Examples of these applications include credit, debit, stored value, transit, and loyalty.

Applications 305A-305C are shown to include command interfaces, such as APDU interfaces

354A—354C which facilitate communication with the external environment.

Applications 305A and 305B can run on the smart card via instructions from card API 304.

Card API 304 is implemented using the instructions from the card operating system and writes

these instructions into blocks which can be reused for common routines for multiple applications.

Those skilled in the art will recognize that a translation layer or interpreter may reside between

API 304 and operating system 300. An interpreter interprets the diverse hardware chip

instructions from vendor specific operating system 300 into a form which can be readily utilized

by card API 304.
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Card domain 308 can be a “privileged” application which represents the interests of the

smart card issuer. As a “privileged” application, card domain 308 may be configured to perform

multiple functions to manage various aspects of the smart card. For instance, card domain 308

can perform functions such as installing an application on the smartbcard, installing security

domains 310A-3 10B (shown on Figure 3B), personalization and reading of card global data,

managing card life cycle states (including card blocking), performing auditing of a blocked card,

maintaining a mapping of card applications 305A—305C to security domains 310A-310B‘, and

performing security domain functions for applications 305A—305C which are not associated with

a security domain 310.

Card domain 308 is shown to include an API interface 350 and a command interface, such

as Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU) interface 352. APDU interface 352 facilitates

interfacing with the external environment. In compliance with, eg, International Standards

Organization (ISO) Standard 7816-4, entitled “Identification Cards - Integrated circuit(s) cards

with contacts - Part 4, Inter-industry commands for interchange,” which is herein incorporated

by reference.

For example, APDU interface 352 can be used during post issuance installation of an

application or during loading of card global data. An application load and install option is

performed via a set of appropriate APDU commands received by card domain 308. API interface

350 facilitates interfacing with the internal smart card environment. For example, API interface

350 can by used if card domain 308 is being utilized as a default in place of a security domain

310, or if an application requires information such as card global data, key derivation data, or

information regarding card life cycle.

Memory allocations have been performed by the time an application is in an install state. An

application is also personalized after loading and installing. A personalized application includes

card holder specific data and other required data which allows the application to run. In addition

to managing the installation and personalization of the application, card domain 308 can also

manage global card information. Global card information includes information that several

1 O
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applications may need to perform their functions, such as card holder name and card unique data

utilized in cryptographic key derivations. Card domain 308 can be a repository for the global _-

card information to avoid storing the same data multiple times.

Card domain 308 can also manage card life cycle states including card blocking. The smart

card will typically move through several states during its life cycle. Card domain 308 keeps track

of what state the card is in during its life cycle. Card domain 308 may also manage a block A

request to block virtually all functions of the card. Further details of card domain 308

management of a block request will be discussed in conjunction with Figure 6. Card domain 308

may also keep track of the state of an application during an application’s life cycle. This kind of

information regarding an application can be utilized during an auditing of a card. Auditing can be

performed at any time during a card’s lifetime. For instance, auditing may be performed after a

card has been blocked or prior to installing a new application to validate the card contents.

Although virtually all card functions are no longer functioning when a card is blocked, an issuer

may be able to query card domain 308 for information regarding a state of an application or the

life cycle state of the card. In this manner, the issuer of a card may still access a profile of the

blocked card and its applications.

Figure 3B shows an embodiment of the present invention utilizing a security domain 310,

as well as card domain 308. The example shown in Figure 3B includes a operating system 300’,

a card API 304’, applications 305A—305C’, security domains 310A-310B’, a card domain 308’,

and open platform (OP) API 306’. The system shown in Figure 3B also allows for a secure and

managed post issuance download of an application onto a smart card.

Card domain 308’ can work in conjunction with a security domain 310. Security domain

310 is a logical construct that can be implemented as an application to provide security related

functions to card domain 308’ and to applications associated with security domain 310. Security

domains 310A-310B can assist in secure post issuance loading of an application onto the smart

card. Security domains 310A-310B provide for a mechanism which keeps the application

11
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provider’s confidential information, such as cryptographic keys, from being disclosed to the

issuer of the smart card.

There may be multiple security domains 310 on a smart card, each represented by a unique

cryptographic relationship. A security domain 310 is responsible for the management and

sharing of cryptographic keys and the associated cryptographic methods which make up the

security domain’s cryptographic relationship. An application which is loaded to the smart card

post issuance can be associated with a security domain, preferably with only one security

domain. However, multiple applications may be associated with the same security domain 310.

Applications installed on a smart card during the pre-issuance phase may optionally be associated

with a security domain 310 on the smart card for purposes of loading confidential personalization

data to those applications using security domain 310 keys.

The software for security domain 310 may be installed by the card manufacturer at the time

of card manufacturing (e.g., when the ROM is masked), or may be added during initialization or

personalization stages. Security domains 310 can be implemented as selectable applications

which are isolated from one another and the rest of the system. If security domain 310 is

implemented in a Java card as an application, standard Java card security can be relied upon to

ensure isolation of security domain 310. In addition, or alternatively, other security mechanisms

such as hardware security which can be utilized through OP API 306 implementation. OP API

306 may utilize special security features to enforce isolation of security domain 310. An example

of such a security feature is the utilization of chip hardware security routines which may be

employed by OP API 306.

Each security domain 3 l0A—3l0B provides a command interface, such as an Application

Protocol Data Unit (APDU) interface 320A-320B, for communication off card and an on card

API interface 322A—322B.

The APDU interface 320A—32OB consists of personalization commands and is intended to

allow the initial loading of security domain keys and to support key rotation if desired during the

life of the security domain. API interfaces 322A—322B may include a signature verification

12
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method and decryption method which are shared with card domain 308’ for post issuance loading

of applications. Additionally, applications may utilize API interfaces 322A—322B for decrypting

application confidential data. Note that card domain 308’ may always function as a security

domain and does so as the default.

Security domain 310 manages signing and decrypting keys and provides cryptographic

services using those keys. Security domain 310 processes APDU’s for numerousfunctions.

These functions can include key management functions e.g., functions to load or update keys.

During Secure Installation of an application, security domain 310 can provide services to card

domain 308’ to decrypt an application install file and check the signature of an application file.

For an application associated with a security domain 310, that application’s security domain 310

provides decrypt and signature functions, such as MACing on an update key APDU command

during the personalization phase of a newly installed application. Thereafter, the application can

use the updated key to decrypt and check signatures on subsequent key updates.

The smart card issuer may decide whether security domain 310 utilizes a static key or a

session key for transactions. A static key is a cryptographic key which exists prior to processing

APDUS and which exist during and after the processing of APDUs. A session key is a

cryptographic key which can be generated for a particular transaction and is typically no longer

used for APDU processing after the transaction. If a session key is utilized, security domain 310

preferably derives its own session key for processing APDUs.

Figure 4 is a flow diagram of a method accordingly to an embodiment of the present

invention for providing an application onto a smart card. The example illustrated in Figure 4 also

applies to installing a security domain 310 onto a smart card. Note that all of the flow diagrams

in this application are merely examples. Accordingly, the illustrated steps of this and any other

flow diagram herein, can occur in various orders and in varying manners in order to accomplish

virtually the same goal.

A smart card is issued (step 400), and an application is forwarded to the issued smart card

(step 402). The forwarding of the application can occur through any electronic media which can

13
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interface with a smart card and connect to an appropriate network. For example, devices such as

an automatic teller machine (ATM), a display phone, or a home computer, can be used to forward

an application to the issued smart card. The forwarded application is then loaded onto the smart

card, wherein the loading of the application is managed by card domain 308 (step 404).

Figure 5 is another flow diagram of a method according to an embodiment of the present

invention for providing an application onto an issued smart card. A smart card is created and

provided with a first application, the first application including a cryptographic service (step

1002). A second application is loaded onto the smart card (step 1004). Thereafter, the second

application is installed, wherein the cryptographic service of the first application is utilized to

install the second application (step 1006).

Figure 6 is another flow diagram of an example of a method according to an embodiment of

the present invention for providing an application onto an issued smart card. This method for

providing an application also applies to providing a security domain 310 onto the smart card. In

the example shown in Figure 6, a card issuer deploys smart cards to customers (step 500). A

decision is made to install vendor A’s application onto the issued smart card (step 502). When a

dialogue between the issuer and the smart card is initiated, a pre-signed copy of the application is

forwarded to the smart card (step 504). As previously stated, the dialogue between the issuer

and the smart card can occur via any electronic device which can interface with a smart card and

connect to an appropriate network. The application can be pre-signed with a key equivalent to

that which already exists on the card so that each application has a unique signature that can be

verified by the card.

Card domain 308 can then take the steps to load the application. Card domain 308 decrypts

the forwarded application and checks the signature of the application (step 508). Card domain

308 can decrypt the application with the issuer’s secret key. An appropriate cryptography

method, such as Data Encryption Standard (DES) or 3DES, can be utilized to decrypt at least a

portion of the application. Those skilled in the art will recognize that a number of cryptographic

techniques may be used to implement embodiments of the present invention. For the purpose of

1 4
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illustration, symmetric key techniques are addressed herein, although asymmetric techniques are

also contemplated. A good general cryptography reference is Schneier, Applied Cryptography,

2d Ed. (John Wiley, 1996), the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

It is then determined whether the signature on the application ‘is valid (step 510). If the

signature associated with the application is not valid, then the application is not loaded onto the

card and the process ends (step 520). If, however, the signature associated with the application

is valid the application is then installed and available for personalization. During personalization

the application receives personalization data (step 512). Personalization data includes data which

is unique to the smart card user. For instance, in a airline loyalty application, personalization data

can include the smart card user’s seating preference, meal preference, and eligibility for various

possible perks. This personalization data can also be signed and encrypted.

The application then invokes card domain’s 308 decryption service (step 513). Card

domain 308 can then performs a signature check (step 514). Methods of decrypting

personalization data and performing signature checks are well known in the art. Finally, the

application can then be activated (step 518).

A new application which as been downloaded onto a smart card post-issuance can be stored

in a variety of ways. One example is to store the application into a file. Another example is to

maintain a pointer to the application object.

Figure 7A is a flow diagram illustrating an example of a sequence of card life states. The

sequence is preferably considered irreversible. The first Card life state is when the smart card is

Masked (700). During the Masked state (700), the smart card obtains its operating system, card

identification, and preferably at least one application. The Masked state (700) is achieved as soon

as all of the necessary components for card initialization are made available. An example of when

necessary components are made available is when card domain 308 and OP API 306 are enabled,

as well as the Java card environment being enabled, such as Java card virtual machine 302 and

Java card API 304 (both of Figure 3).

15
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After the Masked state, the next state is the Initialized (step 702) state. The Initialized state

is achieved once all card activity requiring an initialization key is complete. As part of card

initialization, if not already available, the card domain 308 application must be installed and

registered. In addition , one or more security domains may also be installed and registered.

These installed domains must then be selected and personalized. An initialization key is a secret

key which is typically used by a smart card manufacturer during loading of data onto the smart

card prior to issuance.

The next state is Load Secured (step 704). The Load Secured state is achieved after a

secure install (post—issuance download) mechanism for loading of applications through the

remainder of the card lifetime has been established.

The final card life state is when the card is either expired or blocked (step 706). The

blocked state is achieved as soon as an authorized smart card application has received a command

to block the card.

The card life cycle is preferably an irreversible sequence of states with increasing security.

Initialization and all subsequent card life cycle states and their transition are preferably under the

control of card domain 308. Card domain 308 executes and responds to commands that result in

a transition in a card life cycle from one state to the next. These commands are preferably

Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU) commands. Card domain 308 is also responsible for the

installation of applications on the card, but preferably has no control over the applications’ life

cycle states. Each application is preferably responsible for its own application life cycle state

management but it preferably allows card domain 308 to have access to its life cycle states for

auditing purposes.

The Card Life cycle is designed in such a way to increase the level of security enforced by

the card at each successive state. As stated above, the cycle is also established as a process

which can only ratchet forward to ensure that once the card begins a life cycle state with

associated security policies, the only option is to cycle forward to the next state in the life cycle

with a higher level of security. The Card Domain as the system security manager of the card

16
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maintains the current life cycle state, enforces the associated security policies, and controls the

state transitions in the Card life cycle.

Figure 7B is a flow diagram illustrating an example of a sequence of an application life

cycle. The application is initially unavailable (step 750). The next‘ state is a loaded state (step

752). The application reaches the loaded state once the application has been loaded onto the

smart card. The application is then installed (step 754), and registered (step 756)." Once the

application is registered, it can be deleted at any time thereafter. The next state is the personalized

state, wherein personalized information is included in the application (step 758). Finally, the

application may expire or be blocked (step 760).

Figure 8 is an illustration of an example of multi-application card life time line. This time

line starts with a Masked ROM stage 800 and ends with a card blocked/expired stage 802. At

Masked ROM stage 800, applications A, B, C and D are shown to be installed. This example

shows applications A and B being installed at a masking stage of the card, applications C and D

being installed at initialization stage, and applications D and F being installed post issuance.

In this example, application A can be installed in ROM and used during the complete life of

the card from Masked ROM stage 800 to card blocked/expired stage 802. Application B is also

in ROM and utilized during a first portion of the life of the smart card. The life of application B

is ended at stage 804A. Application C is located in non—volatile memory, such as EEPROM,

which is loaded during initialization. Application C is shown to expire at stage 804B.

Application D is also located in EEPROM and is used for the complete life of the card until card

blocked/expired stage 802. Application E is installed at stage 806A, sometime after issuance of

the smart card. Application E is located in EEPROM and used until the end of the card life at card

blocked/expired stage 802. Application F is also installed post issuance at stage 806B, and

expires sometime before the end of the card life at stage 804C.

Figure 9 is a flow diagram of a method according to an embodiment of the present

invention for blocking a card. A card be can be blocked if a breach of security is detected by an

application. According to an embodiment of the present invention, a smart card can be blocked
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while an application is in use. A blocked card will no longer operate so that a suspect user cannot

utilize any of the applications on the smart card. Blocking is merely one example of the many —-

functions card domain 308 can perform in managing the other applications on the smart card.

Examples of other functions include installing an application on the smart card, installing security

domains 310A-310B, personalization and reading of card global data, managing card life cycle

states including card blocking, performing auditing of a block card, maintaining a mapping of

card applications to security domains, and performing security domain functions for applications

which are not associated with a security domain.

In the example shown in Figure 9, an application is currently in use (step 600). The

application detects a problem which triggers a card block request from the application (step 602).

The application then sends a card block request to card domain 308 (step 604). Card domain 308

determines whether the card block request is valid (step 606). A card block request can be valid

if the request originates from a predetermined application. If the card block request is not valid,

the card domain 308 does not block the smart card (step 608). However, if the card block

request is valid, then card domain 808 authorizes the card blocking (step 610), and card domain

308 blocks the smart card (step 612) such that the smart card will reject any attempted

transactions for any of the applications on the card.

Figure 10 is a block diagram illustrating the use of security domain 310 by the card domain

308. The method and system according to an embodiment of the present invention allows for

multiple application providers to be represented on a smart card in a secure and confidential

manner. This security and confidentiality can be achieved through the use of security domain

310A-310B shown in Figure 3.

Figure 10 illustrates an example of a smart card which contains two security domains

310A—310B. In this example, it is assumed that a masked application 305A from the smart card

is associated with a security domain, such as security domain 310A, and an additional application

305B will be added post issuance and be associated with a second security domain, such as

security domain 310B. The arrows indicate key relationships between the various smart card

1 8
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entities. Masked application 305A uses key services from security domain 310A for decrypting

confidential data and optionally for full personalization. Card domain 308 uses key services from

security domain 310B for decrypting and checking the signature of an application loaded post

issuance, such as post issuance loaded application 305B. Post issuance loaded application 305B

uses key services from security domain 310B for decrypting confidential data and optionally for

full personalization.

Figures 11A and 11B are further flow diagrams of an example for a method according to an

embodiment of the present invention for providing an application onto an issued smart card. The

card issuer decides to include a security domain 310 onto a smart card (step 1 100). The issuer

assigns security domain 310 to vendor A (step 1 102). Vendor A, or an application developer on

behalf of vendor A, generates cryptographic keys such as those used in symmetric or asymmetric

cryptography operations (step 1 104). Examples of these cryptography operations include

encryption, decryption, MACing, Hashing, and digital signatures. Examples of cryptographic

methods which utilize such keys and are suitable for implementation for the embodiment of the

method and system of the present invention include Data Encryption Standard (DES) and 3DES.

The card personalization agent receives the keys and loads security domain keys associated with a

specific security domain 310 for each smart card (1 106). The card personalization agent receives

smart cards and collects other data, such as application and card holder specific data, and places

data on the smart card (step 1 108).

The card issuer then deploys the smart card to customers (step 1 110). A decision is then

made to install vendor A’s application on the smart card (step 1 112). When a dialogue between

the smart card issuer and the smart card is initiated, a signed copy of the application is forwarded

to the smart card (step 1 1 14). The application can be signed with a key equivalent to that which

already exists on the smart card so that each application has a unique signature that can be verified

by the smart card.

The smart card’s card domain 308 then takes steps to load the application. Card domain

308 invokes an associated security domain’s cryptographic service to decrypt the application and

1 9
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check the signature (step 11 18). It is then determined if the signature is valid (step 1 120). If the

signature is not valid, the process ends (step 1122). If, however, the signature is found to be‘

valid, then the application receives personalization data which can be signed and optionally

encrypted (step 1 124). The loaded application then invokes its associated security domain’s

decryption service and signature check (step 1 126). Secret keys required to run or operate the

application on the smart card are used to activate the application by authentication (step 1130).

Figures 12A and 12B are flow diagrams of a method according to another embodiment of

the present invention for providing confidential information to an application using a security

domain 310. The issuer decides to include a security domain 310 on a smart card (step 1200). A

trusted party generates secret cryptographic keys and sends the keys to a card personalization

agent in a secure manner (step 1201). A trusted party is typically a third party who performs the

function of certifying the source of information, such as a signature. A card personalization

agent (which may be the same as the trusted party) receives the key and loads a unique secure

domain key associated with a specific security domain 310 for each smart card (step 1202).

The card personalization agent receives the smart card and collects other data, such as

application and card holder specific data, and places the data on the smart card (step 1204). The

issuer then deploys the smart card to its customers (step 1206). A decision is made to install

vendor A’s application on the issued smart card (step 1208). Vendor A obtains secret keys for

security domain 310 from the trusted party (step 1210). Vendor A then sends the smart card

issuer a signed copy of Vendor A’s application (step 1212).

When a dialogue between the smart card issuer and the smart card is initiated, a signed

copy of the application is forwarded to the smart card (step 1214). The application can be signed

with a key equivalent to that which already exists on the smart card so that each application has a

unique signature that can be verified by the smart card. Card domain 308 invokes security

domain’s cryptographic service to decrypt the associated application and check its signature (step

1218). It is then determined whether the signature is valid (step 1220). If the signature is not

valid, then the process ends (step 1222).
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If, however, the signature is valid, then the application receives personalization data, which

can be signed and optionally encrypted (step 1224). The loaded application then invokes security

domain’s decryption service and signature check (step 1226). The cryptographic secret data

required to run or operate the application on the card are used to activate the application (step

1230).

Figure 13 is a block diagram illustrating the use of cryptographic keys for post issuance

loading of an application onto a smart card. Applications that are not masked and not loaded

during card initialization stage or personalization stage need their executables downloaded using a

secure installation method, such as the post issuance download described in previous Figures.

The applications can be loaded using the card domain cryptographic keys. The applications are

then decrypted and can have their signature verified using the key services of the corresponding

security domain 310. Therefore, the desired security domain(s) 310 preferably have encryption

and signature keys installed prior to the post issuance download of the corresponding application.

In the example shown in Figure 13, only one security domain 310 is shown since security

domains 310 for other applications are not relevant to illustrate the downloading of a single

application. Note that the result of the secure installation is initially a loaded application, which

must then be installed, registered and personalized. After loading, the application is installed,

preferably by issuing an install APDU command to card domain 308. An application can be

installed when its install method has executed successfully. Memory allocations have been

performed by the time an application is in an install state. A loaded application should also be

registered. When an application is registered, it is selectable and it is ready to process and

respond to APDU commands. Installation and registration may be performed simultaneously by

the same APDU command. An application is also personalized after loading. A personalized

application includes card holder specific data and other required data which allows the application

[0 Fun.

In the example shown in Figure 13, the cryptographic key and MAC/Signature key are

shown to be included in the functions of card domain 308/security domain 310. If a security
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domain is associated with the application being loaded, then the security domain will be invoked.

However, if no security domain 310 is associated with the application which is being loaded, —'

then the cryptographic key and the signature key of card domain 308 will be utilized. In contrast

to the install commands sent to the smart card during the initialization phase, the post issuance

install command is not issued in a secured environment, therefore it is preferably protected with a

cryptographic key, such as a MAC/Signature key. Card domain 308 manages the post-issuance

loading of a new application, while secure domain 310 ensures the validity and integrity. of the

new application once the new application has been loaded onto the smart card. If a secure

domain 310 is not associated with the newly loaded application, then card domain 308 performs

secure domain’s 310 functions. Once the new application is post—issuance downloaded, various

keys, such as an cryptographic key and a signature key, are preferably utilized for installation and

personalization of the application.

A method and system for a smart card domain and a security domain has been disclosed.

Software written according to the present invention may be stored in some form of computer-

readable medium, such as memory or CD—ROM, or transmitted over a network, and executed by a

processor.

Although the present invention has been described in accordance with the embodiment

shown, one of ordinary skill in the art will readily recognize that there could be variations to the

embodiment and these variations would be within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

Accordingly, many modifications may be made by one of ordinary skill in the art without

departing from the spirit and scope of the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

1 . A method for providing a first application onto an issued smart card, the method

comprising:

forwarding the first application to the issued smart card; and

loading the first application onto the issued smart card, wherein the loading of the first

application being managed by a second application.

2. The method of claim 1, further including a step of decrypting at least a portion of the first

application.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the decryption is provided by the second application.

4. The method of claim 1, further including a step of checking a signature associated with

the first application.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the checking of the signature is performed by the second

application.

6. The method of claim 1, further including a step of providing personalization data to the

first application.

7. The method of claim 6, further including a step of decrypting the personalization data

provided to the first application.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the decryption is provided by the second application.

9. The method of claim 6, further including a step of checking a signature associated with

the personalization data.
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10. The method of claim 9, wherein the checking of the signature is performed by the second

application.

1 1 . The method of claim 1, further comprising a step of providing a cryptographic key related

to the first application.

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising a step of invoking a third application’s

cryptography service to decrypt at least a portion of the first application.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the invoking is performed by the second application.

14. The method of claim 1, further comprising a step of invoking a third application to check

a signature associated with the first application.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the invoking is performed by the second application.

16. The method of claim 1, further comprising a step of invoking a third application’s

cryptography service to decrypt at least a portion of personalization data associated with the first

application.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the invoking is performed by the second application.

18. A system for controlling at least one function associated with an issued smart card, the

system comprising:

a first application associated with the issued smart card; and

a second application associated with the issued sman card, the second application being in

communication with the first application, wherein the second application manages at least one

function associated with the first application.
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19. The system of claim 18, wherein the at least one function includes personalization of the

first application.

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the at least one function includes card life—cycle states.

21. The system of claim 18, wherein the at least one function includes card blocking.

22. The system of claim 18, wherein the at least one function includes auditing of a blocked

card.

23. The system of claim 18, wherein the at least one function includes maintaining a mapping

of the first application to an associated security domain.

24. The system of claim 18, wherein at least one function includes a cryptographic service

associated with the first application.

25. The system of claim 18, wherein the second application also manages global data related

to the issued smart card.

26. A system for providing a first application onto an issued smart card, the system

comprising:

means for forwarding the first application to the issued smart card; and

means for loading the first application onto the issued smart card, wherein the loading of

the first application being managed by a second application.

27. A computer program product for providing a first application onto an issued smart card,

comprising:

computer code for forwarding the first application to the issued smart card;
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computer code for loading the first application onto the issued smart card, wherein the

loading of the first application being managed by a second application; and

a computer readable medium that stores the computer codes.

28. The computer program product of claim 27, wherein the computer readable medium is

selected from the group consisting of CD—ROM, floppy disk, tape, flash memory,.system

memory, hard drive, EEPROM, ROM, and data signal embodied in a carrier wave.

29. A method for providing confidential information to an application in a smart card, the

method comprising:

providing a first application in a smart card, the first application including a cryptographic

service;

loading a second application onto the smart card; and

installing the second application, wherein the cryptographic service of the first application

is utilized to install the second application.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein the step of loading the second application is performed

after the smart card has issued.

31. The method of claim 29, wherein an association between the first application and the

second application is maintained.

32. The method of claim 29, wherein details of the cryptographic service of the first

application is kept confidential from an issuer of the smart card.

33. The method of claim 29, wherein the cryptographic service accessed in the first

application is used in addition to a second cryptographic service included in a third application to

perform the step of loading the second application.
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34. The method of claim 29, wherein an association between the first application and the

second application can be determined after the smart card has been issued.

35. A system for providing confidential information to an application in a smart card, the

system comprising:

means for accessing a cryptographic service in a first application, the first application

being included in the smart card; and

means for loading a second application in the smart card, wherein the cryptographic

service of the first application is utilized to load the second application.

36. A system for providing confidential information to an application in a smart card, the

system comprising:

a first application associated with the issued smart card, wherein the first application

includes cryptographic service; and

a second application associated with the issued smart card, the second application being in

communication with the first application, wherein the cryptographic service included in the first

application is utilized for at least one function related to the second application.

37. A computer program product for providing confidential information to an application in a

smart card, comprising:

computer code for accessing a cryptographic service in a first application, the first

application being included in the smart card; and

computer code for loading a second application in the smart card, wherein the

cryptographic service of the first application is utilized to load the second application; and

a computer readable medium that stores the computer codes.

38. The computer program product of claim 37, wherein the computer readable medium is

selected from the group consisting of CD—ROM, floppy disk, tape, flash memory, system

memory, hard drive, EEPROM, ROM, and data signal embodied in a carrier wave.
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39. A system for providing confidential information to an application in a smart card,‘ the —'

system comprising:

a first application associated with an issued smart card, wherein the first application

includes cryptographic service;

a second application associated with the issued smart card; and

a third application associated with the issued smart card, the first and second applications

being in communication with the third application, wherein the cryptographic service included in

the first application is utilized for at least a first function related to the second application.

40. The system of claim 39, wherein the second application invokes the cryptographic service

of the first application for utilization on the at least first function related to the second application.

41 . The system of claim 39, wherein the second application manages at least a second

function of the third application.

42. The system of claim 39, wherein the first application includes a command interface.

43. The system of claim 42, wherein the command interface is an APDU interface.

44. The system of claim 39, wherein the first application includes an API interface.

45. A method for providing an application to a smart card, the method comprising:

issuing a smart card;

loading a first application onto the issued smart card; and

initializing the first application.

46. The method of claim 45, wherein the loading of the application is managed by a second

application.
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47. The method of claim 46, wherein the second application is included in the issued smart-

card.

48. The method of claim 45, wherein the initializing of the first application includes a substep

of utilizing a cryptographic service of a third application.

49. The method of claim 48, wherein the third application is included in the issued smart

card.

50. The method of claim 45, wherein the initializing of the first application includes a substep

of invoking a cryptographic service by a fourth application for use by the first application,

wherein the cryptographic service is included in a fifth application.

5 1. The method of claim 50, wherein the fourth and fifth applications are included in the

issued smart card.

52. The method of claim 45, further including a step of personalizing the first application.

53. The method of claim 52, wherein the personalization of the first application includes a

substep of utilizing a cryptographic service of a sixth application.

54. The method of claim 53, wherein the sixth application is included in the issued smart

card.

55. The method of claim 52, wherein the personalization of the first application includes a

substep of invoking a cryptographic service by a seventh application for use by the first

application, wherein the cryptographic service is included in a eighth application.
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56. The method of claim 55, wherein the seventh and eighthapplications are included in the

issued smart card.
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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

Integrated circuit (IC) cards are becoming increasingly used for many

different purposes in the world today, principally because they are ideal tools for

the delivery of distributed, secure information processing at a low cost. An IC

card, also called a “smart card,” is a card typically the size of a conventional credit

card, but which contains a computer chip on the card. The computer chip on the IC

card typically includes a microprocessor, read-only-memory (ROM), electrically

erasable programmable read-only-memory (EEPROM), a random access memory

(RAM), an input/output (I/O) mechanism, and other circuitry to support the

microprocessor its operations. The computer chip can execute one or more

applications stored on the card. Examples of applications that IC cards are being

used to store and execute include credit/debit, electronic money/purse, telephone

calling card, and loyalty reward applications.

To enable the inter-operability of various IC cards and IC card

interface devices, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has

promulgated a series of standards pertaining to IC cards. For example, ISO 7816-3

is a standard that covers the low-level details of the transmission link between an IC

card and an interface device, such as the signal rates, voltage levels, and

transmission protocols. At a higher level of detail, the ISO 7816-4 standard covers

the format of commands and responses transmitted between an IC card and an

interface device.

As defined by ISO 7816-4, commands always originate from an IC

card interface device. Once an IC card receives a command, it processes the

-2-
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command and sends back a response. This set of communication between an IC

card and interface device is referred to as a “command-response pair.” In a

command-response pair, the command and/or response may contain associated data,

thus producing four possible cases of command-response pairs. These four cases

are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Command-Response Pair Cases

When an IC card receives a command from an interface device, the

   
  
  

operating system present on the IC card may route the command to an application

stored on the IC card for processing. Preferably, when a command is sent to an IC

card application for processing as part of the regular data exchange specified in the

application program, the IC card application should not be required to concern itself

with the underlying details and protocol of the transmission link _ it would be

desirable for the application to be concerned only with processing the commands it

receives. This independence of layers between the transmission layer and the

-3-
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application layer saves programming effort required for the development of an

application and enhances the portability of the application between hardware

platforms that use different transmission protocols.

To properly process a command it receives, an application is required

to know the case of the command __ i.e., an application is required to know whether

the command has any data associated with it or whether it is required to return data.

Because of the way certain standards are promulgated, however, it may not be

possible to know the case of a command without knowing the details of the

underlying transmission protocol. For example, under the T=0 transmission

protocol promulgated under ISO 7816-3, it is explicitly assumed that the IC card

knows the direction of a data transfer. Such information is usually dependent on

the application being executed and the state of the application’s program code.

Therefore, under the T=0 protocol, it is not usually possible for an IC card

operating system to handle all of the low-level details of the transmission layer and

shield the application from such details.

It would advantageous if independence of the transmission and

application layers could be maintained, even when a transmission protocol requires

some intervention by an application.

The foregoing technical problems are addressed by embodiments of

the invention providing technical solutions.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, there

is provided a method of responding to a command from an interface device by an

integrated circuit card. The integrated circuit card comprises a microprocessor and

a memory coupled to the microprocessor. The method includes the steps of

selecting an expected case for the command representing whether data is to be

transferred between the interface device and the integrated circuit card, determining

whether the expected case is applicable to the command, and processing the

command if the expected case is applicable to the command. An example of an

expected case is one of the four cases defined under ISO 7816-4.

The method in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the

present invention may be used where the command is transmitted from the interface

device to the integrated circuit card under a transmission protocol requiring the

integrated circuit card to have prior information related to the data, if any, to be

transferred. For example, the method of the present invention may be used with the

T=0 protocol defined by ISO 7816-3. The method of the present invention may

also be used when the interface device and the integrated circuit card support a

plurality of transmission protocols.

Preferably, the integrated circuit card comprises an application stored

in the memory, and the selecting and processing steps are performed by the

application. Moreover, before the selecting step, the method of the present

invention preferably further includes the step of determining whether the command

is recognized by the application.
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It is also preferred that the integrated circuit card comprises an

operating system stored in the memory and that the determining step is performed

by a function of the operating system. Before the step of determining whether the

expected case is applicable to the command, the method of the present invention

may also include the step of calling by the application a function of the operating

system with the expected case. The application may then receive a return value

from the function indicative of whether the expected case is applicable to the

command.

Preferably, the memory of the integrated circuit card comprises a

publicly available memory space and a stack. The method of the present invention

may then include the steps of communicating between the operating system and the

application using the publicly available memory space or the stack. In addition, the

application and the operating system may communicate with each other through a

register in the integrated circuit card.

The method of the preferred embodiment of the present invention

may also include the step of determining by the function called by the application

whether data is to be received from the interface device. If data is to be received,

the method may also include the step of receiving such data.

After the application has called the operating system function, the

method of the present invention may also include the step of responding by the

operating system to subsequent commands by the interface device related to the

initial command without interaction between the operating system and the

application. For example, if the T=0 protocol defined under ISO 7816-3 is used,

-5-
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the operating system may respond to GET RESPONSE commands without

interaction with the application, after the application has called the appropriate

operating system function with the expected case of the command.

The method of the preferred embodiment of the present invention

may also include the step of communicating response data by the application to the

operating system if the return value from the called function is positive. The

response data is to be transmitted by the integrated circuit card to the interface

device.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, there is

provided an integrated circuit card for use with an interface device. The integrated

circuit card includes a microprocessor, a memory coupled to the microprocessor,

means for selecting an expected case for a command transmitted by the interface

device, where the expected case represents whether data is to be transferred between

the interface device and the integrated circuit card, means for determining whether

the expected case is applicable to the command, and means for processing the

command if the expected case is applicable to the command.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments in accordance with the invention will now be

described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings,

in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of an IC card in accordance with

a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

-7-
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Fig. 2 is a perspective view of an IC card and terminal in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram of an IC card in accordance with

a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

5 Fig. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary code space, data

space, address registers, and control registers for an abstract machine architecture

that may be used in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention;

Figs. 5 is a diagram illustrating the cases of commands defined by

10 ISO 7816-4;

Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a message under the

T=l protocol defined by ISO 7816-3;

Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating the chaining function of the T=1

protocol defined by ISO 7816-3;

15 Fig. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for processing a command

received from an interface device by an IC card in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for checking

the case of a command in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

20 invention;

Fig. 10 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for checking

the case of a command under the T=0 protocol in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention;
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Fig. 11 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for checking

whether a command is consistent with a case 1 command under the T=0 protocol in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 12 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for checking

whether a command is consistent with a case 2 command under the T=0 protocol in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for checking

whether a command is consistent with a case 3 command under the T=0 protocol in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 14 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for checking

whether a command is consistent with a case 4 command under the T=0 protocol in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 15 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for checking

the case of a command under the T=1 protocol in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 16 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for

initializing communications information and for processing the GET RESPONSE

command under the T=0 protocol in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for receiving

data from an interface device under the T=0 protocol in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 18 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary communication

-9-
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between an interface device and an IC card under the T=0 protocol;

Fig. 19 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for

transmitting response data and procedure bytes to an interface device in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 20 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a routine for

initializing communications information and for processing the GET RESPONSE

command under the T=1 protocol in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Fig. 1 provides a schematic representation of a typical IC card 10

that can be used with the presently claimed invention. The IC card 10 includes an

integrated circuit 12 having one or more electrical contacts 14 connected to the

integrated circuit 12.

Fig. 2 shows an example of a device with which the IC card 10

communicates. As used in this specification and the appended claims, the terms

“interface device” and “terminal” shall be used to generically describe devices with

which an IC card may communicate. A typical terminal 20, as shown in Fig. 2,

includes a card reader 22, a keypad 24, and a display 26. The keypad 24 and the

display 26 allow a user of the IC card 10 to interact with the terminal. The keypad

24 allows the user to select a transaction, to enter a personal identification number

(“PIN”), and to enter transactional information. The display 26 allows the user to

receive informational messages and prompts for data entry. Other types of
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terminals may include IC card—compatible ATM machines and telephones.

Fig. 3 provides a functional block diagram of the integrated circuit

12. At a minimum, the integrated circuit 12 includes a processing unit 100 and a

memory unit 110. Preferably, the integrated circuit 12 also includes control logic

150, a timer 160, security circuitry 170, input/output ports 180, and a co—processor

190. The control logic 150 provides, in conjunction with the processing unit 100,

the control necessary to handle communications between the memory unit 110 and

input/output ports 180. The timer 160 provides a timing reference signal for the

processing unit 100 and the control logic 150. The security circuitry 170 preferably

provides fusible links that connect the input/output ports 180 to internal circuitry for

testing during manufacturing. The fusible links are burned after completion of

testing to limit later access to sensitive circuit areas. The co—processor 190 provides

the ability to perform complex computations in real time, such as those required by

cryptographic algorithms.

The memory unit 110 may include different types of memory, such

as volatile and non-volatile memory and read-only and programmable memory. For

example, as shown in Fig. 3, the memory unit 110 may include read-only memory

(ROM), electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), and

random-access memory (RAM).

The memory unit 110 stores IC card data such as secret

cryptographic keys and a user PIN. The secret cryptographic keys may be any type

of well-known cryptographic keys, such as the private keys of public-key pairs.

Preferably, the secret cryptographic keys are stored in a secure area of ROM or
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EEPROM that is either not accessible or has very limited accessibility from outside

the IC card.

The memory unit 110 also stores the operating system of the IC card.

The operating system loads and executes IC card applications and provides file

management and other basic card services to the IC card applications. Preferably,

the operating system is stored in ROM.

In addition to the basic services provided by the operating system,

the memory unit 110 may also include one or more IC card applications. For

example, if the IC card is to be used as an electronic cash card, an application

called MONDEXTM PURSE (from Mondex International Limited) might be

included on the IC card, which loads an electronic value of a certain currency from

a user’s account in a financial institution onto the IC card. Preferably, the

operating system of the IC card 10 supports multiple applications, such as the

MULTOSTM operating system from Mondex International Limited.

An IC card application may include both program and data files,

which are typically stored in EEPROM. The application program may be written

either in the native programming code of the processing unit 100 or it may be

written in a higher level language that must be translated before it is executed on

the processing unit 100. An example of such a higher level language for use on IC

cards is the MULTOSTM Executable Language (MEL). Advantageously, by using a

higher level language such as MEL, an application program is capable of running

on multiple hardware platforms without any need for re-writing.

Because IC cards typically have limited memory capacity due to the
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size and cost restraints of placing memory on the IC cards, an IC card may also

have primitives stored in ROM, which are subroutines that perform frequently used

functions or procedures, such as mathematical functions. The primitives are usually

written in the native language of the processing unit 100 so that they can be

executed very quickly.

Preferably, the operating system of the IC card 10 imposes a layer of

abstraction between an application and the underlying hardware of the IC card 10.

This abstraction layer permits the application to be hardware independent and to run

on multiple IC cards. From the standpoint of the application, it is executing on an

“abstract machine” defined by the operating system.

Fig. 4 illustrates an exemplary architecture of an operating system

“abstract machine.” The abstract machine contains a memory space for each of the

program code and data of an application, referred to as the code space 200 and the

data space 300, respectively. An exemplary size for each of the code and data

spaces is 64K bytes.

The program code in the code space 200 is stored in non-volatile

memory such as EEPROM and is addressed by the Code Pointer (CP) register 202

which must be at least sixteen (16) bits to address the entire 64K bytes of the code

space.

The data space 300 is divided into three segments: the static segment

302, the dynamic segment 304, and the public segment 306. The static segment

302 contains non-volatile data, which can be stored in EEPROM, while the dynamic

segment 304 and the public segment 306 contain volatile data, which can be stored
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in RAM. As shown in Fig. 4, there may be gaps between the segments, so that not

all of the 64K of data space is used.

The static segment 302 contains the application’s non-volatile data.

Static data includes cardholder data, such as a card user’s name, address, account

number, and PIN. Static data also includes variable transactional data, such as the

electronic value of a purse or the available credit limit of a credit/debit application.

The dynamic segment 306 contains the application’s volatile or

temporary data. Dynamic data includes data which is temporarily used during the

execution of an application such as intermediate values used in calculations or

working variables. For example, a purse application may temporarily store the

value of a transaction in order to reduce the amount of the value in the purse. The

dynamic segment is used in much the same way as a conventional computer

program uses RAM to perform its assigned operations. The dynamic segment

preferably is divided into two parts, the session data portion and the stack data

portion. The size of the session data portion is a constant for each application and

is determined when the application is loaded. The data in the session data portion

retains its value for the duration of a session in which the application is involved.

A typical use for the session data portion is to support the use of a session PIN.

The stack data portion holds variable data which is unique to the particular

transaction being executed. The stack data portion stores data in a last-in-first-out

manner. The stack is initially empty, but expands and contracts during execution of

the application. The data in the dynamic segment is private to an application and

cannot be read by other applications.
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The public segment is used to store commands and response data

passed between an interface device and an application. Applications may also use

the public segment for temporary working storage of data, but any data written into

the public segment may be available to the interface device.

The data space 300 is preferably addressed using seven address

registers: Static Base (SB) 308, Static Top (ST) 310, Public Base (PB) 312, Public

Top (PT) 314, Dynamic Base (DB) 316, Local Base (LB) 318, and Dynamic Top

(DT) 320. Each of these registers is preferably a sixteen-bit register. These

registers define the boundaries of the static, dynamic, and public segments of the

data space 300. Each base register contains the address of the first byte in each

segment, and each top register contains the address of the byte immediately after

the last byte in each segment. The LB register 318 acts as a stack pointer for the

stack data portion of the dynamic segment. The address registers can contain

physical memory addresses but preferably contain offset addresses in order to be

hardware independent.

The abstract machine architecture also contains a Condition Code

Register (CCR) 400, which contains bits that are set or cleared based on the result

of an operating system or primitive instruction call. An exemplary eight-bit CCR is

defined in Table 2.
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Table 2: Exemplary Code Condition Register

‘
Not defined.

3 Carry (C) This bit indicates a carry or borrow at
the most significant bit. p

This bit is set to 1 when an arithmetic

overflow occurs and cleared to 0 at other
times.

  
  
  

 This bit is set to one to indicate a zero

result and cleared to O to indicate a non-
zero result.

 

 

A more complete description of an implementation of an abstract

machine architecture for an IC card operating system is set forth in the U.S. patent

application entitled “Multi-Application IC Card with Delegation Feature” of Everett

et a1., filed April 23, 1998, which is incorporated herein by reference to Annex A

attached hereto.

The low-level communications handler of the operating system may

use the public segment 304 to communicate with an application. Table 3 shows an

exemplary mapping of the communications buffer of the low-level communication

handler onto the public segment. The communication information mapped onto the

public segment in Table 3 is consistent with ISO standards 7816-3 and 7816-4 and

will be better understood in light of the following discussion.
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Table 3: Public Communications Map

Public Address Use

PB[0] Data field (either command or response)

 
PT[-17] Protocol Flags, where.

bit 0: P3Valid

bit 1: LcValid

bit 2: LeValid

bit 3: CmdDataRxed

bit 4: Expected_GR

PT[— 16] ProtocolType

PT[— 1 5]

PT[-14] GetResponseSW1

PT[-13] CLA

10 PT[-12] INS

PT[-1 1]

PT[-10]

PT[-9]

PT[-8]

15 PT[-7]

PT[-6]

PT[-5]

PT[-4]

PT[-3] La (lower byte)

20 PT[-2] SW 1

PT[— 1] SW2

U1

GetResponseCLA

P1

P2

P3

Lc (upper byte)

Lc (lower byte)

Le (upper byte)

Le (lower byte)

La (upper byte)

To enable the inter-operability of IC cards, IC cards typically follow
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conventional, industry-wide standards, such as ISO 7816-3 and 7816-4. ISO 7816-3

defines the low-level details of the transmission link between an IC card and an

interface device, such as the transmission protocol. ISO 7816-4 defines the fonnat

of commands exchanged between interface devices and IC cards.

Beginning with the ISO 7816-4 standard, the ISO 7816-4 standard

defines a command having a mandatory header of four (4) bytes and an optional

body of variable length. Table 4 sets forth the definition of the command header

under ISO 7816-4. The CLA class byte of the command header specifies the extent

to which the command and response comply with ISO 7816-4. The INS instruction

byte specifies the command function. For example, ISO 7816-4 defines a

hexadecimal value of “A4” for INS as a SELECT FILE command. The P1 and P2

parameter bytes provide qualifying information for a command. If no qualification

is necessary, then P1 and P2 are set to zero.

Table 4: ISO 7816-4 Command Header

 
 
 

 

Parameter for the Command 1

Parameter for the Command I

T e comman oy IS conitiona an epens on w et er t ere IS

.18.
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any data associated with the command or expected with the response. For each

case of a command, the structure of the command is illustrated in Figs. 5A to 5D.

In the figures, LC represents the length of the data associated with the command,

and L, represents the maximum length of the data expected to be returned with the

response. LC and Le may be either one, two, or three bytes. When LC and L, are

one byte, the cases are referred to as “short.” In short cases, LC may be a number

between 1 and 255 (zero is not permitted), and L, may be a number between 1 and

256 (zero is interpreted as 256). When Lo and L, are more than one byte, the cases

are referred to as “extended.” In extended cases, LC is coded on three bytes, with

the first byte being zero and the subsequent two bytes being non-zero. Thus, LC

may take on a value from 1 to 65,535. For an extended case 2, L, is also coded on

three bytes with the first byte being zero. For an extended case 4, L, is coded on

only 2 bytes. In both an extended case 2 and an extended case 4, L, may take on a

value from 1 to 65,536 (a zero value representing the number 65,536).

Table 5 shows the decoding of the case of a received command using

the length of the command body (L), the value of the first byte of the command

body (By), and the value of the second and third bytes of the command body (B23).
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Table 5: Decoding of Command Cases

  

 

  
 
 

  
 

 

 

  

“’

L25 and B,=0 and B2,3=L-5 4 Extended

15

Turning now to the ISO 7816-3 standard, ISO 7816-3 defines two

transmission protocols, referred to as the “T=O” and “T=1” protocols. The T=0 is
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an asynchronous, half-duplex, character-oriented protocol, while the T=1 protocol is

an asynchronous, half-duplex, block-oriented protocol.

Under the T=O protocol, an interface device initiates the processing

of a command by transmitting 5 bytes, designated CLA, INS, P1, P2, and P3.

5 CLA, INS, P1, and P2 correspond to the similarly-named command header bytes

defined in ISO 7816-4. P3 is defined as shown in Table 6. In Table 6, B3 refers to

the third byte of the command body.

Table 6: Definition of P3 for T=O Protocol

  

  
   

  

  
 

  
 

 

 
 

B

B

3 Extended and Lc2256 Split command data into segments of
length less than 256 and transmit

segments using ENVELOPE command

Le
Ba <Le>

4 Extended and Lc2256 Split command data into segments of 
length less than 256 and transmit

segments using ENVELOPE command 

Under the T=O protocol, after transmission of the five (5) bytes, the
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interface device waits for a procedure byte from the IC card. The IC card may

respond with three types of procedure bytes: an ACK byte, a NULL byte, or a SW1

byte. An ACK byte permits the subsequent exchange of data to or from the IC

card. A NULL byte resets the waiting time of the interface device. The NULL

byte is used when the IC card needs more time to process a command. A SW1

byte instructs the interface device to wait for an SW2 byte from the IC card.

Together, the SW1 and SW2 bytes provide the interface device with status

information. The particular coding of these procedure bytes is not relevant for the

purposes of this specification.

As shown in Table 6, when the case of a command is an extended

case 2 (with Le greater than 256) or case 4 (either short or extended), L, is either

partially or completely missing from the five-byte header sent from the interface

device to the IC card. In these cases, to receive the appropriate amount of data, the

interface device is required to send one or more subsequent GET RESPONSE

commands with P3 equal to the number of bytes to receive (256 or less).

Fig. 6 shows the structure of messages transmitted between an

interface device and an IC card using the T=1 protocol. The protocol defines a

block having mandatory prologue and epilogue fields and an optional information

field. The prologue field contains three bytes: a node address (NAD) byte, a

protocol control byte (PCB), and a length (LEN) byte. The NAD byte is used to

identify the source and destination of the block. The PCB is used to convey control

information regarding the block. The LEN byte indicates the number of bytes in

the information (INF) field, which may be 0 to 254 bytes. The presence of the INF
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field is optional. When present, it conveys either application-related or status

information. The epilogue field contains an error detection code (EDC), which may

be either LRC (longitudinal redundancy check) or CRC (cyclical redundancy

check).

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the T=1 protocol supports chaining of blocks.

Chaining refers to the segmentation of data and the transmission of the segmented

data over several blocks. Chaining is used when the data to be transmitted is

greater than 254 bytes, which is the maximum number of bytes supported by the

INF field. Chaining is supported through the PCB, which includes a “More Data

bit” (or M-bit). The M-bit is set when chained data follows in subsequent blocks

and is cleared to indicate the last (or only) block in a chain.

When the T=1 protocol is used, the complete command header and

command body of a command defined under ISO 7816-4 are transmitted in the INF

field of a block. Thus, without knowing anything about the function of a

command, an operating system may determine the case of the command using the

decoding rules in Table 5.

Under the T=O protocol, however, an IC card cannot decode the case

of a command simply from the five-byte header sent from the interface device to

the IC card because the entire command and data may not be transferred in those

initial five bytes. Because of the truncation of information under the T=O protocol,

the same five bytes may be transmitted for different cases. For example, for any

given command, an interface device will transmit exactly the same five CLA, INS,

P1, P2, and P3 bytes for a short case 2 with Lc=256 and an extended case 2 with
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L,,>256. (In both cases, P3=0.) Moreover, an IC card cannot distinguish between a

case 3 and a case 4 command from the five-byte header sent from an interface

device because LC is not part of that five-byte header.

Indeed, under the T=0 protocol, ISO 7816-3 explicitly assumes that

the IC card and the interface device have information, prior to the transmission of a

command, regarding the direction of data, to distinguish between instructions for

data transfers into and out of the IC card. It is also implicitly assumed that the IC

card has information regarding the number of bytes of data to be transferred.

Such information is, of course, application dependent. The operating

system cannot itself know this information. Thus, to properly process a command

under the T=0 protocol, the intervention of the currently selected application is

necessary. Such intervention typically requires the application to delve into the

details of the transmission protocol. Such intervention is undesirable, however,

because it destroys the independence of the transmission and application layers.

Such layer independence is advantageous because it saves programming effort on

the part of an application developer and does not require an application to be

updated each time a protocol is changed or a new protocol is promulgated.

According to preferred embodiments of the present invention,

however, an application need not delve into the details of the transmission protocol

to determine the case of a command. Instead, the operating system passes to the

application the CLA, INS, P1, and P2 bytes when they are received, and the

application merely checks these bytes to determine whether the command is one

that the application recognizes and supports. The application then calls an operating
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system function or primitive, referred to as Check_Case, with the expected case of

the command.

It is expected that because most applications on IC cards are written

in conjunction with corresponding applications on interface devices, the applications

will know which case of a command to expect. For example, in an electronic purse

application, the application would probably know that after it has been selected, it

will be required to transfer the value in the purse. Otherwise, if an application does

not expect any particular case for a command, an application may guess a case. In

either instance, the application calls the Check_Case function or primitive, which

determines whether the command is consistent with the case the application has

passed to it. The Check_Case function or primitive returns a “true” or “false” value

to the application, depending on its determination.

Specifically, with regard to the abstract machine architecture

discussed above, an application may PUSH the expected case onto the top of the

stack data portion of the dynamic segment, and CALL the Check_Case function or

primitive. The Check_Case function or primitive may return an answer through the

Z bit of the CCR register.

Advantageously, the use of a Check_Case function or primitive

permits layer independence between the transmission protocol layer and the

application layer. By using the Check_Case command, the application is not

required to know which protocol is being used by the IC card or the details of that

protocol. Therefore, as new protocols are defined, the application need not be re-
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written to fimction with those protocols. In addition, the operating system is not

required to know the context in which the command is sent to perform the

Check_Case function or primitive. The operating system is only required to

determine whether the expected case is consistent with the format of the command

received. Thus, the Check_Case function or primitive accomplishes true

independence of transmission and application layers even when the transmission

protocol does not explicitly support such independence.

Fig. 8 is an exemplary flowchart illustrating the steps for processing

a command received under the transmission protocol T=O and using the Check_Case

function or primitive. For purposes of illustration, reference will be made to the

communication exchange shown in Fig. 18, which shows an exchange involving an

INTERNAL AUTHENTICATE command. An INTERNAL AUTHENTICATE

command sends challenge data to an IC card, which receives the data, encrypts it

using a secret key, and returns the encrypted data to the interface device. For the

purposes of this illustration, it is assumed that an application is involved in

processing the INTERNAL AUTHENTICATE command.

As shown in Fig. 18, an interface device (IFD) initiates the

communication exchange by sending the command header 1810, consisting of the

five hexadecimal bytes 00, 88, O0, O0, and 03. These bytes correspond to the CLA,

INS, P1, P2, and P3 bytes defined by the T=O protocol. In this case the value of

P3 signifies that L,,=3 __ i.e., there are three bytes of challenge data that the

interface device desires to transmit to the IC card.
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With reference to Fig. 8, the low-level communications handler of

the operating system of the IC card receives the T=0 command header from the

interface device (IFD) in step 801. In steps 803 and 805, the communications

handler stores these bytes in a communications buffer, called c0mm_bufler, and

calls the subroutine Receive_C0mmand_T0.

The Receive_Command_T0 subroutine initializes communications

variables and processes GET RESPONSE commands under the T=0 protocol. With

reference to Fig. 16, the Receive_C0mmand_T0 subroutine first checks in step 1610

the variable public.protocol__/lags. expecting_gr to determine whether 21 GET

RESPONSE command is expected by the IC card. If the

public.protocol_flags. expecting_gr variable is “false,” which will be the case when a

command header is first received, the Receive_C0mmand__T0 subroutine initializes

the public segment according to the values shown in step 1630. The variables

initialized in step 1630 correspond to those shown in Table 3. Once the variables

in step 1630 are initialized, the Receive_Command_T0 subroutine exits.

With reference to Fig. 8, once the Receive_C0mmand_T0 subroutine

has initialized the public segment, the currently selected application is notified of

the received command header in step 807 by the use of any conventional means,

such as by the use of an interrupt or by setting a bit in the public segment or a

control register that the application can poll.

In step 809, the application checks the bytes public. cla, public. ins,

public.p1, and public.p2 in the public segment. Although other protocol-specific
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information is available in the public segment, such as public.p3, an application

need not _ and, indeed, should not _._._ check this information in order to maintain

layer independence.

In step 809, if the application recognizes the command defined by

the bytes public. cla, public. ins, public.p1, and public.p2, the application determines

the expected case of the command. Using the INTERNAL AUTHENTICATE

command as an example, the application would expect a case 4, since it expects to

receive and send data. The application pushes this expected case onto the stack

portion of the dynamic segment, and in step 813, calls Check_Case.

In step 815, Check_Case checks the consistency of the command

header received from the interface device against the expected case provided by the

application. Depending on whether the expected case is consistent with the

command header, Check_Case sets the status variable check_case__response.status

equal to “success” or “failed.” In step 817, if the expected case is 3 or 4 (command

data is expected to be received), Check_Case calls the Cmd_Data_Rxed subroutine,

which handles receiving the command data.

With reference to Fig. 17, the Cmd_Data_Rxed subroutine checks in

step 1710 whether the flag public.protocol_/lags. cmd_data_rxd is “false.” If it is

not “false,” indicating data has already been received, the subroutine exits. If it is

“false,” in step 1720, the subroutine transmits an ACK byte to the interface device,

which signals the interface device to send command data. In steps 1730 and 1740,

the subroutine receives the command data from the interface device and sets the
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command data in the data field of the public segment, pubIic.data_fz‘eId. The

Cmd_Data_Rxed subroutine then sets the flag public.protocol_flags. cmd_data_rxd

to “true,” to indicate that the command data has been received.

Returning to the example of Fig. 18, the Cmd_Data_Rxed subroutine

transmits the ACK byte 1820, which consists of the INS byte of the command

header, hexadecimal value 88. Three bytes of data 1830 are then transmitted by the

interface device and received by the IC card, for storage in the public segment by

the Cmd_Data_Rxed subroutine.

Returning once more to Fig. 8, once the Cmd_Data_Rxed subroutine

is finished receiving data and returns control to the operating system, the operating

system of the IC card in step 821 sets or clears the Z-bit of the CCR register based

on the value of check_case_response.status. Control is then returned to the

application, which checks the Z-bit of the CCR register to determine whether

Check_Case successfully verified its expected case. In step 823, if Check_Case

successfully verified the expected case of the command, the command is processed.

Otherwise, an error routine is called.

In step 825, if the case of the command is either 2 or 4 (data is to be

sent to the interface device), the application sets the data and the length of the data

in the public segment, in pubIic.data_fieId and pubIic.Ia, respectively. The

application then returns control to the operating system by a system call.

In step 827, the operating system calls the Transmit_Resp0nse

subroutine, which transmits the appropriate procedure bytes to the interface device,
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depending on the status of the protocol flags set in the public segment. The

Transmit_Response subroutine also sets the flag public.protocol__flags. expecting_gr

to “true” under appropriate circumstances. For example, in a case 4 command, as

in the INTERNAL AUTHENTICATE example above, a GET RESPONSE

5 command is expected from the interface device. Thus, the Transmit_Response

subroutine would set the flag publiaprotocol_/lags. expectingJgr to “true.”

Fig. 19 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of the Trarzsmz't_Response

subroutine. In step 1910, the subroutine checks whether public. la is equal to zero,

indicating that there is no data to be transmitted from the IC card to the interface

10 device. If public. la is zero, in step 1920, the responsejpdu is set simply to the

procedure bytes public.sw1 and public.sw2.

If public. la is greater than zero, in step 1930, it is checked whether

public. la is greater than the size of the public segment less the size of the

communications parameters stored in the public segment. If this is the case, then

15 public. la is greater than the data field size. Accordingly, in step 1940, the response

is set to hexadecimal value “6F00,” indicating a fatal error.

If public. la is within the bounds of the size of the data field in the

public segment, in step 1950, it is checked whether public.protocol_flags.le_valid is

“false,” indicating that the expected length of the response data is not yet known. It

20 is also checked whether public. le is greater than public. la, indicating that the

interface device requested more data than is actually available from the currently

selected application. If either of these conditions is met, in step 1960, the first
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procedure byte of the response is set to public. get_resp0nse.sw1, indicating that the

IC card has data available for the interface device. The second procedure byte is

set to the length of the data available, either public.Ia if public.la is less than 256

bytes or hexadecimal “00” if public. la is equal to or greater than 256 bytes. In the

case that public. la is equal to or greater than 256 bytes, more than one data

transmission from the IC card to the interface device will be needed. In step 1970,

pubIic.protoc0I_flags.expecting_gr is set to “true,” since it is expected the interface

device will send a GET RESPONSE command to the IC card in response to the

procedure bytes indicating that data is available.

If the expected length of the response data is known and is less than

the actual length of the response data, in step 1980, it is checked whether public. Ie

is greater than zero. If public.Ie is greater than zero, in step 1990, the variable

data, which is initialized to null by the operating system, is set to the data in the

data field of the public segment. In step 1995, the response is set to: (1) an ACK

procedure byte (public. ins), indicating that data may follow; (2) the response data

(either null or the data in the data field of the public segment); and (3) the

procedure bytes public. sw1 and pubIz'c.sw2 (which will normally indicate the

completion of the command).

With reference to the example of Fig. 18, the Transmz't_Response

subroutine transmits the procedure bytes SW1 and SW2 with hexadecimal values of

“6l” and “04,” respectively. The hexadecimal value “61” for SW1 informs the

interface device that the IC card has data to transfer, and the hexadecimal value
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“04” for SW2 informs the interface device of the number of bytes to be transferred

(in this case, four). These bytes are transferred in step 1960 of Fig. 19 because it is

not known what the expected length of the data is (since L, is not transmitted with

the T=0 header). In step 1970 of Fig. 19, public.protocoljlags.expecting_gr is set

to “true.”

With reference to Fig. 18, when the interface device receives the

SW1 and SW2 procedure bytes 1840 from the IC card, the interface device sends a

GET RESPONSE command 1850 with LC (P3) equal to the number of bytes to be

transferred (in this case, four).

Returning to Fig. 8, the low-level communications handler once again

receives a T=0 command header in step 801. Again, in steps 803 and 805, the

communications handler stores the header in the comm_bujj’22r and calls the

Receive_Command_T0 subroutine.

Referring once more to Fig. 16, the Receive_Command_T0 subroutine

again checks the status of the flag public.protocol_flag. expecting_gr. Since

Transmit__Response has set the flag to “true,” Receive_Command_T0 proceeds to

step 1620. In step 1620, the Receive_Command_T0 subroutine first determines if

P3 is equal to :r.ero. If it is, then public.le is set to 256. (Since GET RESPONSE

is defined as a case 2 command by ISO 7816-4, then P3=Le as set forth in Table 6.

Moreover, if Le=0, 256 bytes of data are expected.) The Receive_Command_T0

then processes the GET RESPONSE command, which involves transmitting the

data in the data field of the public segment, public. data__field, followed by the
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appropriate procedure bytes.

With reference to Fig. 18, Receive_Command_T0 transmits response

1860, which consists of an ACK byte (set to the INS of the GET RESPONSE

command), the data to be transferred to the interface device, and procedure bytes

SW1 and SW2 (set to Hex “9000,” indicating the completion of the command).

The processing of a command received under the T=l protocol is

similar to the processing shown in Fig. 8 with regard to the T=0 protocol. It is

noted that Check_Case is used for processing the command, even though under the

T=l protocol the operating system may determine the case of a command without

any intervention by an application. Nonetheless, to maintain a consistent interface

and layer independence, all protocols must be supported by Check_Case.

Under the T=l protocol, when the low-level communications handler

of the operating system receives a T=l block, the low-level communications handler

extracts the information contained in the INF field using the control information in

the PCB byte. The low-level communications handler also checks the error

detection code (EDC) to ensure that a communications error has not occurred. If

the PCB indicates that chained blocks follow, the low-level communications handler

waits for the chained blocks. As it receives the blocks, the low-level

communications handler chains the data in the blocks. After the last block is

received, the low-level communications handler calls the Receive__Command_T1

subroutine, which is the T=l counterpart of the Receive_Command_T0 subroutine.

Fig. 20 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for the
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Receive_Command_T1 subroutine. In step 2010, the subroutine checks whether

publz'c.pr0tocol_flags.expecting_gr is “true,” indicating the operating system is

expecting a GET RESPONSE command from the interface device. If the flag is set

to “true” and the command is a GET RESPONSE command, in step 2020, the GET

RESPONSE command is processed. If the publiaprotocol_flags. expecting_gr is

“false,” in step 2030, various communications variables are initialized. In step

2040, the communications variables public.protocol_flags. le_valz'd,

publ1'c.pr0tocol_flags.lc_valid, public.protocol__flags. cmd_data_rxd, public. le, and

public. 1c are set according to body of the command received by the low-level

communications handler and stored in comm_bufi‘?:r.TI_body, using the decoding

rules set forth in Table 5.

When the Receive_Command_T1 has completed its processing, the

processing of the received command proceeds in the same way as described with

regard to Fig. 8 for a T=0 command after step 805.

Figs. 9 to 15 are flowcharts setting forth exemplary, detailed steps of

the Check_Case fimction or primitive. In Fig. 9, steps 910 and 930, Check_Case

checks if the protocol type is T=0 or T=1. If the protocol type is one of these

protocols, the appropriate subroutine, Check_Case_T0 or Check_Case_T1, is called

in either of steps 920 and 940. If the protocol type is unrecognized by

Check_Case, then in step 950, check_case_response.status is set to “failed.”

Fig. 10 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the Check_Case_T0

subroutine. In step 1010, a default value of “success” is assigned to
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check_case_response.status. In step 1020, Check_Case_T0 checks whether the flags

public.pr0t0coI_flags.p3_valid, public.pr0t0c0l_flags.Ic_vaIid, and

public.pr0tocol_flags.le__valid are in the initialized states set by

Receive_Command__T0. If they are not,‘ check_case_response.status is set to

5 “failed.” If the flags contain proper values, in steps 1030 to 1060, Check_Case_T0

checks whether the application expects case 1, 2, 3, or 4. In step 1070, if the

application has passed an expected case that is not 1 to 4,

check_case_response.status is set to “failed.” In the last step, step 1080, if the

subroutine has been successful, public.protocol_flagS.p3_vaIid is set to “false”

10 (indicating that Check_Case has checked the command header) and

public.protocol_flags.lc_valid is set to “true” (since, Check_Case will set the correct

public. lc).

Fig. 11 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for the case 1 logic of the

Check_Case_T0 subroutine. In step 1110, if the T=0 protocol byte P3 is valid and

15 greater than zero, then the command is inconsistent with case 1 (see Table 6).

Thus, check_case_response.status is set to “failed.” In steps 1120 and 1130, if

either of the LC or L, bytes are valid and greater than zero, then the command

header is inconsistent with case 1 (which requires no command or response data).

Thus, check_case_response.status is set to “failed.” Otherwise, public. 1c and

20 public.le are set to zero and the public.protocoljIags.le_valid is set to “true.” (The

flag public.protocoljIags.lc_valid is set by default in step 1080 of Fig. 10.)

Fig. 12 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for the case 2 logic of the
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Check_Case_T0 subroutine. In step 1210, if LC is valid and greater than zero,

Check_Case fails (because case 2 does not expect command data). In step 1220, if

L, is valid and equal to zero, Check_Case fails (because case 2 expects response

data). In step 1230, public.lc is set to zero (indicating no command data is

present). In steps 1240 and 1250, if P3 is valid and greater than zero, the flag

pubIz'c.pr0tocol_fIags.le_valid is set to “true” and public. le is set to pubIic.p3 (see

Table 6). If P3=0, the expected length of the response data is not known (because

P3=0 is consistent with an expected data length of equal to or greater than 256

bytes). Thus, public. le__valid is not set to “true” (it remains “false”). The state of

the public. le_valid variable is used in the Transmit_Resp0nse subroutine to

determine the proper procedural bytes to send (see step 1950 of Fig. 19).

Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for the case 3 logic of the

Check_Case_T0 subroutine. In step 1310, if P3 is valid and greater than zero

(which is required for case 3), public. 1c is set to public.p3 (see Table 6).

Otherwise, in step 1320, other conditions inconsistent with case 3 are checked. In

step 1330, the flag publz'c.pr0tocoI__flags.le_valid is set to “true” and public.le is set

to zero (because no response data is to be sent for case 3). In step 1340, the

Cmd_Data_Rxed subroutine, previously described with reference to Figs. 8 and 17,

is called, to receive the command data from the interface device.

Fig. 14 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for the case 4 logic of the

Check_Case_T0 subroutine. In step 1410, if P3 is valid and greater than zero

(which is required for case 4), public. 1c is set to pubIz'c.p3 (see Table 6).
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Otherwise, in step 1420, other conditions inconsistent with case 4 are checked. In

step 1430, the Cmd_Data_Rxed subroutine, previously described with reference to

Figs. 8 and 17, is called, to receive command data from the interface device.

Fig. 15 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for the Check_Case_T1

subroutine. It is noted again that, under the T=1 protocol, the operating system

does not require the intervention of an application to determine the case of a

command. Nonetheless, to maintain a consistent interface and layer independence,

all protocols must be supported by Check_Case.

In step 1510, a default value of “success” is assigned to

check_case_resp0nse.status. In steps 1520, 1540, 1560, and 1580, Check_Case_TI

determines whether the expected case is 1, 2, 3, or 4, respectively. If the expected

case is not one of these cases, in step 1595, a value of “failed” is assigned to

check_case__resporzse.status. In each of steps 1530, 1550, 1570, and 1590,

Check_Case__TI checks for conditions that are inconsistent with the cases 1, 2, 3,

and 4, respectively, using the communications variables set by the

Receive_C0mmand_TI subroutine. If inconsistent conditions are found, the value of

“failed” is assigned to check_case_response.status. Otherwise, Check_Case_TJ

exits (with the default value of “success” assigned to check_case_resp0nse.status).

Although the present invention has been described with reference to

certain preferred embodiments, various modifications, alterations, and substitutions

will be known or obvious to those skilled in the art without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention, as defined by the appended claims.
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The scope of the present disclosure includes any novel feature or

combination of features disclosed therein either explicitly or implicitly or any

generalisation thereof irrespective of whether or not it relates to the claimed

invention or mitigates any or all of the problems addressed by the present invention.

The application hereby gives notice that new claims may be formulated to such

features during the prosecution of this application or of any such further application

derived therefrom. In particular, with reference to the appended claims, features

from dependant claims may be combined with those of the independent claims in

any appropriate manner and not merely in the specific combinations enumerated in

the claims.
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ANNEX A

MULTI-APPLICATION IC CARD VVITH DELEGATION FEATURE
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Mill 9 TOTIEDESCRIMII

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

Integrated circuit (“IC”) cards are becoming increasingly used for

many different purposes in the world today. An IC card (also called a smart card)

typically is the size of a conventional credit card which contains a computer chip

including a microprocessor, read-only-memory (ROM), electrically erasable

programmable read-only-memory (EEPROM), a random access memory (RAM), an

Input/Output (I/O) mechanism and other circuitry to support the microprocessor in

its operations. An IC card may contain a single application or may contain multiple

independent applications in its memory. MULTOSTM is a multiple application

operating system which runs on IC cards, among other platforms, and allows

multiple applications to be executed on the card itself. The multiple application

operating system present on the IC card allows a card user to run many programs

stored in the card (for example, credit/debit, electronic money/purse and/or loyalty

applications) irrespective of the type of terminal (i.e., ATM, telephone and/or POS)

in which the card is inserted for use.

A conventional single application IC card, such as a telephone card

or an electronic cash card, is loaded with a single application card and only

executes that one application when inserted into a terminal. For example, a

telephone card could only be used to charge a telephone call and could not be used

as a credit/debit card. If a card user desires a variety of application functions to be

performed by single application IC cards issued to him or her, such as both an

electronic purse and a credit/debit function, the card user would be required to carry
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multiple physical cards on his or her person, which would be quite cumbersome and

inconvenient. If an application developer or card user desired two different

applications to interact or exchange data with each other, such as a purse

application interacting with a frequent flyer loyalty application, the card user would

5 be forced to swap multiple cards in and out of the card-receiving terminal during

the transaction, making the transaction difficult, lengthy and inconvenient.

Therefore, it is beneficial to store multiple applications on the same

IC card. For example, a card user may have both a purse application and a

credit/debit application on the same card so that the user could select which type of

10 payment (by electronic cash or credit card) to use to make a purchase. Multiple

applications could be provided to an IC card if sufficient memory exists and an

operating system capable of supporting multiple applications is present on the card.

The increased flexibility and power of storing multiple applications

on a single card create new challenges to be overcome concerning the integrity and

15 security of the information (including application code and associated data)

exchanged between the individual card and the application provider as well as

within the entire system when communicating information between applications.

For instance, the existence of multiple applications on the same card

allows for the exchange of data between two applications, while one of the

20 applications is being executed. As stated above, a frequent flyer loyalty program

may need to be accessed during the execution of an electronic purse application. If

data is passed between applications in an insecure manner, it may be possible for a

third party monitoring the transaction to determine the contents of the transferred
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data or even other private data associated with one or both of the applications.

Thus, it would be beneficial to provide an application architecture and memory

organization which protects an application’s data from being discovered by a third

party when it is exchanged with other applications present on the IC card.

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide an application

architecture and memory organization which provides for a secure data interaction

between applications and allows multiple applications to be accessed while

performing a desired task or fimction.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides for a multiple application architecture

for an IC card called an application abstract machine (AAM) and a method for

implementing that architecture. The processing of multiple applications is

accomplished by generating for at least one application (the “first application”) a

data memory space including at least two segments, a volatile memory segment and

a non—volatile memory segment, commencing the execution of the first

application’s instructions; delegating or switching execution from the first

application to the delegated application and in so doing, saving any data generated

by the first application in the logical data memory space associated with the first

application; executing the second application’s instructions; retrieving the saved

data and completing with this data the execution of the first application's

instructions.
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Additional delegation commands can be issued by the secon

application or other subsequent applications. The command delegated is interpreted

by a delegated application in the same manner as a selection command being issued

directly by a terminal and therefore each application performs the security functions

5 at the same level as if a terminal is issuing the command.

The volatile memory segment can further be separated into public

(“Public”) and dynamic (“Dynamic”) portions. Data can be exchanged between a

plurality of applications and/or a terminal when stored in the Public region of the

data memory. The Dynamic memory region can be used solely as temporary work

10 space for the specific application being executed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

15 Further objects, features and advantages of the invention will become

apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the

accompanying figures showing illustrative embodiments of the invention, in which

Fig. 1 is block diagram illustrating the data memory space segment

and associated registers for an IC card application using the AAM organization;

20 Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the code memory and the data

memory spaces for an IC card application using the AAM architecture;

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps of performing a request

for a delegation function by one application to another;

Fig. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps of performing a return
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delegation control function for a delegate application to a delegator application;

Fig. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps of performing an

inquire delegator ID request of a delegation function;

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of an IC card chip which can be used as a

5 platform in accordance with the invention; and

Figures 7A, 7B and 7C illustrate multiple delegation calls made

between three applications.

Throughout the figures, the same reference numerals and characters,

unless otherwise stated, are used to denote like features, elements, components or

10 portions of the illustrated embodiments. Moreover, while the subject invention will

now be described in detail with reference to the figures, it is done so in connection

with the illustrative embodiments. It is intended that changes and modifications can

be made to the described embodiments without departing from the true scope and

spirit of the subject invention as defined by the appended claims.

15
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides for a method and apparatus for

5 processing multiple application programs with associated data stored on an IC card

which can be accessed and executed. An application stored on the card can be

selected by a terminal, or other interface device, or another application. Each

application program which is stored on the IC card when executed is allocated a

memory space organized by the program’s software code (instructions which are

10 executed by a processor located on the IC card) and the associated data which the

application stores and uses during execution of the program.

For example, a multi-application card may store a purse application,

or an electronic money application, and a specific loyalty application such as a

frequent flyer awards application. Each application has software code and

15 associated data to support the execution of that software code. Each application is

allocated a memory space when executed. In this example, there is interaction

between the two applications stored on the card. For each dollar electronically

spent to make a purchase, the user may be entitled to one frequent flyer mile which

is stored and processed by the frequent flyer program. The purse application need

20 not be aware of the specific loyalty program stored on the card, but instead may

contain an instruction to communicate with any loyalty program stored on the card.

The loyalty program will require input data representative of the amount of a

particular electronic value so that it can update its own stored data of current

frequent flyer miles for the user of the card.
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When two applications need to communicate uring the same

transaction, a system architecture is required to process both applications in an

efficient and secure manner. One approach could be a windows type model where

both applications could be running at the same time. Presently, however, IC card

5 platforms are not powerful enough to simultaneously operate multiple programs

efficiently. Also, transferred data may be exposed to unwanted third party access.

The solution to this problem, provided by the current invention, which is described

in greater detail below, is to selectively interrupt the execution of applications in a

secure manner. This allows the integrity of the applications’ data to be maintained

10 and allows the best utilization of the available memory space in the IC card.

An efficient architecture for processing multi applications in an IC

card is termed an Application Abstract Machine (AAM) architecture and is

described herein. The AAM Architecture applies to any platform independent of its

hardware and enables developers to write applications to store on the IC cards

15 which are portable across many different types of platforms (e.g., IC cards built by

different manufacturers with different processor configurations) without the need for

knowledge about the specific hardware of the platform.

An application abstract machine (AAM), a term for the memory

allocation and organization for the data stored and used by each application, is

20 created for each application stored on the IC card which is executed by the

processor on the card. In order to ensure data integrity and security when data is

transferred between applications which are executed on the IC card, only one

application on the IC card is allowed to be executed at a time. Each application has
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a data memory space which is virtually allocated and mapped onto the physical

memory addresses available in the IC card memories. Data is then passed between

two or more applications within a specified memory location and in a manner

consistent with transferring data to an external terminal or device with which the IC

5 card is securely interacting. At a general level, each AAM space created for each

application being executed includes two separate address spaces, one for the

program code itself and one for the program data which is stored and/or used by the

application. The program data address space is effectively divided into three

segments: a Static segment, a Dynamic segment and a Public segment which are

10 described in more detail in conjunction with Figure 1. As stated above, the Static,

Dynamic and Public segments are logically mapped to the physical memory; they

are virtual memory segments as opposed to physical memory segments. The AAM

data address space is preferably addressed and processed using seven different

address registers and two control registers.

15 Figure 1 shows an illustrative diagram of a logical data space

allocation 101 created for an application used in conjunction with the present

invention. The AAM data portion 101 includes a Static data space 103, a Public

data space 105 and a Dynamic data space 107. Also shown are a series of address

registers: the Static base address register 109, the Static top address register 111,

20 the Public base address register 113, the Public top address register 115, the

Dynamic base address register 117, the Dynamic top address register 121 and local

base address register 119 which serves as a local stack frame pointer in the

Dynamic data space when the application is being executed. The address registers
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can contain physical memory addresses but preferably contain 0 set a - e

the various data address spaces in order to be hardware independent. An example

of the overall address space is 64K bytes, although the size varies with the

applicable platform and the available memory size. The registers can also be

5 considered pointers or can be any other conventional addressing mechanism.

Within the allocated AAM data space 101, the Static portion of the

memory is non-volatile which is not erased after power is removed from the IC

card (such as EEPROM), the Dynamic space is volatile (such as RAM) which may

be erased after power is removed from the card and the Public space is also volatile

10 (such as RAM). An IC card can receive power from a terminal after it is interfaced

into the terminal. Although an IC card may contain a battery to maintain some

power for memory and circuitry, volatile memory will typically be erased after the

IC card is removed from its power source.

The defined AAM data space has bytes in each segment which are

15 contiguous, so that applications can perform pointer and offset arithmetic. For

example, if the segment addresses “1515” and “1516,” or any other pair of

sequential numbers, are both valid and are present within the same segment, then

they address adjacent bytes. This allows offset values stored in registers to

determine the location of a desired memory address. The segment address of the

20 first byte of the Static segment is zero, so that the segment address of a given

location within the Static region is equal to its offset.

Pointers to other specific regions of the Static data area can be stored

in the Static data because the Static region is non-volatile. For example, if the card
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user’s name is stored in the Static memory of a credit/debit application, the

  

application will know the card user’s name will always be stored in the 5"‘ memory

location above the starting point for the Static portion of memory. The location can

be noted as SB[5] or the 5"‘ byte above the Static Bottom. Since the Static memory

5 is non-volatile, it will not be erased after each transaction and the application will

always know of its location relative to the Static segments’ address registers.

On the other hand, the segment address of any location in the

Dynamic or Public segments is not always equal to a particular offset from the

beginning of the respective segment because the contents of those segments change

10 for each operation. The fourth location in the Dynamic segment will be different

for each operation performed by the application. The address of a memory location

of Dynamic or Public segment is fixed preferably only for the duration of one

command-response pair operation. Because segment addresses in Dynamic or

Public are not fixed, MULTOS Executable Language (MEL)TM instructions (or any

15 other program instructions) cannot refer to data using only segment addresses.

Instead, a tagged address preferably is used to identify data which is to be retrieved,

manipulated, transferred and/or stored with the IC card system.

A tagged address is a nineteen bit value consisting of a three bit tag

(address register number) and a sixteen bit offset. Each of the seven address

20 registers for the AAM data space contain a segment physical address. For instance,

the address registers SB 109 and ST 111 point to the boundaries of the Static, the

address registers PB 113 and PT 115 point to the boundaries of the Public and the

address registers DB 117 and DT 121 point to the boundaries of the Dynamic. For
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each segment, the top register points to the byte immediately after the last valid

byte. For example, the last valid byte of the Static is ST[-1]. Register LB

fimctions as a stack frame pointer. It points to a location in the Dynamic segment

to indicate a specific byte of local data for the currently executing application.

Referring to Figure 1, the allocated Static segment 103 contains the

application's non-volatile data. Static data includes data which is associated with

each application for every transaction such as the card user’s name, account

number, PIN value and address. Static data also includes variable data which is

stored for use in future transactions using the application. For example, in a purse

transaction, the electronic value data would be read from the Static segment and

later saved in the Static segment at the end of the transaction. Additionally,

transaction information data or available credit limits in the case of a credit/debit

application would be stored in Static data.

The Static data is addressed using register SB (Static Base) and the

register ST (Static Top) as offset registers. These registers contain the offset value

from a physical address in a memory on the IC card. The individual memory

location is then further offset from these starting points such as SB[3] or ST[-5].

SB is defined zero and ST is equal to the size of the application's Static data

which is set when the application is loaded onto the IC card. The multiple

application operating system ensures that no other application can read or write the

data stored in the Static segment of a particular application. Using current

technology, the Static segment is preferably mapped onto an EEPROM (Electrically

Erasable Programmable Read—Only Memory) which is non-volatile.
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temporary data. Dynamic data includes data which is temporarily used during the

   

execution of an application such as intermediate values used in calculations or

working variables. For example, a purse application may temporarily store the

5 value of a transaction in order to reduce the amount of the value in the purse. The

temporary data is used much like conventional computer programs use RAM to

perform their assigned operations. The Dynamic segment preferably is divided into

two parts, the session data portion and the stack data portion. The size of the

session data is a constant for each application and is determined when the

10 application is loaded. The stack holds variable data which is unique to the

particular transaction being executed. The stack data portion stores data in a last-in-

first-out manner. The stack is initially empty, but expands and contracts during

execution of the application.

The Dynamic data is addressed from the register DB 117 to register

15 DT 121. Register LB 119 serves as a local stack frame pointer to particular

memory locations in the Dynamic segment for delegate commands or function calls.

Register LB 119 is used to address the topmost frame, that of the currently

executing function's session data. Register DT 121 serves as an address offset for

the stack pointer. A one byte data item at the top of the stack is addressed as DT[-

20 1], the next byte below is addressed by DT[-2], and so on. A push operation

increments the relative value of DT for each item on the stack and a pop operation

decrements the relative value of DT for each item on the stack. For example, a

data element located at DT[-5] will be located at DT[-6] after an additional data
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item is placed on the stack.

When an application is being executed, the Dynamic segment created

for that application also contains the application's session data which is used in

performing the assigned task(s) or operation(s). The multiple application operating

5 system ensures that no other application can read or write the data stored in the

Dynamic segment of a particular application. The session data is set to zero upon

the start of the execution of the application. Stack data will be saved in the stack if

the application delegates a task or operation to another application.

A delegation function occurs when one application selects another

10 application to process a command instead of processing the command itself. An

example of a delegation function occurs when a delegator application receives a

command that it does not recognize or is not programmed to process. The selected

application should not reject the command and provide an error response to the

interface device (IFD), but instead should pass the command to the appropriate

15 receiver, or delegated application. In order to perform a delegation, the delegator

calls the Delegate primitive. The Delegate primitive is a subroutine recognized by

the multiple application operating system which is executed when the operating

system interprets the Delegate instruction. Primitives can be stored as part of the

operating system itself, loaded as a separate routine when the operating system is

20 installed. Primitives are preferably written in machine executable language so that

they can be executed quickly although they could be written in a higher level

language. When a Delegate command is executed, execution of the delegating

application is suspended, and the delegated application is executed instead. The
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delegated application then generates its own data memory space according to the

AAM architecture. The data stored in the Public memory space of the first

application (stored in RAM) is sent to the Public memory space of the second

application (which could be physically the same memory but is allocated separately

5 for each application) so that data can be passed between the applications. The

Dynamic memory space is also shared although data is saved in a stack for the

delegator and the other portions initialized before the delegated application is

executed because the Dynamic data is secret.

In most cases, the delegated application processes the command

10 exactly as though the command has arrived directly from an interface device.

When the delegated application has finished processing the command, and has

written a response into the allocated Public memory segment, it exits as normal.

The delegator then resumes execution at the instruction address following the

executed instruction which called the Delegate primitive. The response generated

15 by the delegated application is retrieved or accessed from the allocated Public

memory space. The delegator application may simply exit in turn, thus sending the

response to the IFD, or may carry out further processing before exiting.

Another example of a delegation operation occurs when two

applications need to share data. If an application A always returns a data item N

20 when processing a command B, then another application which also returns data

item N in response to a command can delegate the function B to application A in

order to reduce the need for duplicate codes stored on the IC card. For example, if

a PIN needs to be checked before an application is executed, an application stored
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on the card can delegate the “retrieve PIN function” to a PIN application which

returns a stored universal PIN for the card.

Preferably, a new session begins whenever the IFD, e.g. a terminal,

successfully selects an application, even if the application has been previously

5 selected during the transaction. For example, if a card user goes to a terminal and

transfers twenty dollars of electronic cash using a purse application, charges thirty

dollars using a credit/debit application and then transfers ten dollars using the purse

application again, three separate sessions will have occurred even though only two

applications were used during the entire transaction. Each time an application

10 delegates a task or function to another application, the delegated application treats

the delegate function as if the IFD devices had selected the application to perform

the task or ftmction. However, performing a delegation function as described below

has a different effect on session data.

The following examples will help explain when the session data is

15 initialized (i.e., erased) versus when it is saved to be used in further operations. If

application A is selected by an IFD device, and receives commands X, Y and Z

from the terminal, application A may delegate all three commands to application B.

For example, delegations may occur in response to delegation commands in the

program code. Both applications A and B will have their session and stack data in

20 their respective Dynamic segments initialized (set to zero) when they receive

command X, but the stack will not be initialized when they receive the subsequent

commands Y and Z.

In a second example, application A is selected, and receives
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commands X, Y and Z from the terminal. Application A processes X itself, but

delegates Y and Z to application B. Application A will have its session and stack

data initialized when it receives X, but not when it receives the subsequent

commands Y and Z. Application B will have its session and stack data initialized

5 when it receives Y, but not Z.

One example of a use of session data is to support the use of a

session Personal Identification Number (PIN). The application could reserve one

byte of session data to support the PIN-receiving flag. On receiving the PIN check

command, the selected delegated application could update the flag as follows: if

10 the PIN command is received and the inputted PIN is equal to the stored pin, then

it will set the session data DB[0] to 1. If not, the application will check if the PIN

flag is already set by checking the value in DB[O]. In either of the above cases, the

application will process the rest of the commands in the session because the PIN

has been verified. If neither of the cases is true, then the application will not

15 process the command because the PIN is not proper. The PIN checking function

could be a delegated function from the selected application to a PIN checking

application.

The Public segment 105 is used for command and response data

being passed between an IFD and an application. During a delegate command, the

20 Public segment contains the data passed between two applications, the delegator

(the application initiating the delegation) and the delegated application (the

application which performs the delegated function). An application may also use

the Public segment as a further temporary working storage space if required. The
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Public data is addressed using offsets stored in register PB 113 as a starting address,

to register PT 115 as an ending address. Register PB 113 and Register PT 115 are

fixed for the duration of a command-response pair being initiated by the IFD or

delegator. Public data can include data inputted into or supplied by a terminal such

as a transaction amount, vendor identification data, terminal information,

transmission format or other data required or used by an application resident on the

IC card. Public data can also include data which is to be transmitted to an IFD

device or other application such as an electronic dollar value, card user information

transmission format or other data required or used by the terminal or other

delegated application.

The multiple application operating system ensures that the data stored

in the Public segment remains private to the application until the application exits

or delegates. Preferably, the data in the Public segment is then made available to

other entities as follows: (1) if the application delegates, the whole of the Public

segment becomes available to the delegated application; (2) if the application exits,

and is itself delegated by another, the whole of the Public segment becomes

available to the delegator; or (3) if the application exits, and is not itself delegated,

then a portion of the Public segment containing the I/O response parameters and

data are made available to the IFD.

An application may write secret data into the Public memory segment

during execution of the application, but the application must make sure it overwrites

the secret portion of the Public segment before delegating or exiting. If the

application abnormally ends (abends), then the operating system on the IC card
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preferably overwrites all of the data in the Public segment automatically so that no

unwanted entities can have access to the secret data. If the MULTOS carrier device

(MCD) is reset, the operating system overwrites data in the Public segment

automatically, so that no secret data is revealed. A portion of the Public memory

segment is also used as a communications buffer. The 1/0 protocol data and

parameters are preferably stored at the top of the Public memory space. In another

preferred embodiment, the top seventeen bytes are reserved for the communications

protocol between the IFD device and the IC card application. However, additional

or less bytes can also be used depending upon the particular application and

operating system being utilized.

The spaces shown between the memory segments in Figure 1 will

vary depending upon the specific application and commands being processed.

There could be no memory space between the memory segments so that the

memory segments are contiguous.

Figure 2 shows an extended illustration of the AAM implemented

architecture. Data memory space 201 includes the three segments Static, Public and

Dynamic as previously described. Code memory space 203 contains the program

instructions for an application stored on the IC card. The application instructions

are preferably stored in an executable form which can be interpreted by the resident

operating system but can also be stored in machine executable form. Instruction

205 is stored at one location in the code memory space 203. Additional instructions

are stored in other locations of memory space 203. Two additional registers 207

and 209 are used in the AAM architecture. A code pointer (CP) register 207
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indicates the particular code instruction to be next executed. In the figure, the

register indicates, eg, through an offset or pointer means, that instruction 205 is

the next to be executed. Condition Control Register 209 contains eight bits, four of

which are for use by the individual application and four of which are set or cleared

5 depending upon the results of the execution of an instruction. These condition

codes can be used by conditional instructions such as Branch, Call or Jump. The

condition codes can include a carry bit, an overflow bit, a negative bit and a zero

bit.

All address and control registers are set to defined values prior to

10 executing the selected or delegated application. The values are set either when the

application is first loaded onto the card and the size of the code and non-volatile

data can be ascertained or at the moment when the application passes control to the

application. When the application is loaded, SB is set to zero and ST is equal to

the number of bytes in the application's Static database. The other address

15 registers are initialized when the application is given control. CP 207 is set to zero

and all eight bits in CCR 209 are cleared at the start of executing the application.

A communications interface mechanism is present between the IFD

and an application which includes.the use of the Public data segment as a

communications buffer for command-response parameters. A command-response

20 parameter means an application is given a command to perform and returns a

response to the entity issuing the command. Applications interact with an IFD by

receiving commands, processing them and returning responses across the IFD-

Application Interface. When an application has completed executing a command,
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the application will place the response into the Public segment starting at PB[0]

which can be read by the IFD device and will set the proper interface parameters in

the reserved Public space relative to PT[0].

While an application can be called directly from an IFD and retum a

response directly to an IFD, it can also delegate a request to another application

where appropriate. The subsequently-called application will then process the

request on behalf of the first application. The delegation can be directly in

response to a received command in which the delegator acts as a controller for

delegating commands or subcommands to other appropriate applications.

Alternatively, the delegated command can be embedded in an application’s code

which delegates control of the processor when the first application needs to interact

with another application during its execution, such as updating frequent flyer miles

or verifying a PIN.

Figure 3 shows a flow chart of the steps which are performed when a

delegate request is executed. Step 301 sets the parameter named

delegator_application__id (delegator ID) to be equal to the

selected_f1le.application_id (selected ID). The selected ID indicates the current

application which is selected and which is currently being executed. The delegator

ID indicates the application which delegates a function to another delegated

application stored on the IC card. Step 303 then pushes (stores) the delegator ID

onto the top of the delegate__id_stack (delegate stack). The data referenced in the

Dynamic portion of allocated memory is saved so that the current application can

complete its execution after the delegated function is complete. Data which is to be p
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shared with the delegated application is referenced in the Public portion of allocated

memory. The delegate stack is preferably stored outside of an application's AAM

memory space and keeps track of which applications have delegated functions.

Each application is suspended when it delegates a function so the delegate stack can

5 act in a Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) maxmer so that if a number of applications are

suspended due to delegation requests, the proper application is started in the right

order. The delegate stack thus keeps track of which application was the last

delegator when multiple layered delegation functions are performed. The delegate

stack preferably operates in a LIFO manner although different stack schemes could

10 be used as appropriate.

Step 305 then sets the selected ID to the delegate_request.delegate_

application_id (delegate ID) value. This step selects the application which will be

called to perform the delegated function or functions. The identities of the

delegated application can be specifically called by the delegator application or a

15 particular function can be matched up with an application in a look up table. For

example, a PIN match operation may be delegated to different applications

depending upon which applications are present on the card. Step 307 then sets the

application_command parameter to the value stored in the

delegate_request.application_command parameter. This step specifies the command

20 to be delegated to the delegate application. Applications typically have the ability

to process many different commands. Alternatively, the entire application could be

executed to perform one or more functions. The delegator application can choose

which command it is delegating to another application. Step 309 then sends the
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application_command to the AAM operating system for execution by the delegatee

application. The delegator application is then suspended (or interrupted). Any data

that is required to pass between the applications is transferred via the Public

memory space.

5 Figure 4 is a flow chart of the steps for performing a “retum

delegation control” command by the delegatee application. This command is

executed by the operating system when a delegated application has completed its

delegated function. Step 401 gets application_responses from the Public memory

space of the delegated AAM. The response data is passed in the Public memory

10 segment of the delegatee AAM. Step 403 then sets the delegate_response.status

variable to a success condition. This means that a delegation operation has been

successfully completed. Step 405 sets the delegate_ response.application_responses

parameter to the application_responses values which were stored in the Public

segment of the delegatee application.

15 Step 407 sets the delegate_response.delegate_application_id parameter

to selected_file.application_id (the delegatee application ID). Step 409 pops the top

(i.e., reads the last data stored in the stack) delegate_application__id from the

delegate_id_stack. This information indicates the identity of the delegator

application for the command which was just delegated and completed by the

20 delegated application. Step 411 sets the select_file.application_id value to the

delegator_application_id value. This selects the delegator application which was

identified from the delegate ID stack as the current application which will resume

running. The Dynamic data for the delegator application will be retrieved for the
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delegator application from its stored location so that the application will continue to

execute where it left off with all data intact but will also have the response

information from the delegated ftmction. In step 413, the delegate_response data is

sent to the current application for further processing. The response data is passed

through the Public data space which could be the same physical RAM memory

location because all applications share the physical volatile memory space.

Figure 5 shows a flow chart of the steps involved for inquiring about

a delegator ID when a delegate command is received by a delegated application.

The delegated application may need to know the identity of the delegator because it

may perform operations differently for different delegator applications. For

example, an airline loyalty program may need to know if awarded frequent flyers

will be based on actual dollars processed or a lump sum award for some other

activity such as performing a bill payment operation. This information could be

passed to the delegated application as a variable or could be ascertained using an

inquiry. The delegator inquiry operation could be implemented as a primitive as

previously described.

Step 501 receives the delegator_id_enq_request from the AAM

operating system. The request is used to identify the identity of the delegator. Step

503 checks if the de1egate__id_stack is empty. If the stack is empty, then no

delegation operations have occurred and no applications have been suspended.

Thus step 511 sets the delegator_id_enq_response.status parameter to a failure

indicator. Step 513 then sets the value of delegator_is_enq_request.error_cause to a
7,

value indicating “no delegator application. There is no delegator application. The
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process then continues with step 509.

If the delegate__id__stack is not empty, than one or more delegations

have occurred. In that case, step 505 sets the delegator_id_enq_response.status

parameter to a value indicating “success”. Step 507 then sets the

delegator_id__enq_response.delegator_ application_id parameter to the value stored

in delegate__id_stack.delegator_ application_id. This sets the inquiry response to

indicate the delegator application ID at the top of the stack. As explained above,

the stored data at the top of the stack indicates the last delegator application to call

a delegate function. Step 509 then sends the de1egator_id_enq_ response back to

the AAM operator system which delivers the information to the application or IFD

entity requesting the information.

Figure 6 shows an example of a block diagram of an integrated

circuit located on an IC card chip which can be used in conjunction with the

invention. The integrated circuit chip is located on a chip on the card. The IC chip

preferably includes a central processing unit 601, a RAM 603, a EEPROM 605, a

ROM 607, a timer 609, control logic 611, I/O ports 613 and security circuitry 615,

which are connected together by a conventional data bus 617 or other conventional

means.

Control logic 611 in the smart card provides sufficient sequencing

and switching to handle read-write access to the card's memory through the

input/output ports 612. CPU 601 in conjunction with control logic 611 can perform

many different functions including performing calculations, accessing memory

locations, modifying memory contents, and managing input/output ports. Some IC
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cards also include a coprocessor for handling complex computations like

cryptographic algorithms. Input/output ports 613 are used for communication

between the card and an IFD which transfers information to and from the card.

Timer 609 (which generates and/or provides a clock pulse) drives the control logic

5 611, CPU 601 and other components requiring a clock signal through the sequence

of steps that accomplish functions including memory access, memory reading and/or

writing, processing, and data communication. Security circuitry 615 (which is

optional) preferably includes fusible links that connect the input/output lines to

internal circuitry as required for testing during manufacture, but which are

10 destroyed upon completion of testing to prevent later access. The Static memory

space is preferably mapped to memory locations in EEPROM 605 which is non-

volatile. The Dynamic memory space is preferably mapped to RAM 603 which is

volatile memory which has quick access. The Public memory space is also

preferably mapped to RAM 603 which is volatile memory. The Dynamic data and

15 Public data will be stored in different portions of RAM 603, while RAM is

identified as a preferred non-volatile memory and EEPROM is identified as a

preferred volatile memory. Other types of memory could also be used with the

same characteristics.

Figures 7A, 7B and 7C illustrate an example of a delegation fimction

20 being performed in order to process multiple applications on an IC card. Figure 7A

shows a first application being executed as denoted with a double ringed circle 701.

At some point during the execution of the first application, a delegation function

702 is called to delegate an operation to the second application which is indicated
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by circle 703. Also shown in Figure 7A is an empty delegator ID sck 705. Since

the stack is empty, there is no data associated with it and it is shown only for

illustrative purposes.

The multiple application operating system receives the delegate

5 command and interrupts the execution of the first application 701 and gives control

of the integrated circuit to application 703 as shown in Figure 7B. The execution

of the second application 703 is illustrated with a double ringed circle. The term

“gives control” means that the microprocessor and other circuitry on the card will

process the instructions and allocate memory space for the application which is

10 delegated. When the delegate command is processed, the delegator ID 707 is

placed on top of the stack 705. The delegator ID stack is operated in a LIFO

manner. Also shown in Figure 7B is a third application 709 resident on the card.

At some point during the execution of the second application, a delegate function

711 is called to delegate the operation to the third application.

15 The multiple application operating system receives the delegate

command 711 shown in Figure 7B interrupts the execution of the second

application 703 and gives control of the integrated circuit to the third application

709 as shown in Figure 7C. When the delegate command is processed, the

delegator ID 713 of the second application is pushed onto the delegator ID stack

20 705. The delegator ID 707 of the first application whose execution is still

interrupted is pushed down in the stack consistent with a LIFO stack management.

Thus when the third application has finished its execution, the delegator ID at the

top of the stack is popped to indicate that execution of the second application
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should be resumed first. The delegator ID 707 from the first application will then

   

be at the top of the stack so that when the second application is finished executing,

the first application will resume its execution.

Additional applications can be managed by the delegator ID stack in

5 a similar manner. By interrupting the execution of the applications when a delegate

command is processed and keeping track of the order of delegations, the security

and integrity of the data for each individual application can be maintained which is

important because IC cards will store data for applications which is private to the

card user such as account numbers, social security number, address and other

10 personal information.

The foregoing merely illustrates the principles of the invention. It

will thus be appreciated that those skilled in the art will be able to devise numerous

apparatus, systems and methods which, although not explicitly shown or described

herein, embody the principles of the invention and are thus within the spirit and

15 scope of the invention.
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WE CLAIM:

2 1. An integrated circuit card comprising:

3 a microprocessor; a volatile memory coupled to said

4 microprocessor; a non-volatile memory coupled to said microprocessor; and a

5 plurality of applications stored in said non-volatile memory, wherein upon execution

6 of each said application, said microprocessor allocates for each said executing

7 application an associated data memory space comprising at least a volatile memory

8 segment for referencing temporary data and a non-volatile memory segment for

9 referencing static data; and further comprising means for delegating the performance

10 of a function from a first executing application to a second executing application.

1 2. The integrated circuit card of claim 1, wherein said non-volatile

2 memory segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and

3 a dynamic region.

1 3. The integrated circuit card of claim 2, wherein said public region is

2 used to share data between said first and second applications.

1 4. The integrated circuit card of claim 2, wherein said dynarnic region

2 is used to reference temporary data utilized during an application’s execution.
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1 5. The integrated circuit card of claim 1, further comprising at least one

2 register coupled to said microprocessor which is used to determine the starting

3 locations of each of said segments.

1 6. The integrated circuit card of claim 5, further comprising at least one

2 register coupled to said microprocessor which is used to determine the top locations

3 of each of said segments.

1 7. The integrated circuit card of claim 6, further comprising at least one

2 register coupled to said microprocessor which is used as a local dynamic pointer.

1 8. The integrated circuit card system of claim 1, wherein each said

2 application comprise a plurality of program instructions and wherein at least one of

3 said program instructions when executed causes said memory referenced by said

4 volatile memory segment to be accessed.

1 9. The integrated circuit card of claim 1, wherein said volatile memory

2 segment references RAM and said non-volatile memory segment references

3 EEPROM.

1 10. A method for processing a plurality of applications stored in a

2 memory of an integrated circuit:

3 selecting a first application for execution;
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4 allocating a data space for said first application including at

5 least two memory segments comprising a volatile memory segment for referencing

6 temporary data and a non-volatile memory segment for referencing static data;

7 executing said first application, interrupting execution of said

8 first application and saving data referenced by said volatile memory segment;

9 executing a second application;

10 utilizing said saved data from said volatile memory segment

11 for execution of said first application; and

12 completing said execution of said first application.

1 11. The method of claim 10, wherein said first application’s identity is

2 stored in a data stack during said delegation step.

1 12. The method of claim 11, wherein said data stack is accessed

2 following said completion of said second application.

1 13. The method of claim 12, further including the step of inquiring said

2 first application’s identity by accessing said delegator stack.

1 14. The method of claim 10, wherein said non-volatile memory segment

2 is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and a dynamic region.
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l 15. The method of claim 14, wherein said public region is used to share

   

2 data between said first application and said second application.

1 16. The method of claim 14, wherein data referenced by said dynamic

2 region is utilized during the execution of said first application.

1 17. The method of claim 10, further including the step of allocating a

2 second data space including at least two memory segments for said second

3 application.

1 18. The method of claim 17, wherein said second data space’s segments

2 comprise a volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data and a non-

3 volatile memory segment for referencing static data.

1 19. The method of claim 18, wherein said second application's non-

2 volatile segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and a

3 dynamic region.

1 20. The method of claim 19, wherein said second app1ication’s public

2 region is used to share data between said first and second applications.
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1 21. The method of claim 19, wherein said data referenced by second

2 app1ication’s dynamic region is utilized during said execution of said second

3 application.

1 22. The method of claim 10, further including the step of delegating use

2 of said microprocessor from said second application to a third application stored on

said IC card.U.)

1 23. The method of claim 22, wherein a third data space for said third

2 application is allocated which includes a volatile memory segment for referencing

3 temporary data and non-volatile memory segment for referencing static data,

4 wherein said third application’s volatile segment includes a public and dynamic

5 portion.

1 24 An apparatus for processing a plurality of applications stored in a

2 memory of a single integrated circuit card comprising:

3 means for allocating a data space comprising at least a non-

4 volatile memory segment for referencing static data and a volatile memory segment

5 for referencing temporary data; means for executing a first application; means for

6 interrupting execution of said first application, means for saving data from at least a

7 portion of said volatile memory segment; and means for executing a second

8 application; means for retrieving said saved data; and means for completing said

9 execution of said first application.
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1 25. The apparatus of claim 24, further including means for storing said

2 first application’s identity on a data stack.

1 26. The apparatus of claim 25, further including means for inquiring of

2 said first application’s identity.

1 27. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein said first application’s non-

_ volatile memory segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public

3 region and a dynamic region.

1 28. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein said public region references

2 random access memory.

1 29. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein said dynamic region references

2 random access memory.

1 30. The apparatus of claim 24, further including means for allocating a

2 second data space including at least two segments for said second application.

1 31. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein said second data space includes a

2 volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data and a non-volatile memory

3 segment for referencing static data.
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1 32. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein said second data space’s non-

2 volatile segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and a

3 dynamic region.

1 33. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said public region references

2 random access memory.

1 34. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said dynamic region references

I\) random access memory.

1 35. The apparatus of claim 24, further including means for delegating

2 operation of said IC card from said second application to a third application stored

3 on said IC card.

1 36. The apparatus of claim 35, wherein a third data space for said third

2 application is allocated which includes a volatile memory segment for referencing

3 temporary data and non-volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data,

4 wherein said third application’s volatile memory segment includes a public and

5 dynamic portion.

1 37. A system for processing a plurality of applications stored on an IC

2 card comprising:

3 a non-volatile memory coupled to a databus;
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4 a volatile memory coupled to said databus;

5 a first and second application program stored in said non-volatile

6 memory, wherein each application has an associated identifier;

7 a data stack accessible by said databus for storing said applications’

8 identifier if said application is interrupted during its execution;

9 processor means for executing instructions from said application

10 programs wherein said processor means allocates a data memory space for said

11 application which is being executed and said data memory space is mapped to at

12 least one address in said non-volatile memory and at least one address in said

13 volatile memory; and

14 wherein said processor means interrupts said first application at least

15 once during its execution to execute said second application.

1 38. The system of claim 37, wherein data memory space comprises at

2 least a volatile memory segment for referencing temporaiy data stored in said

3 volatile memory and a non-volatile memory segment for referencing static data

4 stored in said non-volatile memory.

1 39. The system of claim 37, further including means for storing said first

2 application's identity on a data stack.

1 40. The system of claim 39, further including means for inquiring of said

2 first application’s identity.
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1 41. The system of claim 38, wherein said first ap‘pli‘cation’s non-vo a e

2 memory segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and

3 a dynamic region.

1 42. The system of claim 41, wherein said public region references

2 random access memory.

1 43. The system of claim 41, wherein said dynamic region references

2 random access memory.

1 44. The system of claim 37, further including means for allocating a

2 second data space including at least two segments for said second application.

1 45. The system of claim 44, wherein said second data space comprises at

2 least a volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data and a non—volatile

Lo)
memory segment for referencing static data.

1 46. The system of claim 45, wherein said second data space’s non-

2 volatile segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and a

3 dynamic region.

1 47. The system of claim 46, wherein said public region references

2 random access memory.
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1 48. The system of claim 46, wherein said dynamic region references

2 random access memory.

1 49. The system of claim 37, further including means for delegating use

2 of said processor means from said second application to a third application stored

3 on said IC card.

1 50. The system of claim 49, wherein a third data space for said third

2 application is allocated which includes a volatile memory segment for referencing

3 temporary data and non-volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data,

4 wherein said third application’s volatile memory segment includes a public and

5 dynamic portion.

1 51. An integrated circuit card comprising:

2 a plurality of applications and a microprocessor for controlling

3 execution of said applications wherein execution of at least one first application is

4 interrupted and execution is transferred to another second application, further

5 comprising means for sharing data by said first and second applications and means

6 for resuming execution of said first application at the appropriate location at least

7 after completion of execution of said second application.
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1 52. The integrated circuit card of claim 51, further comprising means for

2 allocating a data memory space comprises at least a volatile memory segment for

3 referencing temporary data stored in said volatile memory and a non-volatile

4 memory segment for referencing static data stored in said non-volatile memory.

1 53. The integrated circuit card of claim 51, further including means for

2 storing said first application’s identity on a data stack.

1 54. The integrated circuit card of claim 53 further including means for

2 inquiring of said first application’s identity.

1 55. The integrated circuit card of claim 52, wherein said first

2 application’s non-volatile memory segment is divided into at least two regions,

3 including a public region and a dynamic region.

1 56. The integrated circuit card of claim 55, wherein said public region

2 references random access memory.

1 57. The integrated circuit card of claim 55, wherein said dynamic region

2 references random access memory.
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1 58. The integrated circuit card of claim 52, further including means for

2 allocating a second data space including at least two segments for said second

3 application.

1 59. The integrated circuit card of claim 58, wherein said second data

2 space comprises at least a volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data

3 and a non—volatile memory segment for referencing static data.

1 60. The integrated circuit card of claim 58, wherein said second data

2 space’s non-volatile segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public

3 region and a dynamic region.

1 61. The integrated circuit card of claim'58, wherein said public region

2 references random access memory.

1 62. The integrated circuit card of claim 60, wherein said dynamic region

2 references random access memory.

1 63. The integrated circuit card of claim 51, further including means for

2 delegating use of said processor means from said second application to a third

3 application stored on said IC card.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A multi-application IC card which processes two or more

applications using an Application Abstract Machine architecture. The AAM

architecture only allows one application to be executed at a time and allows for

shared processing by performing a delegation function to a second application. A

5 data space for each application is allocated when the application is selected to be

executed. The data space includes a volatile and non-volatile region. The

delegation function temporarily interrupts the execution of the first application,

saves the temporary data of the first application, shares any data needed with the

second application and the second application is executed until the delegated task is

10 competed. The first application then retrieves the saved data and completes its

execution. A delegator stack is used to keep track of the delegator’s identity when

multiple delegations occur. The AAM model allows for a high level of security

while transferring data between applications.
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I CLAIM:

1 1. A method of responding to a command from an interface

2 device by an integrated circuit card, said integrated circuit card comprising a

3 microprocessor and a memory coupled to said microprocessor, said method

4 comprising the steps of:

5 selecting an expected case for said command representing

6 whether data is to be transferred between said interface device and said integrated

7 circuit card;

8 determining whether said expected case is applicable to said

9 command; and

10 processing said command if said expected case is applicable

11 to said command.

1 2. The method of claim 1, wherein said command is transmitted

2 from said interface device to said integrated circuit card under a transmission

3 protocol requiring said integrated circuit card to have prior information related to

4 the data, if any, to be transferred.

1 3. The method of claim 2, wherein said prior information is

2 related to the direction of the data to be transferred.
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1 4. The method of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein said interface

2 device and said integrated circuit card support a plurality of transmission protocols.

1 5. The method of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein said integrated

2 circuit card comprises an application stored in said memory, and wherein said

3 selecting step is performed by said application.

1 6. The method of any of claims 1 to 5, wherein said integrated

2 circuit card comprises an application stored in said memory, and wherein said

3 processing step is performed by said application.

1 7. The method of any of claims 1 to 6, wherein said integrated

2 circuit card comprises an application stored in said memory, and further comprising

3 the step of determining whether said command is recognized by said application

4 before the selecting step.

1 8. The method of any of claims 1 to 7, wherein said integrated

2 circuit card comprises an operating system stored in said memory, and wherein said

3 determining step is performed by a function of said operating system.
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1 9. The method of any of claims 1 to 8, wherein said integrated

2 circuit card comprises an operating system and an application stored in said

3 memory, and further comprising the step of calling by said application a function of

4 said operating system with said expected case before said determining step.

1 10. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of

2 receiving by said application a return value from said function of said operating

3 system indicative of whether said expected case is applicable to said command.

1 11. The method of claim 9 or claim 10, wherein said memory

2 comprises a publicly available memory space, and further comprising the step of

3 communicating between said operating system and said application using said

4 publicly available memory space.

1 12. The method of any of claims 9 to 11, wherein said integrated

2 circuit card comprises a register, and further comprising the step of communicating

3 between said operating system and said application using said register.

1 13. The method of any of claims 9 to 12, wherein said memory

2 comprises a stack, and further comprising the step of communicating between said

3 operating system and said application using said stack.
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1 14. The method of any of claims 9 to 13, further comprising the

2 step of determining by said function of said operating system whether data is to be

3 received from said interface device.

1 15. The method of claim 14, further comprising the step of

2 receiving data from said interface device if said step of determining whether data is

3 to be received from said interface device is positive.

1 16. The method of any of claims 9 to 15, further comprising the

2 step of responding by said operating system to subsequent commands by said

3 interface device related to said command without interaction with said application

4 after the step of calling said function by said application.

1 17. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step of

2 communicating response data by said application to said operating system if said

3 return value is positive, said response data being data to be transmitted by said

4 integrated circuit card to said interface device.

1 18. An integrated circuit card for use with an interface device,

2 comprising:

3 a microprocessor;

4 a memory coupled to said microprocessor;

5 means for selecting an expected case for a command
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transmitted by said interface device, said expected case representing whether data is

to be transferred between said interface device and said integrated circuit card;

means for determining whether said expected case is

applicable to said command; and

means for processing said command if said expected case is

applicable to said command.

19. The integrated circuit card of claim 18, further comprising

means for receiving said command from said interface device under a transmission

protocol requiring said integrated circuit card to have prior information related to

the data, if any, to be transferred with or in response to said command.

20. The integrated circuit card of claim 19, wherein said prior

information is related to the direction of the data to be transferred.

21. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 18 to 20, wherein

said integrated circuit card supports a plurality of transmission protocols.

22. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 18 to 21, further

comprising an application stored in said memory, said application comprising said

means for selecting an expected case.
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1 23. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 18 to 22, further

2 comprising an application stored in said memory, said application comprising said

3 means for processing said command.

1 24. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 18 to 23, further

2 comprising an application stored in said memory, said application comprising means

3 for determining whether said command is recognized by said application.

1 25. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 18 to 24, further

2 comprising an operating system stored in said memory, said operating system

3 comprising said means for determining whether said expected case is applicable to

4 said command.

1 26. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 18 to 25, further

2 comprising:

3 an operating system stored in said memory;

4 an application stored in said memory; and

5 means for calling by said application a function of said

6 operating system with said expected case.
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1 27. The integrated circuit card of claim 26, further comprising

2 means for receiving by said application a return value from said function of said

3 operating system indicative of whether said expected case is applicable to said

4 command.

1 28. The integrated circuit card of claim 26 or claim 27, wherein

2 said memory comprises a publicly available memory space, and further comprising

3 means for communicating between said operating system and said application using

4 said publicly available memory space.

1 29. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 26 to 28, further

2 comprising a register and means for communicating between said operating system

3 and said application using said register.

1 30. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 26 to 29, wherein

2 said memory comprises a stack, and further comprising means for communicating

3 between said operating system and said application using said stack.

1 31. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 26 to 30, further

2 comprising means for determining by said function of said operating system

3 whether data is to be received from said interface device.
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1 32. The integrated circuit card of claim 31, further comprising

2 means for receiving data from said interface device responsive to said means for

3 determining whether data is to be received from said interface device.

1 33. The integrated circuit card of any of claims 26 to 32, ftuther

2 comprising means for responding by said operating system to subsequent commands

3 by said interface device related to said command without interaction with said

4 application.

1 34. The integrated circuit card of claim 27 or any claim

2 dependent thereon, further comprising means for communicating response data by

3 said application to said operating system if said retLu'n value is positive, said

4 response data being data to be transmitted by said integrated circuit card to said

5 interface device.
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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

Integrated circuit (IC) cards are becoming increasingly used for many

different purposes in the world today, principally because they are ideal tools for

5 the delivery of distributed, secure information processing at a low cost. An IC

card, also called a “smart card,” is a card typically the size of a conventional credit

card, but which contains a computer chip on the card. The computer chip on the IC

card typically includes a microprocessor, read-only-memory (ROM), electrically

erasable programmable read-only-memory (EEPROM), a random access memory

10 (RAM), an input/output (I/O) mechanism, and other circuitry to support the

microprocessor in its operations. The computer chip can execute one or more

applications stored on the card. Examples of applications that IC cards are being

used to store and execute include credit/debit, electronic money/purse, telephone

calling card, and loyalty reward applications.

15 As the use and application of IC cards has increased, IC card

standards have been promulgated. For example, the International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) and the International Engineering Consortium (IEC) have

promulgated several industry—wide standards for IC cards, ISO/IEC 7816-1 through

ISO 7816-8. The ISO/IEC standards provide, for example, general guidelines for

20 file structures and referencing methods so that various applications and IC card

operating systems can understand one another and work in a cohesive manner.

Additionally, in the field of payment systems (such as credit and debit card

systems), the EMV ‘96 Integrated Circuit Card Specification for Payment Systems,

Version 3.0, June 30, 1996, available from MasterCard International Incorporated®,

-2-
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specifies file structures and file referencing methods that are generally compliant

with ISO/IEC standards 7816-4 and 7816-5,. Nonetheless, proprietary IC card

standards exist that are not compliant with ISO/IEC standards.

The existence of multiple IC card standards is problematic to the IC

card manufacturer, who is required to produce different versions of its IC cards,

with different operating systems that are compatible with the different standards.

Moreover, since operating systems are typically loaded into the ROM of an IC card

when it is initially produced, each time a standard is updated or a new standard is

adopted, an IC card manufacturer may be required to distribute new IC cards with

an updated operating system compatible with the new or updated standard.

It would advantageous to the card manufacturer, card issuer,

application provider, and card user if the operating system of an IC card was not

required to be updated each time a new or updated IC card standard was

promulgated. These and other technical problems are addressed by embodiments of

the present invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention addresses the aforementioned technical

problems by introducing a “shell” application that executes “on top” of the

operating system and that handles the implementation of IC card standards that are

not compatible with the initially loaded operating system of the IC card.

Advantageously, the shell application supplements the IC card standards with which

the IC card is compatible. Thus, as standards change or new standards are adopted,

an IC card needs to be updated only with a new shell application, rather than
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having to be updated with a new operating system.

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, there

is provided an integrated circuit card having an associated operating mode. The

integrated circuit card includes: a microprocessor; a memory coupled to the

microprocessor; data stored in the memory representative of the operating mode; an

operating system stored in the memory for processing selected information in a first

IC card format; a shell application stored in the memory for processing the selected

information in a second IC card format; and means for routing the selected

information to either the operating system or the shell application responsive to the

operating mode. The selected information may be a command, such as a file access

command. In addition, the selected information may be associated with a file

structure format.

In accordance with a further preferred embodiment of the present

invention, there is also provided a method of loading an application onto an IC

card, wherein the application has an associated file mode type and the IC card has

an associated operating mode. The method includes the steps of determining

whether the file mode type of the application is a predetermined file mode type, and

changing the operating mode of the IC card if the file mode type corresponds to the

predetermined file mode type. The predetermined file mode type is, for example, a

“shell” file mode type, and the operating mode of the IC card is, for example, either

“OS” or “shell.” Thus, when an application has an associated file mode type of

“shell,” the operating mode of the IC card is changed from “OS” to “shell.”

Preferably, a shell application is not loaded unless it is the first
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application loaded. In this way, operability of the non-shell applications loaded

onto the IC card may be guaranteed. Thus, the method of loading an application

according to a further embodiment of the present invention preferably further

includes the steps of: determining whether any other applications have already been

loaded onto the IC card; loading the application onto the IC card if the file mode

type of the application corresponds to the predetermined file mode type and no

other applications have already been loaded onto the IC card; and changing the

operating mode of the IC card if the file mode type corresponds to the

predetermined file mode type and no other applications have already been loaded

onto the IC card.

In accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present

invention, there is also provided a method of routing a command by an operating

system of an IC card, wherein the IC card has an associated operating mode. The

method includes the steps of determining whether the operating mode of the IC card

is a predetermined operating mode; and routing the command directly to an

application if the operating mode of the IC card corresponds to the predetermined

operating mode. For example, assuming a SELECT FILE command is received by

an IC card from a terminal and the IC card has a shell application loaded thereon, if

the operating mode of the IC card and the predetermined operating mode are both

“shell,” the operating system would route the SELECT FILE command to the shell

application.
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Preferably, the method of routing further includes the steps of: if the

operating mode of the IC card does not correspond to the predetermined operating

mode, determining whether the command is a select file command supported by the

operating system; and routing the command to an operating system routine

responsible for the select file command if the command is a select file command

supported by the operating system.

Preferably, the IC card further comprises a currently selected file

having an associated file type and the method of routing further comprises the steps

of: if the operating mode of the IC card does not correspond to the predetermined

operating mode, determining whether the file type of the currently selected file is

supported by the operating system; and routing the command to an operating system

routine responsible for the file type if the file type of the currently selected file is

supported by the operating system. If the file type of the currently selected file is

not supported by operating system, the method further comprises the step of routing

the command to an application.

In accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present

invention, there is also provided a method of delegating control between

applications by an operating system of an IC card, wherein the IC card is for use

with a defined IC card format and has an associated operating mode. The method

includes the steps of storing a shell application in the IC card for communicating

with the operating system and for processing information in a format compliant

with the defined IC card format; receiving a request by the operating system from a

first application for delegating control to a second application; determining whether

-5-
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the operating mode of the IC card is a predetermined operating mode; determining

whether the second application corresponds to the shell application; and failing the

request for delegating control if the operating mode of the IC card corresponds to

the predetermined operating mode and the second application corresponds to the

5 shell application.

In accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present

invention, there is also provided a method of initiating communication between an

IC card and a terminal, wherein the IC card comprises a microprocessor and a

memory, the memory having stored therein an operating system, a shell application,

10 and data representative of an operating mode of the IC card, the operating mode

representing whether selected information is to be routed to the operating system or

the shell application. The method of initiating includes the steps of receiving a

reset signal by the IC card from the terminal; and returning an answer-to-reset from

the IC card to the terminal based on the operating mode of the IC card.

15 Preferably, a plurality of answer-to-reset files are stored in the

memory of the IC card, and the step of returning an answer-to-reset comprises

selecting one of the answer-to-reset files based on the operating mode. The selected

information may be a command, such as a file access command. In addition, the

selected information may be associated with a file structure format.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred embodiments in accordance with the invention will now be

described by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in

which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of an IC card in accordance with

a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of an IC card and terminal in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram of an IC card in accordance with

a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is an exemplary hierarchical file structure according to the

EMV Specification;

Figs. 5A and 5B are flowcharts illustrating the steps for a load_file

command used in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 6 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a delete_f1le command

used in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a route command used

in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a delegate_request

command used in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

and

Fig. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the steps for a

determine__ATR__status command used in accordance with a preferred embodiment
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of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Fig. 1 provides a schematic representation of a typical IC card 10

that can be used with the presently claimed invention. The IC card 10 includes an

5 integrated circuit 12 and one or more electrical contacts 14, connected to the

integrated circuit 12, for communication between the integrated circuit 12 and

devices outside the IC card 10.

Fig. 2 shows an example of a device with which the IC card 10

communicates. As used in this specification and the appended claims, the term

10 “terminal” shall be used to generically describe devices with which an IC card may

communicate. A typical terminal 20, as shown in Fig. 2, includes a card reader 22,

a keypad 24, and a display 26. The keypad 24 and the display 26 allow a user of

the IC card 10 to interact with the terminal. The keypad 24 allows the user to

select a transaction, to enter a personal identification number (“PIN”), and to enter

15 transactional information. The display 26 allows the user to receive informational

messages and prompts for data entry. Other types of terminals may include IC card

compatible ATM machines and telephones.

Fig. 3 provides a functional block diagram of the integrated circuit

12. At a minimum, the integrated circuit 12 includes a processing unit 100 and a

20 memory unit 110. Preferably, the integrated circuit 12 also includes control logic

150, a timer 160, security circuitry 170, input/output ports 180, and a co-processor

190. The control logic 150 provides, in conjunction with the processing unit 100,

the control necessary to handle communications between the memory unit 110 and
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input/output ports 180. The timer 160 provides a timing reference signal for the

processing unit 100 and the control logic 150. The security circuitry 170 preferably

provides fusible links that connect the input/output ports 180 to internal circuitry for

testing during manufacturing. The fusible links are burned after completion of

testing to limit later access to sensitive circuit areas. The co-processor 190 provides

the ability to perfonn complex computations in real time, such as those required by

cryptographic algorithms.

The memory unit 110 may include different types of memory, such

as volatile and non—volatile memory and read—only and programmable memory. For

example, as shown in Fig. 3, the memory unit 110 may include read-only memory

(ROM), electrically erasable programmable read—only memory (EEPROM), and

random-access memory (RAM).

The memory unit 110 stores IC card data such as secret

cryptographic keys and a user PIN. The secret cryptographic keys may be any type

of well—known cryptographic keys, such as the private keys of public-key pairs.

Preferably, the secret cryptographic keys are stored in a secure area of ROM or

EEPROM that is either not accessible or has very limited accessibility from outside

the IC card.

The memory unit 110 also stores the operating system of the IC card.

The operating system loads and executes IC card applications and provides file

management and other basic card services to the IC card applications. Preferably,

the operating system is stored in ROM.

In addition to the basic services provided by the operating system,
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the memory unit 110 may also include one or more IC card applications. For

example, if the IC card is to be used as an electronic cash card, an application

called MONDEXTM PURSE might be included on the IC card, which loads an

electronic value of a certain currency from a user’s account in a financial

institution onto the IC card. An application may include both program and data

files, which may be stored in either ROM or EEPROM.

To enable the inter-operability of different terminals with different IC

cards and applications, standards have been promulgated with respect to the

organization of files stored on an IC card. For example, in the payment systems

industry, the EMV ‘96 Integrated Circuit Card Specification for Payment Systems,

Version 3.0, June 30, 1996, available from MasterCard International Incorporated®

(hereinafter the “EMV Specification”), incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety, sets forth a hierarchical tree structure for accessing files, which is generally

compliant with the ISO/IEC 7816-4 and 7816-5 standards. An illustrative example

of such a hierarchical tree structure is provided in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, there are shown four types of file categories: the Directory

Definition File (DDF), the Directory File (DIR), the Application Definition File

(ADF), and the Application Elementary File (AEF). According to the EMV

Specification, each DDF contains one DIR. Each DIR may contain one or more

ADF and/or DDF. Each ADF contains one or more AEF, which are files

containing data related to a particular application.

According to the EMV Specification, files are referenced either by a

unique name or by a short file identifier (SFI). A DDF or ADF is referenced by its
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unique name using a SELECT command. Once a particular DDF or ADF is

selected, a corresponding DIR or AEF is referenced with an SFI using a READ

RECORD command. In the case of a DIR, the SFI is in the range of l to 10. In

the case of an AEF, the SFI is in the range 1 to 30. The EMV Specification sets

5 forth at least one mandatory DDF with a unique name of “lPAY.SYS.DDF0l.”

The format for a SELECT command for selecting a DDF or ADF

according to the EMV Specification is shown in Table 1. In response to a SELECT

command for a DDF, an IC card returns the SFI of the DIR attached to the DDF.

When an ADF is selected, an IC card returns information that the terminal may use,

10 in conjunction with other commands, to retrieve the SFI of AEFs related to the

ADF.

Once the SFI of a DIR or AEF is known, a terminal may use the

READ RECORD command to read the records of the DIR or AEF. The format of

the READ RECORD command according to the EMV Specification is shown in

15 Table 2.
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TABLE 1: SELECT Command Format

Bywumber
1—   

 

Hexadecimal “O4”

Hexadecimal “O0”

5 Length of File Name (Hexadecimal “O5”

_ LL10”)

6-21 File Name (number of bytes variable

depending on length of file name)

Hexadecimal “O0” 

 

10
 

TABLE 2: READ RECORD Command Format

 
15

 

  

Hexadecimal “OO”

Although the EMV Specification sets a standard for file organization

20

within the payment systems industry, other IC card file organization standards may
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exist in other industries. Some may be proprietary and may not be generally

compatible with the EMV Specification or ISO/IEC 7816-4 or 7816-5.

Typically, an IC manufacturer who desires to produce IC cards

compatible with the EMV Specification and other proprietary specifications must

5 produce IC cards with different operating systems to implement the different file

structures and different file referencing and access methods defined by the various

specifications. According to embodiments of the presently claimed invention,

however, a manufacturer may produce an IC card with a single operating system

and execute different shell applications to implement the different standards.

10 Figs. 5A to 9 are flowcharts illustrating a preferred embodiment of

IC card operating system routines capable of supporting a shell application. In the

embodiment of Figs. 5A to 9, the operating system is a multiple application

operating system that runs on IC cards, such as the MULTOSTM operating system

from Mondex International Limited. Such an operating system includes routines for

15 loading and deleting applications, routines for routing commands to appropriate

operating system processes or applications, routines for handling delegation of

processing between applications, and routines for handling the answer—to-reset

(ATR) message.

In the embodiment of Figs. 5A to 9, only one shell application can

20 be loaded onto an IC card at any one time. Once the shell application is loaded, it

is valid for all applications loaded on the IC card. Preferably, the operating system

has a delegation feature, such as the delegation feature described in the United

States patent application entitled “Multi-Application IC Card with Delegation
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Feature,” by Everett et al., filed April 23, 1998, which is hereby incorporated by

reference to Annex A attached hereto. When the shell application receives a

command from the operating system, it interprets the command and/or delegates

control to the application associated with the command. If control is delegated to

5 an application, when the application is finished, it returns control to the shell

application. The shell application then returns any response to the operating system

in the proper format for transmission to the terminal.

Although for the sake of simplicity the preferred embodiment loads

only a single shell application at a time, the present invention is not limited to such

10 an embodiment. It is within the scope of embodiments of the present invention for

multiple shell applications to be loaded onto an IC card and to be used with

different sets of applications.

As a matter of notation, the data elements referred to in the

flowcharts of Figs. 5A to 9 follow a dot notation convention where the data element

15 following the dot (“.”) is a component of the data element preceding the dot. For

example, the data element file__m0de includes two components: file__m0de_type and

application_id. In the dot notation used, the first component data element is

referred to as file_mode.file_mode__type and the second component data element is

referred to as file_mode.application_id.

20 Figs. 5A and 5B are flowcharts illustrating the implementation of a

file loading routine by an operating system capable of supporting a shell

application. In step 510, the routine receives the file loading command
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load_flle_command from the security manager of the operating system,

OS_Security_Manager. In step 520, after receiving the command, the routine

checks whether the application identification number associated with the command,

load_file_command. applz‘catz'on_id, is present in the operating system control

information, os_control_info.application_id. If the application identification number

is already present, in step 521, the routine sets the response status

load_file_response.status to “failed” and sets the error description

load_flle_resp0nse. error_cause to “duplicate application id.” This error response

indicates that the application is already loaded and cannot be loaded again. The

error response load_file_resp0nse is then returned to the 0S_Securz'ty_Manager.

If the application identification number of the application to be

loaded is not present, in step 530, the routine checks the file mode type of

load_/ile__command. The file mode type may be, for example, “shell” or “non-

shell.” A “shell” file mode type indicates that the application to be loaded is a shell

application, while a “non-shell” file mode type indicates that the application to be

loaded is not a shell application.

If the application to be loaded is a shell application, the routine

further checks whether os_control_z'nfo is empty. If os_c0ntrol__info is not empty,

then one or more applications have already been loaded onto the IC card. If this is

the case, in step 531, the routine sets the response status load_file_response.status to

“failed” and sets the error description load_file_response. error_cause to “application

already loaded.” This error response is a result of the restriction that the shell
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application is to be valid for all applications loaded onto the IC card. To ensure

that all applications will operate correctly with the shell application, the shell

application must be the first application loaded onto the IC card.

Assuming that an error condition has not been triggered in steps 520

5 and 530, the directory file and os_control_info are updated with the appropriate

application information in steps 540 and 550.

With reference to Fig. 5B, in step 560, the file mode type of

load_file_c0mmand is checked once again. If the file mode type is “shell,” then in

step 570, the file_m0de and the selected_file data elements are updated. The

10 file_mode data element contains both the file_mode__type of the IC card and the

application_z'd of the shell application. The file_mode.file_mode__type variable

represents the operating mode of the IC card and, thus, may also be referred to as

the “operating mode.” The operating mode of the IC card may be, for example,

either “OS” or “shell.” “OS” mode indicates that a shell is not loaded, while

15 “shell” mode indicates that a shell is loaded. The selected__file data element

contains the application_id and the file_type of the currently selected file.

In step 570, file_mode.file_m0de_type is set to “shell.” The

file_mode.file_m0de__type represents the operating mode of the IC card and, thus, is

also referred to as the “operating mode.” In addition, the application identification

20 number of the currently selected file is set to the application identification number

of the shell application. The file__type of the selected file is set to “dedicated file,”

indicating that file commands are not to be handled by the operating system.
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In step 580, the response status load_file__response.status is set to

“success” and is returned to the 0S_Security_Manager.

Fig. 6 is .a flowchart illustrating the implementation of a file deleting

routine by an operating system capable of supporting a shell application. In step

5 610, a delete_filé_command is received from the 0S_Security_Manager. In step

620, checking is performed to verify that the application being deleted exists in

os_contr0l_info __ i.e., that the application is loaded on the IC card. If the

application identification number is not in 0s_control_info, then in step 670, the

response status deleteg/ile_resp0nse.status is set to “failed” and the error description

10 delete_file_resp0nse. err0r__cause is set to “application not loaded.”

If the application is loaded on the IC card, in step 630 checking is

performed to determine whether the file mode type of the application being deleted,

delete_file_command.fi1e_mode_type, is equal to “shell.” Checking is also

performed to determine whether the application identification ntunber of the

15 application being deleted, deleteJ‘ile_c0mmand. applz'cation_id, is equal to the

application identification number assigned to the file mode of the IC card,

file_mode.application_id. In short, checking is performed to determine whether a

loaded shell application is being deleted.

If a loaded shell application is being deleted, in step 680,

20 file_m0de.fiIe_mode_type is set to “OS” and selected_/ile.file_type is set to the

default file type for the IC card, i.e., “master file.”

In step 640, the directory file record corresponding to the application
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is deleted from the directory in which it is stored. In step 650, the application

identification number of the application is deleted from os_control_info. In step

660, delete_file_resp0nse. status is set to “success” and the response status is

returned to the 0S_Securz'ty_Marzager.

5 Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the implementation of a command

routing routine by an operating system capable of supporting a shell application. In

step 710, the route routine receives a command from the cardholder __ i.e., a

command from outside of the IC card. In step 720, checking is performed to

determine the operating mode of the IC card. If fz‘le_m0de.file_moa’e_type is not

10 equal to “OS,” a shell application has been loaded onto the IC card. Thus, the

command from the cardholder is sent directly to the currently selected application

or applications. In the typical case, the currently selected application will be the

shell application. It may be the case, however, that the shell application has

delegated control to another application and that that application receives and

15 processes the command directly.

If the operating mode of the IC card is equal to “OS,” the various

conditions defined in steps 730 to 750 are checked. In step 730, if the command is

a seIect_file command, the command is sent to the select_file routine of the

operating system. In step 740, if the file type of the currently selected file is

20 “master file,” the command is sent to the provia'e_card_facz'lz'ties routine of the

operating system, which handles commands associated with the master file type.

Similarly, in step 750, if the file type is “directory file,” the command is sent to the
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read_card-leveI_data_fiIes routine of the operating system, which handles

commands associated with the directory file type. If none of the conditions in steps

730 to 750 are satisfied, then the selected file must be an application. Therefore,

the command is sent to the currently selected applications.

Fig. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a delegate request checking routine

that is necessary if an operating system supports both a shell application and a

delegate feature. In step 810, a delegate_request is received from an application.

In step 820, checking is performed to determine whether the operating mode of the

IC card is “shell” and whether the application identification number of the delegated

application (the application to which control is being sought to be transferred) is the

same as the application identification of the shell application of the IC card. If both

conditions are true, then an application is attempting to delegate control to the shell

application. Since the shell application is the first application loaded and selected,

and thus delegates control to all other applications, such a delegation would be

recursive. Recursive delegation is not allowed. In step 830, therefore,

deIegate_response.status is set to “failed” and delegate_resp0nse.error_cause is set

to “recursive shell delegation.” The delegate response is returned to the delegator

applications. In step 820, if it is determined that the delegator application has

submitted a proper, non-recursive delegate request, the request is processed in

accordance with the operating system’s delegate handling procedures.

When an IC card is inserted into a terminal, it receives a reset signal.

To initiate communication with the terminal, the IC card must respond to the reset
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signal with an appropriate answer-to—reset (ATR) message. Fig. 9 is a flowchart

illustrating an ATR routine for an IC card operating system that supports a shell

application.

In step 910, the operating mode of the IC card is checked. If the

5 file_mode.file_mode_type is equal to “OS,” in step 920, the file type of selected_file

is set to the default “master file” and s_ATR_status is set to “default ATR.”

Otherwise, if the operating mode of the IC card is “shell,” in step 930, the file type

and application identification number of the selected file are set to “dedicated file”

and file_mode.app1ication_id, respectively. s_ATR_status is set to “shell ATR.” In

10 both cases, s~ATR_starus is returned to the control_A TR routine of the operating

system. Using s_A TR_status, the controI_ATR routine responds with the

appropriate ATR to the reset signal from the terminal. The appropriate ATR may

be stored in different files on the IC card, which are selected based on

Sv/1 TR_status.

15 Although the present invention has been described with reference to

certain preferred embodiments, various modifications, alterations, and substitutions

will be known or obvious to those skilled in the art without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention, as defined by the appended claims.

The scope of the present disclosure includes any novel feature or

20 combination of features disclosed therein either explicitly or implicitly or any

generalisation thereof irrespective of whether or not it relates to the claimed

invention or mitigates any or all of the problems addressed by the present invention.
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The application hereby gives notice that new claims may be formulated to such

features during the prosecution of this application or of any such further application

derived therefrom. In particular, with reference to the appended claims, features

from dependant claims may be combined with those of the independent claims in

5 any appropriate manner and not merely in the specific combinations enumerated in

the claims.
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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

Integrated circuit (“IC”) cards are becoming increasingly used for

5 many different purposes in the world today. An IC card (also called a smart card)

10

15

20

typically is the size of a conventional credit card which contains a computer chip

including a microprocessor, read-only-memory (ROM), electrically erasable

programmable read-only-memory (EEPROM), a random access memory (RAM), an

Input/Output (I/O) mechanism and other circuitry to support the microprocessor in

its operations. An IC card may contain a single application or may contain multiple

independent applications in its memory. MULTOSTM is a multiple application

operating system which runs on IC cards, among other platforms, and allows

multiple applications to be executed on the card itself. The multiple application

operating system present on the IC card allows a card user to run many programs

stored in the card (for example, credit/debit, electronic money/purse and/or loyalty

applications) irrespective of the type of terminal (i.e., ATM, telephone and/or POS)

in which the card is inserted for use.

A conventional single application IC card, such as a telephone card

or an electronic cash card, is loaded with a single application card and only

executes that one application when inserted into a terminal. For example, a

telephone card could only be used to charge a telephone call and could not be used

as a credit/debit card. If a card user desires a variety of application functions to be

performed by single application IC cards issued to him or her, such as both an

electronic purse and a credit/debit function, the card user would be required to carry
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multiple physical cards on his or her person, which would be quite cumbersome and

inconvenient. If an application developer or card user desired two different

applications to interact or exchange data with each other, such as a purse

application interacting with a frequent flyer loyalty application, the card user would

be forced to swap multiple cards in and out of the card—receiving terminal during

the transaction, making the transaction difficult, lengthy and inconvenient.

Therefore, it is beneficial to store multiple applications on the same

IC card. For example, a card user may have both a purse application and a

credit/debit application on the same card so that the user could select which type of

payment (by electronic cash or credit card) to use to make a purchase. Multiple

applications could be provided to an IC card if sufficient memory exists and an

operating system capable of supporting multiple applications is present on the card.

The increased flexibility and power of storing multiple applications

on a single card create new challenges to be overcome concerning the integrity and

security of the information (including application code and associated data)

exchanged between the individual card and the application provider as well as

within the entire system when communicating information between applications.

For instance, the existence of multiple applications on the same card

allows for the exchange of data between two applications, while one of the

applications is being executed. As stated above, a frequent flyer loyalty program

may need to be accessed during the execution of an electronic purse application. If

data is passed between applications in an insecure manner, it may be possible for a

third party monitoring the transaction to determine the contents of the transferred
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data or even other private data associated with one or both of the applizations.

 

Thus, it would be beneficial to provide an application architecture and memory

organization which protects an application’s data from being discovered by a third

party when it is exchanged with other applications present on the IC card.

5 Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide an application

architecture and memory organization which provides for a secure data interaction

between applications and allows multiple applications to be accessed while

performing a desired task or function.

10 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides for a multiple application architecture

for an IC card called an application abstract machine (AAM) and a method for

15 implementing that architecture. The processing of multiple applications is

accomplished by generating for at least one application (the “first application”) a

data memory space including at least two segments, a volatile memory segment and

a non-volatile memory segment, commencing the execution of the first

application’s instructions; delegating or switching execution from the first

20 application to the delegated application and in so doing, saving any data generated

by the first application in the logical data memory space associated with the first

application; executing the second application’s instructions; retrieving the saved

data and completing with this data the execution of the first application’s

instructions.
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Additional delegation commands can be issued by the second

application or other subsequent applications. The command delegated is interpreted

by a delegated application in the same manner as a selection command being issued

directly by a terminal and therefore each application performs the security functions

at the same level as if a terminal is issuing the command.

The volatile memory segment can further be separated into public

(“Public”) and dynamic (“Dynamic”) portions. Data can be exchanged between a

plurality of applications and/or a terminal when stored in the Public region of the

data memory. The Dynamic memory region can be used solely as temporary work

space for the specific application being executed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Further objects, features and advantages of the invention will become

apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the

accompanying figures showing illustrative embodiments of the invention, in which

Fig. 1 is block diagram illustrating the data memory space segment

and associated registers for an IC card application using the AAM organization;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the code memory and the data

memory spaces for an IC card application using the AAM architecture;

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps of performing a request

for a delegation function by one application to another;

Fig. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps of performing a return
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delegation control function for a delegate application to a delegator application;

Fig. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps of performing an

inquire delegator ID request of a delegation function;

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of an IC card chip which can be used as a

5 platform in accordance with the invention; and

Figures 7A, 7B and 7C illustrate multiple delegation calls made

between three applications.

Throughout the figures, the same reference numerals and characters,

unless otherwise stated, are used to denote like features, elements, components or

10 portions of the illustrated embodiments. Moreover, while the subject invention will

now be described in detail with reference to the figures, it is done so in connection

with the illustrative embodiments. It is intended that changes and modifications can

be made to the described embodiments without departing from the true scope and

spirit of the subject invention as defined by the appended claims.

15
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides for a method and apparatus for

processing multiple application programs with associated data stored on an IC card

which can be accessed and executed. An application stored on the card can be

selected by a terminal, or other interface device, or another application. Each

application program which is stored on the IC card when executed is allocated a

memory space organized by the program’s software code (instructions which are

executed by a processor located on the IC card) and the associated data which the

application stores and uses during execution of the program.

For example, a multi-application card may store a purse application,

or an electronic money application, and a specific loyalty application such as a

frequent flyer awards application. Each application has software code and

associated data to support the execution of that software code. Each application is

allocated a memory space when executed. In this example, there is interaction

between the two applications stored on the card. For each dollar electronically

spent to make a purchase, the user may be entitled to one frequent flyer mile which

is stored and processed by the frequent flyer program. The purse application need

not be aware of the specific loyalty program stored on the card, but instead may

contain an instruction to communicate with any loyalty program stored on the card.

The loyalty program will require input data representative of the amount of a

particular electronic value so that it can update its own stored data of current

frequent flyer miles for the user of the card.
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When two applications need to communicate during the same

transaction, a system architecture is required to process both applications in an

efficient and secure manner. One approach could be a windows type model where

both applications could be running at the same time. Presently, however, IC card

platforms are not powerful enough to simultaneously operate multiple programs

efficiently. Also, transferred data may be exposed to unwanted third party access.

The solution to this problem, provided by the current invention, which is described

in greater detail below, is to selectively interrupt the execution of applications in a

secure manner. This allows the integrity of the applications’ data to be maintained

and allows the best utilization of the available memory space in the IC card.

An efficient architecture for processing multi applications in an IC

card is termed an Application Abstract Machine (AAM) architecture and is

described herein. The AAM Architecture applies to any platform independent of its

hardware and enables developers to write applications to store on the IC cards

which are portable across many different types of platforms (e.g., IC cards built by

different manufacturers with different processor configurations) without the need for

knowledge about the specific hardware of the platform.

An application abstract machine (AAM), a term for the memory

allocation and organization for the data stored and used by each application, is

created for each application stored on the IC card which is executed by the

processor on the card. In order to ensure data integrity and security when data is

transferred between applications which are executed on the IC card, only one

application on the IC card is allowed to be executed at a time. Each application has
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a data memory space which is virtually allocated and mapped onto the physical

memory addresses available in the IC card memories. Data is then passed between

two or more applications within a specified memory location and in a manner

consistent with transferring data to an external terminal or device with which the IC

5 card is securely interacting. At a general level, each AAM space created for each

application being executed includes two separate address spaces, one for the

program code itself and one for the program data which is stored and/or used by the

application. The program data address space is effectively divided into three

segments: a Static segment, a Dynamic segment and a Public segment which are

10 described in more detail in conjunction with Figure 1. As stated above, the Static,

Dynamic and Public segments are logically mapped to the physical memory; they

are virtual memory segments as opposed to physical memory segments. The AAM

data address space is preferably addressed and processed using seven different

address registers and two control registers.

15 Figure 1 shows an illustrative diagram of a logical data space

allocation 101 created for an application used in conjunction with the present

invention. The AAM data portion 101 includes a Static data space 103, a Public

data space 105 and a Dynamic data space 107. Also shown are a series of address

registers: the Static base address register 109, the Static top address register 111,

20 the Public base address register 113, the Public top address register 115, the

Dynamic base address register 117, the Dynamic top address register 121 and local

base address register 119 which serves as a local stack frame pointer in the

Dynamic data space when the application is being executed. The address registers
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can contain physical memory addresses but preferably contain offset addresses for

the various data address spaces in order to be hardware independent. An example

of the overall address space is 64K bytes, although the size varies with the

applicable platform and the available memory size. The registers can also be

5 considered pointers or can be any other conventional addressing mechanism.

Within the allocated AAM data space 101, the Static portion of the

memory is non-volatile which is not erased after power is removed from the IC

card (such as EEPROM), the Dynamic space is volatile (such as RAM) which may

be erased after power is removed from the card and the Public space is also volatile

10 (such as RAM). An IC card can receive power from a terminal after it is interfaced

into the terminal. Although an IC card may contain a battery to maintain some

power for memory and circuitry, volatile memory will typically be erased after the

IC card is removed from its power source.

The defined AAM data space has bytes in each segment which are

15 contiguous, so that applications can perform pointer and offset arithmetic. For

example, if the segment addresses “1515” and “1516,” or any other pair of

sequential numbers, are both valid and are present within the same segment, then

they address adjacent bytes. This allows offset values stored in registers to

determine the location of a desired memory address. The segment address of the

20 first byte of the Static segment is zero, so that the segment address of a given

location within the Static region is equal to its offset.

Pointers to other specific regions of the Static data area can be stored

in the Static data because the Static region is non-volatile. For example, if the card
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user’s name is stored in the Static memory of a credit/debit application, the

application will know the card user’s name will always be stored in the 5”‘ memory

location above the starting point for the Static portion of memory. The location can

be noted as SB[5] or the 5”‘ byte above the Static Bottom. Since the Static memory

is non-volatile, it will not be erased after each transaction and the application will

always know of its location relative to the Static segments’ address registers.

On the other hand, the segment address of any location in the

Dynamic or Public segments is not always equal to a particular offset from the

beginning of the respective segment because the contents of those segments change

for each operation. The fourth location in the Dynamic segment will be different

for each operation performed by the application. The address of a memory location

of Dynamic or Public segment is fixed preferably only for the duration of one

command—response pair operation. Because segment addresses in Dynamic or

Public are not fixed, MULTOS Executable Language (MEL)TM instructions (or any

other program instructions) carmot refer to data using only segment addresses.

Instead, a tagged address preferably is used to identify data which is to be retrieved,

manipulated, transferred and/or stored with the IC card system.

A tagged address is a nineteen bit value consisting of a three bit tag

(address register number) and a sixteen bit offset. Each of the seven address

registers for the AAM data space contain a segment physical address. For instance,

the address registers SB 109 and ST 111 point to the boundaries of the Static, the

address registers PB 113 and PT 115 point to the boundaries of the Public and the

address registers DB 117 and DT 121 point to the boundaries of the Dynamic. For
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each segment, the top register points to the byte immediately after the last valid

x-~'1 , FF
). .1‘x   

byte. For example, the last valid byte of the Static is ST[-1]. Register LB

functions as a stack frame pointer. It points to a location in the Dynamic segment

to indicate a specific byte of local data for the currently executing application.

Referring to Figure 1, the allocated Static segment 103 contains the

application’s non-volatile data. Static data includes data which is associated with

each application for every transaction such as the card user’s name, account

number, PIN value and address. Static data also includes variable data which is

stored for use in future transactions using the application. For example, in a purse

transaction, the electronic value data would be read from the Static segment and

later saved in the Static segment at the end of the transaction. Additionally,

transaction information data or available credit limits in the case of a credit/debit

application would be stored in Static data.

The Static data is addressed using register SB (Static Base) and the

register ST (Static Top) as offset registers. These registers contain the offset value

from a physical address in a memory on the IC card. The individual memory

location is then further offset from these starting points such as SB[3] or ST[-5].

SB is defined as zero and ST is equal to the size of the application’s Static data

which is set when the application is loaded onto the IC card. The multiple

application operating system ensures that no other application can read or write the

data stored in the Static segment of a particular application. Using current

technology, the Static segment is preferably mapped onto an EEPROM (Electrically

Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory) which is non-volatile.
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The Dynamic segment 107 contains the application’s volatile or

temporary data. Dynamic data includes data which is temporarily used during the

execution of an application such as intermediate values used in calculations or

working variables. For example, a purse application may temporarily store the

value of a transaction in order to reduce the amount of the value in the purse. The

temporary data is used much like conventional computer programs use RAM to

perform their assigned operations. The Dynamic segment preferably is divided into

two parts, the session data portion and the stack data portion. The size of the

session data is a constant for each application and is determined when the

application is loaded. The stack holds variable data which is unique to the

particular transaction being executed. The stack data portion stores data in a last-in-

first-out manner. The stack is initially empty, but expands and contracts during

execufion ofthe apphcafion.

The Dynamic data is addressed from the register DB 117 to register

DT 121. Register LB 119 serves as a local stack frame pointer to particular

memory locations in the Dynamic segment for delegate commands or function calls.

Register LB 119 is used to address the topmost frame, that of the currently

executing function's session data. Register DT 121 serves as an address offset for

the stack pointer. A one byte data item at the top of the stack is addressed as DT[-

1], the next byte below is addressed by DT[-2], and so on. A push operation

increments the relative value of DT for each item on the stack and a pop operation

decrements the relative value of DT for each item on the stack. For example, a

data element located at DT[—5] will be located at DT[-6] after an additional data
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item is placed on the stack.

When an application is being executed, the Dynamic segment created

for that application also contains the application’s session data which is used in

performing the assigned task(s) or operation(s). The multiple application operating

5 system ensures that no other application can read or write the data stored in the

Dynamic segment of a particular application. The session data is set to zero upon

the start of the execution of the application. Stack data will be saved in the stack if

the application delegates a task or operation to another application.

A delegation function occurs when one application selects another

10 application to process a command instead of processing the command itself. An

example of a delegation function occurs when a delegator application receives a

command that it does not recognize or is not programmed to process. The selected

application should not reject the command and provide an error response to the

interface device (IFD), but instead should pass the command to the appropriate

15 receiver, or delegated application. In order to perform a delegation, the delegator

calls the Delegate primitive. The Delegate primitive is a subroutine recognized by

the multiple application operating system which is executed when the operating

system interprets the Delegate instruction. Primitives can be stored as part of the

operating system itself, loaded as a separate routine when the operating system is

20 installed. Primitives are preferably written in machine executable language so that

they can be executed quickly although they could be written in a higher level

language. When a Delegate command is executed, execution of the delegating

application is suspended, and the delegated application is executed instead. The
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delegated application then generates its own data memory space according to the

AAM architecture. The data stored in the Public memory space of the first

application (stored in RAM) is sent to the Public memory space of the second

application (which could be physically the same memory but is allocated separately

5 for each application) so that data can be passed between the applications. The

Dynamic memory space is also shared although data is saved in a stack for the

delegator and the other portions initialized before the delegated application is

executed because the Dynamic data is secret.

In most cases, the delegated application processes the command

10 exactly as though the command has arrived directly from an interface device.

When the delegated application has finished processing the command, and has

written a response into the allocated Public memory segment, it exits as normal.

The delegator then resumes execution at the instruction address following the

executed instruction which called the Delegate primitive. The response generated

15 by the delegated application is retrieved or accessed from the allocated Public

memory space. The delegator application may simply exit in turn, thus sending the

response to the IFD, or may carry out further processing before exiting.

Another example of a delegation operation occurs when two

applications need to share data. If an application A always returns a data item N

20 when processing a command B, then another application which also returns data

item N in response to a command can delegate the function B to application A in

order to reduce the need for duplicate codes stored on the IC card. For example, if

a PIN needs to be checked before an application is executed, an application stored
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on the card can delegate the “retrieve PIN function” to a PIN application which

  

returns a stored universal PIN for the card.

Preferably, a new session begins whenever the IFD, e.g. a terminal,

successfully selects an application, even if the application has been previously

5 selected during the transaction. For example, if a card user goes to a terminal and

transfers twenty dollars of electronic cash using a purse application, charges thirty

dollars using a credit/debit application and then transfers ten dollars using the purse

application again, three separate sessions will have occurred even though only two

applications were used during the entire transaction. Each time an application

10 delegates a task or function to another application, the delegated application treats

the delegate function as if the IFD devices had selected the application to perform

the task or function. However, performing a delegation function as described below

has a different effect on session data.

The following examples will help explain when the session data is

15 initialized (i.e., erased) versus when it is saved to be used in further operations. If

application A is selected by an IFD device, and receives commands X, Y and Z

from the terminal, application A may delegate all three commands to application B.

For example, delegations may occur in response to delegation commands in the

program code. Both applications A and B will have their session and stack data in

20 their respective Dynamic segments initialized (set to zero) when they receive

command X, but the stack will not be initialized when they receive the subsequent

commands Y and Z.

In a second example, application A is selected, and receives
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commands X, Y and Z from the terminal. Application A processes X itself, but

..._._..—....

delegates Y and Z to application B. Application A will have its session and stack

data initialized when it receives X, but not when it receives the subsequent

commands Y and Z. Application B will have its session and stack data initialized

5 when it receives Y, but not Z.

One example of a use of session data is to support the use of a

session Personal Identification Number (PIN). The application could reserve one

byte of session data to support the PIN-receiving flag. On receiving the PIN check

command, the selected delegated application could update the flag as follows: if

10 the PIN command is received and the inputted PIN is equal to the stored pin, then

it will set the session data DB[0] to 1. If not, the application will check if the PIN

flag is already set by checking the value in DB[0]. In either of the above cases, the

application will process the rest of the commands in the session because the PIN

has been verified. If neither of the cases is true, then the application will not

15 process the command because the PIN is not proper. The PIN checking function

could be a delegated function from the selected application to a PIN checking

application.

The Public segment 105 is used for command and response data

being passed between an IFD and an application. During a delegate command, the

20 Public segment contains the data passed between two applications, the delegator

(the application initiating the delegation) and the delegated application (the

application which performs the delegated function). An application may also use

the Public segment as a further temporary working storage space if required. The
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Public data is addressed using offsets stored in register PB 113 as a starting address,

to register PT 115 as an ending address. Register PB 113 and Register PT 115 are

fixed for the duration of a command-response pair being initiated by the IFD or

delegator. Public data can include data inputted into or supplied by a terminal such

as a transaction amount, vendor identification data, terminal information,

transmission format or other data required or used by an application resident on the

IC card. Public data can also include data which is to be transmitted to an IFD

device or other application such as an electronic dollar value, card user information

transmission format or other data required or used by the terminal or other

delegated application.

The multiple application operating system ensures that the data stored

in the Public segment remains private to the application until the application exits

or delegates. Preferably, the data in the Public segment is then made available to

other entities as follows: (1) if the application delegates, the whole of the Public

segment becomes available to the delegated application; (2) if the application exits,

and is itself delegated by another, the whole of the Public segment becomes

available to the delegator; or (3) if the application exits, and is not itself delegated,

then a portion of the Public segment containing the I/O response parameters and

data are made available to the IFD.

An application may write secret data into the Public memory segment

during execution of the application, but the application must make sure it overwrites

the secret portion of the Public segment before delegating or exiting. If the

application abnormally ends (abends), then the operating system on the IC card
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preferably overwrites all of the data in the Public segment automatically so that no

unwanted entities can have access to the secret data. If the MULTOS carrier device

(MCD) is reset, the operating system overwrites data in the Public segment

automatically, so that no secret data is revealed. A portion of the Public memory

segment is also used as a communications buffer. The 1/0 protocol data and

parameters are preferably stored at the top of the Public memory space. In another

preferred embodiment, the top seventeen bytes are reserved for the communications

protocol between the IFD device and the IC card application. However, additional

or less bytes can also be used depending upon the particular application and

operating system being utilized.

The spaces shown between the memory segments in Figure 1 will

vary depending upon the specific application and commands being processed.

There could be no memory space between the memory segments so that the

memory segments are contiguous.

Figure 2 shows an extended illustration of the AAM implemented

architecture. Data memory space 201 includes the three segments Static, Public and

Dynamic as previously described. Code memory space 203 contains the program

instructions for an application stored on the IC card. The application instructions

are preferably stored in an executable form which can be interpreted by the resident

operating system but can also be stored in machine executable form. Instruction

205 is stored at one location in the code memory space 203. Additional instructions

are stored in other locations of memory space 203. Two additional registers 207

and 209 are used in the AAM architecture. A code pointer (CP) register 207
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indicates the particular code instruction to be next executed. In the figure, the

register indicates, e.g., through an offset or pointer means, that instruction 205 is

the next to be executed. Condition Control Register 209 contains eight bits, four of

which are for use by the individual application and four of which are set or cleared

5 depending upon the results of the execution of an instruction. These condition

codes can be used by conditional instructions such as Branch, Call or Jump. The

condition codes can include a carry bit, an overflow bit, a negative bit and a zero

bit.

All address and control registers are set to defined values prior to

10 executing the selected or delegated application. The values are set either when the

application is first loaded onto the card and the size of the code and non-volatile

data can be ascertained or at the moment when the application passes control to the

application. When the application is loaded, SB is set to zero and ST is equal to

the number of bytes in the application’s Static database. The other address

15 registers are initialized when the application is given control. CP 207 is set to zero

and all eight bits in CCR 209 are cleared at the start of executing the application.

A communications interface mechanism is present between the IFD

and an application which includes the use of the Public data segment as a

communications buffer for command-response parameters. A command-response

20 parameter means an application is given a command to perform and returns a

response to the entity issuing the command. Applications interact with an IFD by

receiving commands, processing them and returning responses across the IFD-

Application Interface. When an application has completed executing a command,
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the application will place the response into the Public segment starting at PB[0]

   

which can be read by the IFD device and will set the proper interface parameters in

the reserved Public space relative to PT[0].

While an application can be called directly from an IFD and return a

response directly to an IFD, it can also delegate a request to another application

where appropriate. The subsequently-called application will then process the

request on behalf of the first application. The delegation can be directly in

response to a received command in which the delegator acts as a controller for

delegating commands or subcommands to other appropriate applications.

Alternatively, the delegated command can be embedded in an application’s code

which delegates control of the processor when the first application needs to interact

with another application during its execution, such as updating frequent flyer miles

or verifying a PIN.

Figure 3 shows a flow chart of the steps which are performed when a

delegate request is executed. Step 301 sets the parameter named

delegator__application_id (delegator ID) to be equal to the

selected_file.application_id (selected ID). The selected ID indicates the current

application which is selected and which is currently being executed. The delegator

ID indicates the application which delegates a function to another delegated

application stored on the IC card. Step 303 then pushes (stores) the delegator ID

onto the top of the delegate__id_stack (delegate stack). The data referenced in the

Dynamic portion of allocated memory is saved so that the current application can

complete its execution after the delegated function is complete. Data which is to be
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shared with the delegated application is referenced in the Public portion of allocated

memory. The delegate stack is preferably stored outside of an application's AAM

memory space and keeps track of which applications have delegated functions.

Each application is suspended when it delegates a function so the delegate stack can

5 act in a Last-In-First—Out (LIFO) manner so that if a number of applications are

suspended due to delegation requests, the proper application is started in the right

order. The delegate stack thus keeps track of which application was the last

delegator when multiple layered delegation functions are performed. The delegate

stack preferably operates in a LIFO manner although different stack schemes could

10 be used as appropriate.

Step 305 then sets the selected ID to the delegate_request.delegate_

application_id (delegate ID) value. This step selects the application which will be

called to perform the delegated function or functions. The identities of the

delegated application can be specifically called by the delegator application or a

15 particular function can be matched up with an application in a look up table. For

example, a PIN match operation may be delegated to different applications

depending upon which applications are present on the card. Step 307 then sets the

application_command parameter to the value stored in the

delegate_request.application_command parameter. This step specifies the command

20 to be delegated to the delegate application. Applications typically have the ability

to process many different commands. Alternatively, the entire application could be

executed to perform one or more functions. The delegator application can choose

which command it is delegating to another application. Step 309 then sends the
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application_command to the AAM operating system for execution by the delegatee

application. The delegator application is then suspended (or interrupted). Any data

that is required to pass between the applications is transferred via the Public

memory space.

5 Figure 4 is a flow chart of the steps for performing a “retum

delegation control” command by the delegatee application. This command is

executed by the operating system when a delegated application has completed its

delegated function. Step 401 gets application_responses from the Public memory

space of the delegated AAM. The response data is passed in the Public memory

10 segment of the delegatee AAM. Step 403 then sets the delegate_response.status

variable to a success condition. This means that a delegation operation has been

successfully completed. Step 405 sets the delegate_ response.application_responses

parameter to the application_responses values which were stored in the Public

segment of the delegatee application.

15 Step 407 sets the delegate_response.delegate_application_id parameter

to selected_file.application_id (the delegatee application ID). Step 409 pops the top

(i.e., reads the last data stored in the stack) de1egate_application_id from the

delegate_id_stack. This information indicates the identity of the delegator

application for the command which was just delegated and completed by the

20 delegated application. Step 411 sets the select_file.application_id value to the

delegator_application_id value. This selects the delegator application which was

identified from the delegate ID stack as the current application which will resume

running. The Dynamic data for the delegator application will be retrieved for the
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delegator application from its stored location so that the application will continue to

execute where it left off with all data intact but will also have the response

information from the delegated function. In step 413, the delegate_response data is

sent to the current application for further processing. The response data is passed

through the Public data space which could be the same physical RAM memory

location because all applications share the physical volatile memory space.

Figure 5 shows a flow chart of the steps involved for inquiring about

a delegator ID when a delegate command is received by a delegated application.

The delegated application may need to know the identity of the delegator because it

may perform operations differently for different delegator applications. For

example, an airline loyalty program may need to know if awarded frequent flyers

will be based on actual dollars processed or a lump sum award for some other

activity such as performing a bill payment operation. This information could be

passed to the delegated application as a variable or could be ascertained using an

inquiry. The delegator inquiry operation could be implemented as a primitive as

previously described.

Step 501 receives the delegator_id_enq_request from the AAM

operating system. The request is used to identify the identity of the delegator. Step

503 checks if the delegate_id_stack is empty. If the stack is empty, then no

delegation operations have occurred and no applications have been suspended.

Thus step 511 sets the delegator_id_enq_response.status parameter to a failure

indicator. Step 513 then sets the value of delegator_is_enq_request.error_cause to a

value indicating “no delegator application.” There is no delegator application. The
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process then continues with step 509.

If the delegate_id_stack is not empty, than one or more delegations

have occurred. In that case, step 505 sets the delegator_id_enq_response.status

parameter to a value indicating “success”. Step 507 then sets the

delegator_id_enq_response.delegator__ application_id parameter to the value stored

in delegate_id_stack.delegator_ application_id. This sets the inquiry response to

indicate the delegator application ID at the top of the stack. As explained above,

the stored data at the top of the stack indicates the last delegator application to call

a delegate function. Step 509 then sends the delegat0r_id_enq_ response back to

the AAM operator system which delivers the information to the application or IFD

entity requesting the information.

Figure 6 shows an example of a block diagram of an integrated

circuit located on an IC card chip which can be used in conjunction with the

invention. The integrated circuit chip is located on a chip on the card. The IC chip

preferably includes a central processing unit 601, a RAM 603, a EEPROM 605, a

ROM 607, a timer 609, control logic 611, I/O ports 613 and security circuitry 615,

which are connected together by a conventional data bus 617 or other conventional

means.

Control logic 611 in the smart card provides sufficient sequencing

and switching to handle read-write access to the card’s memory through the

input/output ports 612. CPU 601 in conjunction with control logic 611 can perform

many different functions including performing calculations, accessing memory

locations, modifying memory contents, and managing input/output ports. Some IC
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cards also include a coprocessor for handling complex computations like

cryptographic algorithms. Input/output ports 613 are used for communication

between the card and an IFD which transfers information to and from the card.

Timer 609 (which generates and/or provides a clock pulse) drives the control logic

611, CPU 601 and other components requiring a clock signal through the sequence

of steps that accomplish functions including memory access, memory reading and/or

writing, processing, and data communication. Security circuitry 615 (which is

optional) preferably includes fusible links that connect the input/output lines to

internal circuitry as required for testing during manufacture, but which are

destroyed upon completion of testing to prevent later access. The Static memory

space is preferably mapped to memory locations in EEPROM 605 which is non-

volatile. The Dynamic memory space is preferably mapped to RAM 603 which is

volatile memory which has quick access. The Public memory space is also

preferably mapped to RAM 603 which is volatile memory. The Dynamic data and

Public data will be stored in different portions of RAM 603, while RAM is

identified as a preferred non—volatile memory and EEPROM is identified as a

preferred volatile memory. Other types of memory could also be used with the

same characteristics.

Figures 7A, 7B and 7C illustrate an example of a delegation function

being performed in order to process multiple applications on an IC card. Figure 7A

shows a first application being executed as denoted with a double ringed circle 701.

At some point during the execution of the first application, a delegation function

702 is called to delegate an operation to the second application which is indicated
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by circle 703. Also shown in Figure 7A is an empty delegator ID stack 705. Since

  

the stack is empty, there is no data associated with it and it is shown only for

illustrative purposes.

The multiple application operating system receives the delegate

5 command and interrupts the execution of the first application 701 and gives control

of the integrated circuit to application 703 as shown in Figure 7B. The execution

of the second application 703 is illustrated with a double ringed circle. The term

“gives control” means that the microprocessor and other circuitry on the card will

process the instructions and allocate memory space for the application which is

10 delegated. When the delegate command is processed, the delegator ID 707 is

placed on top of the stack 705. The delegator ID stack is operated in a LIFO

manner. Also shown in Figure 7B is a third application 709 resident on the card.

At some point during the execution of the second application, a delegate function

711 is called to delegate the operation to the third application.

15 The multiple application operating system receives the delegate

command 711 shown in Figure 7B interrupts the execution of the second

application 703 and gives control of the integrated circuit to the third application

709 as shown in Figure 7C. When the delegate command is processed, the

delegator ID 713 of the second application is pushed onto the delegator ID stack

20 705. The delegator ID 707 of the first application whose execution is still

interrupted is pushed down in the stack consistent with a LIFO stack management.

Thus when the third application has finished its execution, the delegator ID at the

top of the stack is popped to indicate that execution of the second application
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should be resumed first. The delegator ID 707 from the first application will then

be at the top of the stack so that when the second application is finished executing,

the first application will resume its execution.

Additional applications can be managed by the delegator ID stack in

5 a similar manner. By interrupting the execution of the applications when a delegate

command is processed and keeping track of the order of delegations, the security

and integrity of the data for each individual application can be maintained which is

important because IC cards will store data for applications which is private to the

card user such as account numbers, social security number, address and other

10 personal information.

The foregoing merely illustrates the principles of the invention. It

will thus be appreciated that those skilled in the art will be able to devise numerous

apparatus, systems and methods which, although not explicitly shown or described

herein, embody the principles of the invention and are thus within the spirit and

15 scope of the invention.
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WE CLAIM:

2 1. An integrated circuit card comprising:

3 a microprocessor; a volatile memory coupled to said

4 microprocessor; a non-volatile memory coupled to said microprocessor; and a

5 plurality of applications stored in said non-volatile memory, wherein upon execution

6 of each said application, said microprocessor allocates for each said executing

7 application an associated data memory space comprising at least a volatile memory

8 segment for referencing temporary data and a non-volatile memory segment for

9 referencing static data; and further comprising means for delegating the performance

10 of a function from a first executing application to a second executing application.

1 2. The integrated circuit card of claim 1, wherein said non-volatile

2 memory segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and

3 a dynamic region.

1 3. The integrated circuit card of claim 2, wherein said public region is

2 used to share data between said first and second applications.

1 4. The integrated circuit card of claim 2, wherein said dynamic region

2 is used to reference temporary data utilized during an application’s execution.
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1 5. The integrated circuit card of claim 1, further comprising at east one

2 register coupled to said microprocessor which is used to determine the starting

3 locations of each of said segments.

1 6. The integrated circuit card of claim 5, further comprising at least one

2 register coupled to said microprocessor which is used to determine the top locations

3 of each of said segments.

1 7. The integrated circuit card of claim 6, further comprising at least one

2 register coupled to said microprocessor which is used as a local dynamic pointer.

1 8. The integrated circuit card system of claim 1, wherein each said

2 application comprise a plurality of program instructions and wherein at least one of

3 said program instructions when executed causes said memory referenced by said

4 volatile memory segment to be accessed.

1 9. The integrated circuit card of claim 1, wherein said volatile memory

2 segment references RAM and said non-volatile memory segment references

3 EEPROM.

1 10. A method for processing a plurality of applications stored in a

2 memory of an integrated circuit:

3 selecting a first application for execution;
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4 allocating a data space for said first application including at

5 least two memory segments comprising a volatile memory segment for referencing

6 temporary data and a non-volatile memory segment for referencing static data;

7 executing said first application, interrupting execution of said

8 first application and saving data referenced by said volatile memory segment;

9 executing a second application;

10 utilizing said saved data from said volatile memory segment

11 for execution of said first application; and

12 completing said execution of said first application.

1 11. The method of claim 10, wherein said first application's identity is

2 stored in a data stack during said delegation step.

1 12. The method of claim 11, wherein said data stack is accessed

2 following said completion of said second application.

1 13. The method of claim 12, further including the step of inquiring said

2 first application’s identity by accessing said delegator stack.

1 14. The method of claim 10, wherein said non-volatile memory segment

2 is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and a dynamic region.
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1 15. The method of claim 14, wherein said public region is used to share

2 data between said first application and said second application.

1 16. The method of claim 14, wherein data referenced by said dynamic

2 region is utilized during the execution of said first application.

1 17. The method of claim 10, further including the step of allocating a

2 second data space including at least two memory segments for said second

3 application.

1 18. The method of claim 17, wherein said second data space’s segments

2 comprise a volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data and a non-

3 volatile memory segment for referencing static data.

1 19. The method of claim 18, wherein said second application’s non-

2 volatile segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and a

3 dynamic region.

1 20. The method of claim 19, wherein said second application’s public

2 region is used to share data between said first and second applications.
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1 21. The method of claim 19, wherein said data referenced by second

2 application’s dynamic region is utilized during said execution of said second

3 application.

1 22. The method of claim 10, further including the step of delegating use

2 of said microprocessor from said second application to a third application stored on

3 said IC card.

1 23. The method of claim 22, wherein a third data space for said third

2 application is allocated which includes a volatile memory segment for referencing

3 temporary data and non-volatile memory segment for referencing static data,

4 wherein said third application’s volatile segment includes a public and dynamic

5 portion.

1 24 An apparatus for processing a plurality of applications stored in a

2 memory of a single integrated circuit card comprising:

3 means for allocating a data space comprising at least a non-

4 volatile memory segment for referencing static data and a volatile memory segment

5 for referencing temporary data; means for executing a first application; means for

6 interrupting execution of said first application, means for saving data from at least a

7 portion of said volatile memory segment; and means for executing a second

8 application; means for retrieving said saved data; and means for completing said

9 execution of said first application.
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1 25. The apparatus of claim 24, further including means for storing said

2 first application's identity on a data stack.

1 26. The apparatus of claim 25, further including means for inquiring of

2 said first application’s identity.

1 27. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein said first application’s non-

2 volatile memory segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public

3 region and a dynamic region.

1 28. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein said public region references

2 random access memory.

1 29. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein said dynamic region references

2 random access memory.

1 30. The apparatus of claim 24, further including means for allocating a

2 second data space including at least two segments for said second application.

1 31. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein said second data space includes a

2 volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data and a non-volatile memory

3 segment for referencing static data.
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1 32. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein said second data space’s non-

2 volatile segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and a

3 dynamic region.

1 33. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said public region references

2 random access memory.

1 34. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein said dynamic region references

2 random access memory.

1 35. The apparatus of claim 24, further including means for delegating

2 operation of said IC card from said second application to a third application stored

3 on said IC card.

1 36. The apparatus of claim 35, wherein a third data space for said third

2 application is allocated which includes a volatile memory segment for referencing

3 temporary data and non-volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data,

4 wherein said third application's volatile memory segment includes a public and

5 dynamic portion.

1 37. A system for processing a plurality of applications stored on an IC

2 card comprising:

3 a non-volatile memory coupled to a databus;
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4 a volatile memory coupled to said databus;

  

5 a first and second application program stored in said non-volatile

6 memory, wherein each application has an associated identifier;

7 a data stack accessible by said databus for storing said applications’

8 identifier if said application is interrupted during its execution;

9 processor means for executing instructions from said application

10 programs wherein said processor means allocates a data memory space for said

11 application which is being executed and said data memory space is mapped to at

12 least one address in said non-volatile memory and at least one address in said

13 volatile memory; and

14 wherein said processor means interrupts said first application at least

15 once during its execution to execute said second application.

1 38. The system of claim 37, wherein data memory space comprises at

2 least a volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data stored in said

3 volatile memory and a non-volatile memory segment for referencing static data

4 stored in said non-volatile memory.

1 39. The system of claim 37, further including means for storing said first

2 -application's identity on a data stack.

1 40. The system of claim 39, further including means for inquiring of said

2 first application’s identity.
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1 41. The system of claim 38, wherein said first application’s non-volatile

2 memory segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and

3 a dynamic region.

1 42. The system of claim 41, wherein said public region references

2 random access memory.

1 43. The system of claim 41, wherein said dynamic region references

2 random access memory.

1 44. The system of claim 37, further including means for allocating a

2 second data space including at least two segments for said second application.

1 45. The system of claim 44, wherein said second data space comprises at

2 least a volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data and a non-volatile

3 memory segment for referencing static data.

1 46. The system of claim 45, wherein said second data space’s non-

2 volatile segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public region and a

3 dynamic region.

1 47. The system of claim 46, wherein said public region references

2 random access memory.
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1 48. The system of claim 46, wherein said dynamic region references

2 random access memory.

1 49. The system of claim 37, further including means for delegating use

2 of said processor means from said second application to a third application stored

3 on said IC card.

1 50. The system of claim 49, wherein a third data space for said third

2 application is allocated which includes a volatile memory segment for referencing

3 temporary data and non—volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data,

4 wherein said third application’s volatile memory segment includes a public and

5 dynamic portion.

1 51. An integrated circuit card comprising:

2 a plurality of applications and a microprocessor for controlling

3 execution of said applications wherein execution of at least one first application is

4 interrupted and execution is transferred to another second application, further

5 comprising means for sharing data by said first and second applications and means

6 for resuming execution of said first application at the appropriate location at least

7 after completion of execution of said second application.
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1 52. The integrated circuit card of claim 51, further comprising means for

2 allocating a data memory space comprises at least a volatile memory segment for

3 referencing temporary data stored in said volatile memory and a non—volatile

4 memory segment for referencing static data stored in said non-volatile memory.

1 53. The integrated circuit card of claim 51, further including means for

2 storing said first application’s identity on a data stack.

1 54. The integrated circuit card of claim 53 further including means for

2 inquiring of said first application’s identity.

1 55. The integrated circuit card of claim 52, wherein said first

2 application’s non-volatile memory segment is divided into at least two regions,

3 including a public region and a dynamic region.

1 56. The integrated circuit card of claim 55, wherein said public region

I\) I'6f€I'CI1C€S random access memory.

1 57. The integrated circuit card of claim 55, wherein said dynamic region

2 references random access memory.
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I 58. The integrated circuit card of claim 52, further including means for

2 allocating a second data space including at least two segments for said second

3 application.

1 59. The integrated circuit card of claim 58, wherein said second data

2 space comprises at least a volatile memory segment for referencing temporary data

3 and a non-volatile memory segment for referencing static data.

1 60. The integrated circuit card of claim 58, wherein said second data

2 space’s non-volatile segment is divided into at least two regions, including a public

3 region and a dynamic region.

1 61. The integrated circuit card of claim 58, wherein said public region

2 references random access memory.

1 62. The integrated circuit card of claim 60, wherein said dynamic region

2 references random access memory.

1 63. The integrated circuit card of claim 51, further including means for

2 delegating use of said processor means from said second application to a third

3 application stored on said IC card.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A multi-application IC card which processes two or more

applications using an Application Abstract Machine architecture. The AAM

architecture only allows one application to be executed at a time and allows for

shared processing by performing a delegation function to a second application. A

5 data space for each application is allocated when the application is selected to be

executed. The data space includes a volatile and non—volatile region. The

delegation function temporarily interrupts the execution of the first application,

saves the temporary data of the first application, shares any data needed with the

second application and the second application is executed until the delegated task is

10 competed. The first application then retrieves the saved data and completes its

execution. A delegator stack is used to keep track of the delegator’s identity when

multiple delegations occur. The AAM model allows for a high level of security

while transferring data between applications.
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I CLAIM:

1 1. An integrated circuit card having an associated operating

2 mode, comprising:

3 a microprocessor;

4 a memory coupled to said microprocessor;

5 data stored in said memory representative of said operating

6 mode;

7 an operating system stored in said memory for processing

8 selected information in a first IC card format;

9 a shell application stored in said memory for processing said

10 selected information in a second IC card format; and

11 means responsive to said operating mode for routing said

12 selected information to either said operating system or said shell application.

1 2. The integrated circuit card of claim 1, wherein said second IC

2 card format is different than said first [C card format.

1 3. The integrated circuit card of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein said

2 selected information is a command.
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1 4. The integrated circuit card of claim 3,'wherein said command

2 is a file access command.

1 5. The method of any preceding claim, wherein said selected

2 information is associated with a file structure format.

1 6. The integrated circuit card of any preceding claim, further

2 comprising:

3 a non—shell application stored in said memory;

4 means for receiving a request by said operating system from

5 said non—shell application for delegating control to a delegated application;

6 means for determining whether said operating mode of said

7 IC card is a predetermined operating mode;

8 means for determining whether said delegated application

9 corresponds to said shell application; and

10 means for failing the request for delegating control if the

11 operating mode of said IC card corresponds to said predetermined operating mode

12 and said delegated application corresponds to said shell application.

1 7. A method of loading an application onto an IC card, wherein

2 said application has an associated file mode type and said IC card has an associated

3 operating mode, comprising the steps of:
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determining whether the file mode type of said application is

a predetermined file mode type; and

changing the operating mode of said IC card if said file mode

type corresponds to said predetermined file mode type.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising the step of

determining whether any other applications have already been loaded onto the IC

card before the step of changing the operating mode.

9. The method of claim 7 or claim 8, further comprising loading

said application onto the IC card if the file mode type of said application

corresponds to the predetermined file mode type and no other applications have

already been loaded onto the IC card.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein the changing step comprises

changing the operating mode of said IC card if said file mode type corresponds to

said predetermined file mode type and no other applications have already been

loaded onto the IC card.

11. A method of routing a command by an operating system of an

IC card, wherein said IC card has an associated operating mode, comprising the

steps of:
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4 determining whether the operating mode of said IC card is a

5 predetermined operating mode; and

6 routing the command directly to an application if the

7 operating mode of said IC card corresponds to the predetermined operating mode.

1 12. The method of claim 11, further comprising the steps of:

2 if the operating mode of said IC card does not correspond to

3 the predetermined operating mode, determining whether said command is a select

4 file command supported by said operating system; and

5 routing said command to an operating system routine

6 responsible for said select file command if said command is a select file command

7 supported by said operating system.

1 13. The method of claim 11 or claim 12, wherein the IC card

2 further comprises a currently selected file having an associated file type, the method

3 further comprising the steps of:

4 if the operating mode of said IC card does not correspond to

5 the predetermined operating mode, determining whether the file type of said

6 currently selected file is supported by said operating system; and

7 routing said command to an operating system routine

8 responsible for said file type if the file type of said currently selected file is

9 supported by said operating system.
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l 14. The method of claim 13, if the file type of said currently

2 selected file is not supported by said operating system, further comprising the step

3 of routing said command to an application.

1 15. A method of delegating control between applications by an

2 operating system of an IC card, wherein said IC card is for use with a defined IC

3 card format and has an associated operating mode, comprising the steps of:

4 storing a shell application in said IC card for communicating

5 with said operating system and for processing information in a format compliant

6 with said defined IC card format;

7 receiving a request by said operating system from a first

8 application for delegating control to a second application;

9 determining whether the operating mode of said IC card is a

10 predetermined operating mode;

11 determining whether said second application corresponds to

12 said shell application; and

13 failing the request for delegating control if the operating mode

14 of said IC card corresponds to said predetermined operating mode and said second

15 application corresponds to said shell application.

1 16. A method of initiating communication between an IC card

2 and a terminal, wherein said IC card comprises a microprocessor and a memory,

3 said memory having stored therein an operating system, a shell application, and data
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4 representative of an operating mode of said IC card, said operating mode

5 representing whether selected information is to be routed to said operating system

5 or said shell application, said method comprising the steps of:

7 receiving a reset signal by said IC card from said terminal;

8 and

9 returning an answer-to-reset from said IC card to said terminal

10 based on said operating mode of said IC card.

1 17. The method of claim 16, wherein a plurality of answer-to-

2 reset files are stored in said memory of said IC card, and said step of returning an

3 answer-to—reset comprises selecting one of said answer-to—reset files based on said

4 operating mode.

1 18. The method of claim 16 or claim 17, wherein said selected

2 information is a command.

1 19. The method of claim 18, wherein said command is a file

2 access command.

1 20. The method of claim 16, wherein said selected information is

2 associated with a file structure format.
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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

Integrated circuit (IC) cards are becoming increasingly used for many

different purposes in the world today, principally because they are ideal tools for

the delivery of distributed, secure information processing at a low cost. An IC

card, also called a “smart card,” is a card typically the size of a conventional credit

card, but which contains a computer chip on the card. The computer chip on the IC

card typically includes a microprocessor, read-only-memory (ROM), electrically

erasable programmable read-only-memory (EEPROM), a random access memory

(RAM), an input/output (I/O) mechanism, and other circuitry to support the

microprocessor in its operations. The computer chip can execute one or more

applications stored on the card. Examples of applications that IC cards are being

used to store and execute include credit/debit, electronic money/purse, telephone

calling card, and loyalty reward applications.

When an application is initially loaded onto an IC card, the

application may include data that is associated with the application. Such data may

include, for example, data that identifies the cardholder, such as the cardholder's

name and account number. Additionally, the associated data may also include a

promotional or bonus value provided by the application provider to the cardholder

for loading the application. For example, with a telephone calling card application,

an application provider may provide a certain amount of free calling time. As

another example, with an electronic purse application, an application provider may

provide bonus electronic cash. As yet another example, with a frequent flyer

loyalty application, an application provider may provide free miles.
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The use of application data to provide promotional or bonus value

creates a potential problem for the IC card manufacturer and the application

provider regarding the integrity of loading applications. A solution is needed to

prevent a cardholder from intentionally or unintentionally copying an application

when it is first loaded, and reloading the application thereafter to reload the value in

the data associated with the application. By repeated reloading of an application, a

cardholder may potentially obtain an unlimited amount of promotional or bonus

value to which he or she is not entitled. At the same time, however, cardholders

may be required to reload an application for legitimate reasons, such as for updating

an application.

Accordingly, a need exists for a method of loading an application

onto an IC card such that a cardholder is prevented from illegitimately reloading an

application once it has been loaded onto the IC card.

The foregoing technical challenges and needs are addressed by

embodiments in accordance with the invention which provides technical solutions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention,

there is provided a method of loading an application copy onto an integrated circuit

card, wherein the application copy is one of a plurality of copies of an application.

The application copy has an associated application identifier that uniquely identifies

the application from other applications and an application copy number that is

unique for each copy of the application. The integrated circuit card includes a

-3-
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microprocessor and a memory coupled to the microprocessor. The memory

includes an application history list area for storing application identifiers and

application copy numbers of applications that have been previously loaded onto the

integrated circuit card. The method includes receiving by the integrated circuit card

5 the application copy, the application identifier, and the application copy number;

determining by the integrated circuit card whether the application identifier and the

application copy number are contained in the application history list area; and

failing to load the application copy by the integrated circuit card if the application

identifier and the application copy number are contained in the application history

10 list area.

As it is used in this specification and the appended claims, the term

“unique” to refer to application copy numbers refers to two types of numbers: (1)

non-random numbers that are actually determined to be unique, and (2) random

numbers that are determined to be probabilistically unique for a given cardholder.

15 The method in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the

present invention may further include the steps of allocating a predetermined

portion of the memory for the application history list area; determining by the

integrated circuit card whether the application history list area is full; and failing to

load the application copy if the application history list is full.

20 The method in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the

present invention may further include the step of adding the application identifier

and the application copy number to the application history list area if the

application identifier and the application copy number are not contained in the

-4-
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application history list area. Thus, once a copy of an application is loaded onto the

integrated circuit card, the application identifier and the application copy number

associated with the copy of the application are stored in the application history list

area for future checking.

5 The method in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the

present invention may also provide a mechanism by which application providers not

concerned with repeated loading of applications may circumvent storage of the

application identifier and the application copy number in the application history list

area. For example, an application copy number of zero can be used to signify that

10 an application may be reloaded as often as desired. Accordingly, the method of the

preferred embodiment of the present invention may further include the step of

adding the application identifier and the application copy number to the application

history list area if the application identifier and the application copy number are not

contained in the application history list area and the application copy number is not

15 zero.

The application copy may include both application code and

application data. The application identifier and the application copy number may

be contained in the application data.

Preferably, the application copy, the application identifier, and the

20 application copy number are transmitted to the integrated circuit card by an

application provider. Preferably, before transmitting the application copy to the

integrated circuit card, the application provider encrypts at least a portion of the

application copy. It is also preferred that an application provider transmit a key

-5-
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transformation unit, which includes information relating to the encryption of the

encrypted portion of the application copy. It is further preferred that the integrated

circuit card has a first public key pair and that the application provider encrypts the

key transformation unit with the public key of the first public key pair before

5 transmitting the key transformation unit to the integrated circuit card.

When the application provider encrypts the key transformation unit

with the public key of the first public key pair, the integrated circuit card may

decrypt the encrypted key transformation unit with the secret key of the first public

key pair. Once the key transformation unit is decrypted, the integrated circuit card

10 may decrypt the application copy using the information contained in the decrypted

key transformation unit.

It is also preferred that the application provider has a second public

key pair and that the application provider form a signed application copy by

encrypting the application copy with the secret key of the second public key pair.

15 The application provider may then transmit both the application copy and the signed

application copy to the integrated circuit card.

i It is further preferred that the application provider register the public

key of the second public key pair with a certification authority, which has a third

public key pair. The certification authority may then provide a certificate to the

20 application provider by encrypting the public key of the second public key pair with

the secret key of the third public key pair. The application provider may transmit

the certificate to the integrated circuit card.

When a certificate is transmitted to the integrated circuit card, the

-5-
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integrated circuit card may obtain the public key of the second key pair by

decrypting the certificate using the public key of the third public key pair. The

integrated circuit card may then verify the signed application copy using the public

key of the second public key pair. The integrated circuit card may fail to load the

application copy if the signed application copy is not verified.

In accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present

invention, there is provided an integrated circuit card that includes a microprocessor

and a memory coupled to the microprocessor. The memory includes an application

history list area for storing application identifiers and application copy numbers,

each application identifier and each application copy number being associated with

an application copy. The application copy is one of a plurality of copies of an

application. Each application identifier uniquely identifies an application from other

applications, and each application copy number uniquely identifies an application

copy from other application copies. The integrated circuit card of the invention

further includes means for determining whether an application identifier and an

application copy ntunber associated with an application copy to be loaded into the

memory area are contained in the application history list area and means for failing

to load the application copy to be loaded if the associated application identifier and

the associated application copy number are contained in the application history list

area.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments in accordance with the invention will now be

described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in

which:

5 Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of an IC card in accordance with

a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of an IC card and terminal in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram of an IC card in accordance with

10 a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a diagram of a system for remotely loading an application

from an application provider onto an IC card in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 5 is a schematic representation of an application load unit in

15 accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 6 is a flowchart of exemplary steps for processing the

application load unit of Fig. 5 in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention; and

Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating exemplary steps of a file loading

20 routine, which may be implemented by the operating system of an IC card in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Fig. 1 provides a schematic representation of a typical IC card 10

that can be used with the presently claimed invention. The IC card 10 includes an

integrated circuit 12 having one or more electrical contacts 14 connected to the

5 integrated circuit 12.

Fig. 2 shows an example of a device with which the IC card 10

communicates. As used in this specification and the appended claims, the terms

“interface device” and “terminal” shall be used to generically describe devices with

which an IC card may communicate. A typical terminal 20, as shown in Fig. 2,

10 includes a card reader 22, a keypad 24, and a display 26. The keypad 24 and the

display 26 allow a user of the IC card 10 to interact with the tenninal. The keypad

24 allows the user to select a transaction, to enter a personal identification number

(“PIN”), and to enter transactional information. The display 26 allows the user to

receive informational messages and prompts for data entry. Other types of

15 terminals may include IC card-compatible ATM machines and telephones.

Fig. 3 provides a functional block diagram of the integrated circuit

12. At a minimum, the integrated circuit 12 includes a processing unit 100 and a

memory unit 110. Preferably, the integrated circuit 12 also includes control logic

150, a timer 160, security circuitry 170, input/output ports 180, and a co-processor

20 190. The control logic 150 provides, in conjunction with the processing unit 100,

the control necessary to handle communications between the memory unit 110 and

input/output ports 180. The timer 160 provides a timing reference signal for the

processing unit 100 and the control logic 150. The security circuitry 170 preferably

-9-
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provides fusible links that connect the input/output ports 180 to internal circuitry for

testing during manufacturing. The fusible links are burned after completion of

testing to limit later access to sensitive circuit areas. The co-processor 190 provides

the ability to perform complex computations in real time, such as those required by

cryptographic algorithms.

The memory unit 110 may include different types of memory, such

as volatile and non-volatile memory and read-only and programmable memory. For

example, as shown in Fig. 3, the memory unit 110 may include read-only memory

(ROM), electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), and

random-access memory (RAM).

The memory unit 110 stores IC card data such as secret

cryptographic keys and a user PIN. The secret cryptographic keys may be any type

of well-known cryptographic keys, such as the private keys of public-key pairs.

Preferably, the secret cryptographic keys are stored in a secure area of ROM or

EEPROM that is either not accessible or has very limited accessibility from outside

the IC card.

The memory unit 110 also stores the operating system of the IC card.

The operating system loads and executes IC card applications and provides file

management and other basic card services to the IC card applications. Preferably,

the operating system is stored in ROM.

In addition to the basic services provided by the operating system,

the memory unit 110 may also include one or more lC card applications. For

example, if the IC card is to be used as an electronic cash card, an application

-10-
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called MONDEXT” PURSE (from Mondex International Limited) might be

included on the IC card, which loads an electronic value of a certain currency from

a user's account in a financial institution onto the IC card. Preferably, the

operating system of the IC card 10 should support multiple applications, such as the

5 MULTOSTM operating system from Mondex International Limited.

An IC card application may include both program and associated data

files, which are typically stored in EEPROM. The application program may be

written either in the native programming code of the processing unit 100 or it may

be written in a higher level language that must be translated before it is executed on

10 the processing unit 100. An example of such a higher level language for use on IC

cards is the MULTOSTM Executable Language (MEL). Advantageously, by using a

higher level language such as MEL, an application program is capable of running

on multiple hardware platforms without any need for re-writing.

Because IC cards typically have limited memory capacity due to the

13 size and cost restraints of placing memory on the IC cards, an IC card may also

have primitives stored in ROM, which are subroutines that perform frequently used

functions or procedures, such as mathematical functions. The primitives are usually

written in the native language of the processing unit 100 so that they can be

executed very quickly.

20 In Fig. 4, there is shown a diagram of a system for remotely loading

an application from an application provider 401 onto an IC card 403. The

application provider 401 may be a card issuer, a bank, or any other entity that

provides application loading services. The IC card 403 communicates with the

-1]-
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application provider 401 through an interface device 405, which may be a bank

terminal, an ATM, or any other device that communicates with an IC card. The

application provider 401 and the interface device 405 communicate by way of a

data conduit 407, which can be a telephone line, a cable line, a satellite link, an

5 Internet connection, an intra-net connection, or any other type of communications

link.

When loading applications onto an IC card remotely, an application

provider is required to address several security issues. First, an application provider

must ensure that an application is sent only to the cardholder who is intended to

10 receive the application. Second, the application provider must ensure the privacy of

any confidential or trade secret information contained in the applications to be

loaded. Third, because the data conduit 407 may be an open link and subject to

third parties possibly intercepting or replacing applications being transmitted, an

application provider must take security measures to enable the IC card to

15 authenticate the application.

The solutions to these security issues typically involve encryption

using symmetric and/or asymmetric cryptography techniques. Symmetric

cryptography involves encoding and decoding data using the same mathematical

number, called a “key,” which must be kept secret. On the other hand, asymmetric

20 cryptography, or “public key” cryptography as it is also called, involves encoding

data with one key and decoding data with another key. The two keys are referred

to as a key pair, and one of the key pair must be kept secret while the other of the

key pair may be publicly distributed. Each key of a key pair may be used to

-12-
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encode data; however, once data is encoded by using one key, it can only be

decoded by using the other key.

In the system of Fig. 4, it is assumed that the application provider

401 and the IC card 403 each have cryptographic key pairs. The generation of

5 cryptographic keys is performed by any manner known by those skilled in the art.

The system also utilizes a Certification Authority (CA) 409, which also has a

cryptographic key pair. The CA 409 may be any entity that is trusted to keep the

secret key of its public key pair private and to authenticate the identity of other

entities __ as, for example, the identity of the application provider 401.

10 In the system of Fig. 4, the application provider 401 applies for

registration of its public key with the CA 409. To do so, the application provider

401 must meet the identification requirements of the CA 409. If the application

provider 401 meets these identification requirements, the CA 409 will issue an

Application Load Certificate (ALC) 413, which includes the public key of the

15 application provider 401 encoded or “signed” by the secret key of the CA 409. The

ALC 413 may be decoded using the public key of the CA 409, which is publicly

distributed. Since the CA 409 is trusted to keep its secret key private and to

authenticate the identity of the application provider 401, any entity receiving the

ALC 413 is assured that the public key contained within the certificate belongs to

20 the application provider 401.

To load an application onto the IC card 403, the application provider

401 transmits an Application Load Unit (ALU) 411 to the interface device 405 via

the data conduit 407. The contents of the ALU 411 are shown schematically in

-13-
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Fig. 5. The ALU preferably includes an Application Unit (AU) 415, a signed

Application Unit (AUS) 417, a Key Transformation Unit (KTU) 419, and the ALC

413.

The AU 415 contains the application code and data that are to be

stored on the IC card. Some or all of the application code and data may be

encrypted to protect confidential or trade secret portions of the application code and

data.

The AUS 417 is the application code and data AU 415 signed with

the secret key of the application provider 401. Using the public key of the

application provider 401 provided in the ALC 413, the IC card 403 may decode the

AUS 417 and compare it to the AU 415 to ensure that the AU 415 has not been

tampered with during transmission.

The KTU 419 contains information relating to the encrypted portions

of the AU 415. This information allows the IC card 403 to decode those encrypted

portions so that the application code and data can be accessed by the IC card 403.

The KTU 419 is signed with the public key of the IC card 403, which ensures that

only the intended IC card 403 can decode the KTU 419 (using the IC card’s secret

key). Once the KTU 419 is decoded, the IC card 403 may use the information

contained in the KTU 419 to decode the encrypted portions of the application code

and data of AU 415.

Fig. 6 shows a flow chart of the steps for processing the ALU 411

when it is received by the IC card 403. In step 601, the IC card 403 receives the

ALU 411 from the application provider 401. The ALU 411 is placed in the

-14-
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EEPROM of the IC card 403 along with header information indicating the location

in memory of AU 415, AU,417, KTU 419 and ALC 413.

In step 603, the ALC 413 is decoded using the public key of the CA

409. The IC card 403 preferably stores in its memory a copy of the CA public key

because it may be used in many transactions. Alternatively, the IC card could

obtain the public key from a trusted storage location, such as the interface device

405. Once decoded, the ALC 413 provides the IC card 403 with a trusted copy of

the public key of the application provider 401.

In step 605, the IC card 403 uses the application provider’s public

key to verify the AU 415 was not tampered with during transmission. Using the

public key of the application provider 401, the IC card 403 decodes the AU, 417,

which was signed with the secret key of the application provider 401. Once the

AUS 417 is decoded, the decoded AU, 417 is compared to the AU 415. If the two

units match, then the AU 415 is verified.

In step 607, the KTU 419, which has been encrypted with the public

key of the IC card 403, is decoded using the private key of the IC card 403. In

step 609, the information in the decoded KTU 419 is used to decode the encrypted

portions of the AU 415. The KTU 419 may contain, for example, either an

algorithm or a key for use in decoding the AU 415.

In addition to the security and authentication measures discussed

above, other security and authentication measures may also be employed.

Additional methods of security and authentication have been addressed, for

example, in the related International Patent Application No. PCT/GB98/00531
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entitled "Multi-Application IC Card System" by Everett et al., filed February 19,

1998, and US Application entitled "Key Transformation Unit for an IC Card" by

Richards et al., filed May 11, 1998. Both of these applications are hereby

incorporated by reference to Annex A and Annex B respectively, and Annex C, all

attached herewith.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention,

the data portion of the AU 415 includes an application identifier for the application

to be loaded onto the IC card 403 and an application copy number, which is unique

for each copy of an application to be loaded onto the IC card 403. As it is used in

this specification and the amended claims, the use of the term “unique” in relation

to application copy numbers refers both to non—random numbers that are actually

determined to be unique and to random numbers that are determined to be

probabilistically unique for a given IC card. Preferably, the data portion of the AU

415 containing the application identifier and the application copy number is

encoded (and the KTU 419 contains the information necessary to decode this data

portion).

Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of a file loading routine

that may be implemented by the operating system of the IC card 403 to take

advantage of the application identifier and the application copy number contained in

the AU 415 to prevent a cardholder from repeatedly loading the same application

onto the IC card 403. In the embodiment of Fig. 7, the application copy number is

a random number, also called a “random seed.” In step 701, the file loading

routine receives the file loading command load_fz‘le_command from the security
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manager of the operating system, 0S_Securz'ty_Manager. The

0S_Security_Manager of the operating system is responsible for verification and

decoding of the ALU 411 as discussed with regard to Fig. 6.

In step 703, the application identifier and random seed associated

with the application, referred to as load_file_command. applz'carion_id and

load_file_c0mmand. random_seed, respectively, are checked against entries in an

application history list stored on the IC card, referred to as

os_global_data.app_history__list. The application history list contains entries for

each set of application identifier and random seed associated with an application

loaded onto the IC card 403. It is preferred that the application history list be

stored in a secure area of EEPROM that is not accessible from outside the IC card.

If the application identifier and random seed associated with the

application to be loaded are found in the application history list, in step 705, the

response status load_file__response.status is set to “failed” and the error description

1oad_file_response.error_cause is set to “application previously loaded.” The error

response load_file_response is retumed to the 0S_Security_Manager, indicating that

the load file routine failed to load the application because the application had

previously been loaded onto the IC card.

If the application identifier and random seed associated with the

application to be loaded are not found in the application history list, in step 707, the

random seed is checked to determine whether it is equal to zero and the application

history list is checked to determine whether it is full. A random seed with a value
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of zero indicates that the application does not contain any economic value included

in its data, and thus may be reloaded as often as desired. If the random seed

associated with the application is not zero (indicating there is an economic value

included with the application) and the application history list is full, the response

5 status loadjile_response.status is set to “failed” and the error description

loadjz‘le_response. error_cause is set to “application history list full.” In this case,

the application cannot be loaded because the application history list is full and,

therefore, the application identifier and random seed cannot be added to the

application history list for future checking.

10 If an error condition has not been triggered in steps 703 or 707, in

step 711, the directory file record associated with the application is added to the

directory file of the IC card -- i.e., the application is loaded onto the IC card 403.

In step 713, it is checked whether the random seed is equal to zero. If the random

seed is not equal to zero (indicating that there is an economic value included with

13 the application), the application identifier and the random seed are added to the

application history list for checking against subsequent applications sought to be

loaded onto the IC card. After updating the application history list, the response

status load_/iIe_response.status is set to “success” and sent to the

0S_Security_Manager.

20 If the random seed is equal to zero (indicating that there is no

economic value included with the application), the application identifier and random

seed are not added to the application history list. Instead, step 717 is skipped, and
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the response status load_file_response.status is set to “success” and sent to the

0S_Security_Manager.

Advantageously, the file loading routine of Fig. 7 prevents a

cardholder from illegitimately reloading an application. If a cardholder intercepts

and copies an application to be loaded onto an IC card, the cardholder cannot later

reload the application because, once the application is loaded, the application

identifier and random seed are stored permanently on the IC card. If a cardholder

attempts to reload the application, the operating system of the IC card will fail to

reload the application because the application identifier and random seed of the

application will match an entry in the application history list of the IC card.

On the other hand, a cardholder is not prevented from legitimately

reloading an application from an application provider. Since an application

provider will generate a new random seed for each copy of an application it

provides, it will be unlikely for a cardholder to receive a second copy of the

application from the application provider with the same random seed. Of course,

the application provider must use a random seed of sufficient length to ensure that

the probability of any cardholder twice receiving the same random seed is

sufficiently unlikely.

Alternatively, instead of using a random number, an application

provider may use any unique number associated with copies of applications it

provides to each cardholder. For example, an application provider may keep a

counter that tracks the number of copies of an application that is has provided. The
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application provider may use the value of the counter to provide a unique number

each time it provides a copy of the application to a cardholder. The random seed

embodiment is preferred, however, because it is easier to manage (i.e., there is no

information that is required to be stored or managed).

5 Although the present invention has been described with reference to

certain preferred embodiments, various modifications, alterations, and substitutions

will be known or obvious to those skilled in the art without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention, as defined by the appended claims.

The scope of the present disclosure includes any novel feature or

10 combination of features disclosed therein either explicitly or implicitly or any

generalisation thereof irrespective of whether or not it relates to the claimed

invention or mitigates any or all of the problems addressed by the present invention.

The application hereby gives notice that new claims may be formulated to such

features during the prosecution of this application or of any such further application

15 derived therefrom. In particular, with reference to the appended claims, features

from dependant claims may be combined with those of the independent claims in

any appropriate manner and not merely in the specific combinations enumerated in

the claims.
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 ANNEX A

MULTI—APPLICATION IC CARD SYSTEM

Integrated circuit (“IC") cards are becoming increasingly used for many

diiferent purposes in the world today. An IC card (also called a smart card) typically is

the size of a conventional credit card which contains a computer chip including a..

microprocessor, read-only-memory (ROM), electrically erasable programmable read-

only-memory (EEPROM), an Input/Output (I/O) mechanism and other circuitry to

support the microprocessor in its operations. An IC card may contain a single application

or may contain multiple independent applications in its memory. MULTOSTM is a

multiple applicafion operating system which runs on IC cards, among other platforms,

and allows multiple applications to be executed on the card itself. This allows a card user

to run many programs stored in the card (for example, credit/debit, electronic

money/purse and/or loyalty applications) irrespective of the type of terminal (i.e., ATM,

telephone and/or POS) in which the card is inserted for use.

A conventional single application IC card, such as a telephone card or an

electronic cash card, is loaded with a single application at its personalization stage. That

application, however, cannot be modified or changed after the card is issued even if the '

modification is desired by the card user or card issuer. Moreover, if a card user wanted a

variety of application functions to be performed by IC cards issued to him or her, such as
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both an electronic purse and a credit/debit function, the card user would be required to

carry multiple physical cards on his or her person, which would be quite cumbersome and ‘

inconvenient. If an application developer or card user desired two different applications

to interact or exchange data with each other, such as a purse application interacting with a

frequent flyer loyalty application, the card user would be forced to swap multiple cards in

and out of the card-receiving terminal, malcing the transaction dificult, lengthy and

inconvenient. _

The Applicant has recognised therefore, that it is beneficial to store multiple

applications on the same IC card. For example, a card user may have both a purse

application and a credit/debit application on the same card so that the user could select

which type ofpayment (by electronic cash or credit card) to use to make a purchase.

Multiple applications could be provided to an IC card if suficient memory exists and

an operating system capable of supporting multiple applications is present on the card.

Although multiple applications could be pre-selected and placed in the memory ofthe

card during is production stage, it would also be beneficial to have the ability to load

and delete applications for card post-production as needed.

The increased flexibility and power of storing multiple applications on a

single card create new challenges to be overcome concerning the integrity and security. of

the information (including application code and associated data) exchanged between the

individual card and the application provider as well as within the entire system when

loading and deleting applications. The Applicant has fiirther recognised that it

would be beneficial to have the capability of the IC

card system to exchange data among cards, card issuers, system operators and application
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providers securely and to load and delete applications securely at any time from either a

terminal or remotely over a telephone line, intemet or intranet connection or other data

conduit. Because these data transmission lines are not typically secure lines, a number of

security and enfity-authentication techniques must be implemented to make sure that

applications being sent over the transmission lines are only loaded on the intended cards.

As mentioned, it is important -- particularly where there is a continuing

wide availability of new applications to the cardholder -- that the system has the

capability of adding applications onto the IC card subsequent to issuance. This is

highly advantageous since it protects the longevity of the IC cards; otherwise, once an

application becomes outdated, the card would be useless. In this regard, to protect

against the improper or undesired loading of applications onto IC cards, the

Applicant has further recognised that it would be beneficial for the IC card

system to have the capability of controlling the loading process and restricting, when

necessary or desirable, the use of certain applications to a limited group or number of

cards such that the applications are “selectively available” to the IC—cards in the system.

This “selective capability” would allow the loading and deleting of applications at, for

example, a desired point in time in the card’s life cycle. It would also allow the loading

of an application only to those cards chosen to receive the selected application.

Accordingly, it is an advantage of a preferred embodiment of the invention that

it provides these important features and specifically a secure IC-card system that

allows for selective availability of smart card applications which may be loaded onto IC

cards.
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These and other advantages are achieved by an embodiment

ofthe present invention which proves an IC card system comprising

at least one IC card and an application to be loaded onto the card

wherein the IC card contains card personalization date and the

application is assigned application permissions data designating which IC card or group

ofIC cards upon which the application may be loaded. The system checks to determine

whether the card’s personalization data falls the permissible set indicated by the

application’s permissions data. If it does, the application may be loaded onto the card.

In a preferred embodiment, the card personalization data is transferred

onto the card by the personalization bureau afier the card is manufactured. The data

preferably includes data representing the card number, the issuer, product class (i.e., such

as gold or platinum cards), and the date on which the card was personalized. The card

further preferably contains enablement data indicating whether or not the card has been

enabled with personalized data.

In a further preferred embodiment, the IC card secure system checks the

enablement data prior to loading an application to determine whether or not the card has

been enabled. Preferably, if the card has been enabled, the system checks if the card

number, the issuer, the product class and/or the date on which the card was personalized

are within the acceptable set indicated by the application’s permissions data. If so, the

application may be loaded onto the IC card.
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In yet another preferred embodiment, the application’s permissions data

may contain data representative of a blanket permission such that all cards would pass for

application loading.

Further aspects, features and advantages of embodiments ofthe invention will .

become apparent fiom the following detailed description taken in conjtmction the
accompanying figures showing illustrative embodiments of the invention, in which

Fig. l is block diagram illustrating the three stages in the life of a multi-

application IC card in a secure system;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the steps of the card manufacture

process;

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps involved in enabling each of

the IC cards in the secure system;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of an IC card chip which can be used in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the data stored on the IC card as

indicated in block 307 of Fig. 3;

Fig. SA is a schematic of the data structures residing in an IC card and

representing personalization data;
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Fig. 6 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of loading an application onto an

IC card in the secure system;

Fig. 7 is a flow chart illustrating the checking steps as indicated in block

601 ofFig. 6; ‘A

Fig. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the steps undertaken in determining if

loading of an application may proceed;

Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing the components of the system

architecture for the enablement process of ai1IC card in a secure multi-application IC

card system;

Fig. 10 is a system diagram of entities involved with the use of the IC card

once it has been personalized.

Throughout the figures, the same reference numerals and characters,

unless otherwise stated, are used to denote like features, elements, components or

portions of the illustrated embodiments. Moreover, while the subject invention will now

be described in detail with reference to the figures, it is done so in connection with the

- illustrative embodiments. It is intended that changes and modifications can be made to

the described embodiments without departing from the true scope and spirit of the subject

invention as defined by the appended claims.
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An embodiment ofthe present invention provides an IC card system and

process which allow the flexibility to load and delete selected applications over the

lifetime ofa multi-application IC card in response to the needs or desires ofthe card

user, card issuers and/or application developers. A card user who has such a card can

selectively load and delete applications as desired if allowed by the card issuer in

conjimction with the system operator or Certification Authority (“CA”) which controls

the loading and deleting process by certifying the transfer ofinformation relating to the

process.

By allowing applications to be selectively loaded and deleted from the

card, a card issuer can extend additional functionality to an individual IC card without

having to issue new cards. Moreover, application developers can replace old applications

with new enhanced versions, and applications residing on the same card using a common

multiple application operating system may interact and exchange data in a safe and secure

manner. For example, a frequent flyer loyalty program may automatically credit one

frequent flyer mile to a card user’s intemal account for every dollar

spent with an electronic purse such as the

Mondex purse or with a credit/debit application. By allowing the ability to selectively

load and delete applications, the card user, subject to the requirements of the card issuer,

also has the option of changing loyalty programs as desired.

A card issuer or application developer may intend that a particular

application be loaded on only one card for a particular card user in a card system. A

regional bank may desire to have a proprietary application reside only on the cards which
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the bank issues. Embodiments in accordance with the present invention would allow

for this selective loading and specifically allow for the prevention of loading

proprietary applications onto unauthorized cards issued by others.

To achieve these desired objectives, embodiments ofthe present invention give

each card a specific indentity by storing “card personalization data” on the card.‘

Morover, each application to be loaded or deleted on one or more cards in the system

is assigned “application permissions data” which specify the cards up on which the

applications may be loaded.

The type of personalized data can vary depending upon the needs and

requirements of the card system. In the preferred embodiment, described in greater detail

below, the personalization data include unique card identification designation data, the

card issuer, the product class or type (which is defined by the card issuer) and the date of

personalization. However, not all of these data elements are required to be used and

additional elements could also be included.

The application permissions data associated with an application, also

described in greater detail below, can be a single value in an identity field or could

include multiple values in the identity field. For example, the application permissions

data in the card issuer field could represent both product class A and product class B from

a certain Bank X, indicating that the application could be loaded onto cards designated as

product classes A and B issued by Bank X (as indicated in the card product ID field of the

card’s personalization data).
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In addition, a “global value” could be stored in the issuer field (or other

field) of the application permissions data indicating that all IC cards in the system

regardless ofwho issued the card would match this permissions field. In this case, for

example, a data value of zero stored in the application permissions card-issuer field will

match all of the cards’ personalization card-issuer fields.

Figure 1 shows the three steps involved in providing an operational multi-

application IC card in a secure system. The first step is the card manufacturing step 101.

The second step is the personalization step 103 where card personalization data (also

called entity authentication data) is loaded onto the card. The third step is the application

loading step 105 which checks to see if a card is qualified to receive an application, i.e.,

when the personalization data is checked against the application permissions data

associated with the application to be loaded. Each of these three steps is described in

detail below.

Qggg Manufacture

Figure 2 shows the steps necessary in manufacturing an IC card in a secure

system. Step 201 manufactures the physical IC card by creating the integrated circuit on

silicon and placing it on the card. The integrated circuit chip will include RAM, ROM ‘

and EEPROM memories. When the card is first manufactured, a global public key of the

system operator (in this case called the Certification Authority (CA)) is stored on each

card in ROM in step 203. This will allow the card to authenticate that the source of any

message to it is from the CA since the public key on the card will be matched to the CA’s

secret key.
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More specifically, this public key stored on the card will allow the

individual card to verify data signed with the CA’s private key. The public key of the

CA, which is stored on the card, is used only for determining if the data sent to the card

was signed with the proper CA private key. This allows the card to verify the source of

any message coming from the CA.

Step 205 inserts a card enablement key in a secure portion ofEEPROM in

the card to facilitate card specific confidentiality during enablement, and step 207 inserts

a card identifier in EEPROM of the card. The identifier, which can be accessed by any

terminal, will allow the system to determine the identity of the card in later processes.

The identifier is freely available and will not be used to authenticate messages.

Step 209 stores the operating system code in ROM on the card including

any primitives which are called or supported by the operating system. The primitives are

written in native language code (e.g., assembly language) and are stored in ROM. The

primitives are subroutines which may be called by the operating system or by

applications residing on the card such as mathematic functions (multiply or divide), data

retrieval, data manipulation or cryptographic algorithms. The primitives can be executed

very quickly because they are written in the native language of the processor. -

After the IC cards are manufactured, they are sent to a personalization bureau

(“PB") to enable and personalize the card by storing card personalization data in the

memory of the card. The terms enablement and personalization are used interchangeably

herein to indicate the preparatory steps taken to allow the card to be loaded securely with
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an application. The individual cards are preferably manufactured in batches and are sent

to a personalization bureau in a group for processing.

Qmdfimmkmgmflgxmfltamn

Figure 3 shows the steps of the card enablement process when the card

arrives at a personalization bureau. The personalization bureau may be the ‘card issuer

(e.g., a bank or other financial institution) or;may be a third party that performs the

service for the card issuer. The personalization bureau configures the card to a specific

user or user class.

Figure 3 specifically shows the steps taken to enable and personalize each

IC card which will work within the system. The cards can be placed in a terminal which

communicates with IC cards and which reads the card identifier data (previously placed

on the card during the manufacturing process - see step 207). This card identification

data is read from the card in step 301. The terminal will effectively send a “get

identification data" command to the card and the card will return the identification data to

the terminal.

The PB typically processes a group of cards at the same time, and will first

compile a list of IC card identification data for the group of cards it is personalizing. The

PB then sends electronically (or otherwise) this list of identification data to the

Certification Authority ("CA") which creates a personalization (or enablernent) data

block for each card identifier. The data block includes the card personalization data

organized in a number of identity fields and an individual key set for the card, discussed

below. These data blocks are then encrypted and sent to the PB in step 302. By using the
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card identification data, the PB then matches the cards with the encrypted data blocks and

separately loads each data block onto the matched card. To insure that the CA cont1'o1s

the identity of the card and the integrity of the system, the PB never obtains knowledge of

the content of the data blocks transferred. Some aspects of the personalization are

requested by the card issuer to the CA in order to affect their preferred management of

the cards they issue. The following additional steps are performed.

Step 303 first checks to see if an enablement bit stored in EEPROM of the

card has been already set. If it already has been set, the card has already been configured

and personalized and the enablement process will end as shown in step 304. A card

carmot be enabled and personalized twice. If the bit has not been set, then the process

continues with step 305.

In step 305, the individualized card key set for the card being enabled

(which key set is generated at the CA) is stored on the card. The keys can be used later in

ofi-card verification (i.e., to verify that the card is an authentic card). This verification is

necessary to further authenticate the card as the one for which the application was

intended.

Step 307 generates four different MULTOS Security Manager (MSM?)

characteristic data elements (otherwise referred to herein as personalization data) for the

card at the CA which are used for securely and correctly loading and deleting applications

from a particular card. The MSM characteristics also allow for the loading of

applications" on specific classes of identified cards. (These MSM characteristics are

further described in connection with Figure 5.)
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Other data can also be stored on the card at this time as needed by the

system design such as an address table or further subroutines.

Step 311 sets the enablement bit in EEPROM ofthe card which indicates

that the enablement process has been completed for the particular card. When this bit is

set, another enablement process cannot occur on the card. This ensures that only one

personalization and enablement process will occur to the card thus preventing illegal

tampering of the card or altering the card by mistake. In the preferred embodiment, the

enablement bit is initially not set when the card is manufactured and is set at the end of

the enablement process.

Figure 4 shows an example of a block diagram of an IC card chip which

has been manufactured and personalized. The IC card chip is located on an IC card for

use. The IC card preferably includes a central processing unit 401, a RAM 403, a

EEPROM 405, a ROM 407, a timer 409, control logic 411, an I/O parts 413 and security

circuitry 415, which are connected together by a conventional data bus.

Control logic 411 in memory cards provides suficient sequencing and

switching to handle read-write access to the card’s memory through the input/output

ports. CPU 401 with its control logic can perform calculations, access mory locations,

modify memory contents, and manage input/output ports. Some cards have a coprocessor

for handling complex computations like cryptographic algorithms. Input/output ports

413 are used under the control of a CPU and control logic alone, for communications

between the card and a card acceptance device. Timer 409 (which generates or provides a

clock pulse) drives the control logic 411 and CPU 401 through the sequence of steps that
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accomplish memory access, memory reading or writing, processing, and data

communication. A timer may be used to provide application features such as call

duration. Security circuitry 415 includes fusible links that connect the input/output lines

to internal circuitry as required for testing during manufacture, but which are destroyed

(“blown”) upon completion of testing to prevent later access. The personalization data to

qualify the card is stored in a secured location ofEEPROM 405. The comparing ofthe

personalization data to applications permissions data is performed by the CPU 401.

Figure 5 shows the steps of generating and loading the four elements of

the card personalization data into the memory of the IC cards, and Fig. 5A shows a

schematic ofbit maps for each identity field residing in the memory of an IC card

containing personalization data in accordance with the present invention. Each data

structure for each identity field has its own descriptor code. Step 501 loads the data

structure for the identity field “card ID" called “msm_mcd_permissions_mcd_no.” This

nomenclature stands for MULTOS system manager _ MULTOS card device _

permissions_ MULTOS card device number. Although this number is typically 8 bytes

long as shown in Fig. 5A, the data "could be any length that indicates a unique number for

the card. In the preferred embodiment, 2 bytes are dedicated as a signal indicator, 2 "bytes

_ comprise a M'ULTOS Injection Security Module ID (MISM ID) indicating which security

module injected the card with its injected keys when it was manufactured, and 4 bytes

comprise an Integrated Circuit Card (ICC) serial number which identifies the individual

card produced at the particular MISM.
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Step 503 loads the data structure for the identity field “issuer ID" called

  

“msm__mcd_permissions__ mcd_issuer_id." This nomenclature stands for a MULTOS

card device issuer identification number. Each card issuer (such as a particular bank,

financial institution or other company involved with an application) will be assigned a

unique number in the card system. Each IC card in the MULTOS system will contain

information regarding the card issuer which personalized the card or is responsible for the

card. A card issuer will order a certain number of cards from a manufacturer and perform

or have performed the personalization process as described herein. For example, a

regional bank may order 5,000 cards to be distributed to its customers. The

“mcd_issuer__id” data structure on these cards will indicate which issuer issued the cards.

In the preferred embodiment, the data structure is 4 bytes long (as shown in Fig. 5A at

503A) to allow for many different issuers in the system although the length of the data

structure can vary with the needs of the card system.

Step 505 loads the data structure for the identity field “product ID" called

“msm_mcd_perrnissions_mcd_ issuer_product__id.” This nomenclature stands for

MULTOS card device issuer product identification number. Each card issuer may have

difi'erent classes ofproducts or cards which it may want to diflerentiate. For example, a.

bank could issue a regular credit card with one product ID, a gold credit card with another

product ID and a platinum card with still another product ID. The card issuer may wish

to load certain applications onto only one class of credit cards. A gold credit card user

who pays an armual fee may be entitled to a greater variety of applications than a. regular

credit card user who pays no annual fee. The product ID field identifies the card as a
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particular class and will later allow the card issuer to check the product ID and only load

applications onto cards which match the desired class.

Another way to differentiate products is by application type, such as by

categorizing the application as financial, legal, medical and/or recreational, or by

assigning particular applications to a group of cards. For example, one card issuer may

have different loyalty programs available with difierent companies to different sets of

card users. For example, a bank may have an American Airlines® loyalty program and a

British Airways® loyalty program for different regions of the country dependent on

where the airlines fly. The product type allows the issuer to fix the product classification

of the card during the personalization process. When loading applications onto the card,

the product type identification number on each card will be checked to make sure it

matches the type of card onto which the issuer desires to load. The product type data

structure is preferably an indexing mechanism (unlike the other personalization data

structure) of 8 bits (as shown at 505A in Fig. 5A) but could be any length depending

upon the needs of the card system: In the illustrated embodiment, the resulting

instruction would be to locate the second bit (since the byte’s indicated value is 2) in the

--array to be searched (see discussion of step 809 below).

Step 507 loads the data structure for the identity field data called

“msm_mcd_permissions_mcd_ conu’ols_data_ date." This nomenclature stands for the

MULTOS card device controls data date or, in other words, the date on which the card

was personalized so that, for example, the application loader can load cards dated only

afier a certain date, load cards before a certain date (e.g., for application updates) or load
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cards with a particular data date. The information can include the year, month and day of

personalization or may include less information, if desired. The data__date data structure

is preferably 1 byte in length (see 507A in Fig. 5A) although it could be any length

depending upon the needs of the particular card system used.

Once all of the personalization data structures are loaded and stored in the

card, the card has been identified by issuer, product class, date and identification number

(and other data fields, if desired), and the card cannot change its identity: these fields

cannot be changed in the memory of the card. If a card user wants to change the

product__id stored in the card to gain access to different applications available to another

product type, a new card will have to be issued to the user containing the correct

personalization data. This system is consistent a gold card member receiving a new

card when the classification is changed to platinum.

After the card has been enabled and personalized by storing its individual

card key set, MSM personalization characteristics and enablement bit as described in Fig.

3, the card is ready to have applications loaded into its memory.

The application loading process contains a number of security and card

configuration checks to ensure the secure and proper loading of an application onto the

intended IC card. The application loading process is preferably performed at the

personalization bureau so that the card will contain one or more applications when the

card is issued. The card may contain certain common applications which will be present

on every card the issuer sends out, such as an electronic purse application or a credit/debit
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application. Alternatively, the personalization bureau could send the enabled cards to a

third party for the process of loading applications. The multiple application operating

system stored in the ROM of each card and the card MSM personalization data is

designed to allow future loading and deleting of applications alter the card has been

issued depending upon the desires ofthe particular card user and the responsible card

issuer. Thus, an older version ofan application stored on the IC card could be replaced

with a new version of the application. An: additional loyalty application could also be

added to the card after it has been initially sent to the card user because the application is

newly available or the user desires to use the new application. These loading and deleting

functions for applications can be performed directly by a terminal or may be performed

over telephone lines, data lines, a network such as the Internet or any other way of

transmitting data between two entities. In the present IC card system, the process of

transmitting the application program and data ensures that only IC cards containing the

proper personalization data and which fit on application permissions profile will be

qualified and receive the corresponding application progam and data.

Figure 6 shows the preferred steps performed in loading an application

onto an IC card in the MULTOS IC card system. For this example, the personalization

H bureau is loading an application from a terminal which enabled the same card. Step 601

performs an “open command” initiated by the terminal which previews the card to make

sure the card is qualified to accept the loading of a specific application. The open

command provides the card with the application’s permissions data, the application’s

size, and instructs the card to determine (1) if the enablement bit is set indicating the card
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has been personalized; (2) whether the application code and associated data will fit in the

existing memory space on the card; and (3) whether the personalization data assigned to

the application to be loaded allows for the loading of the application onto the particular

card at issue. The open command could also make additional checks as required by the

card system. These checking steps during the open command execution will be described

in detail in conjunction with Figure 7.

Afier the open command has been executed, the application loader via the

terminal will be advised if the card contains the proper identification personalization data

and if enough room exists in the memory of the card for the application code and related

data. If there is insumcient memory, then a negative response is returned by the card and

the process is abended (abnormally ended). If the identification personalization data does

not match the applications permissions data, a warning response is given in step 603, but

the process continues to the load and create steps. Alternatively, if there is no match, the

process may automatically be abended. If a positive response is returned by the card to

the terminal in step 605, the application loader preferably proceeds to next steps. The

open command allows the application to preview the card before starting any transfer of

the code and data.

Step 607 then loads the application code and data onto the IC card into

EEPROM. The actual loading occurs in conjunction with create step 609 which

completes the loading process and enables the application to execute on the IC card after

it is loaded.” The combination of the open, load and create commands are sent by the

terminal, or another application provider source, to the IC card to perform the application
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loading process. The operating system in the IC cards is programmed to perform a

specific set of instructions with respect to each of these commands so that the IC card will

communicate with and properly carry out the instructions from the terminal.

Step 609 performs the create command which at least: (1) checks ifan

application load certificate is signed (encrypted) by the CA and therefore authenticates

the application as a proper application for the system; and (2) checks the card

personalization data stored on the card against the permissions profile for the application

to be loaded to qualify the card for loading. It may do other checks as required. If one of

the checks fails, then a failure response 610 is given and the process aborts. The

application after it has passed these checks will be loaded into the memory of the card.

Figure 7 shows the various steps of the open step 601 ofFig. 6 in more

detail. Step 701 determines if the enablement (i.e., control) bit is set. This bit is set when

the card has completed its personalization process and has been assigned its

personalization data. An application can be loaded on an IC card in the card system only

if the card contains the personalization data. If the enablement bit is not set, the card has

not been personalized and therefore the card returns a negative response 703 to the

terminal. Ifthe enablement bit is set, then the card has been enabled and the test

conditions continue with step 711.

Step 711 checks if there is sufficient space in the memory on the card to

store the application code and its associated data. Applications will typically have

associated data related to their functions. This data will be used and manipulated when

the application is rim. Storage space in the memory of an IC card is a continuing concern
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due to the relatively large physical space required for EEPROM and how it fits in the

integrated circuit which is desired to be small enough to fit on a credit card sized card.

An example of the size ofa preset EEPROM on an IC card is 16K bytes although the

actual size varies. Applications can range fi'om 1K byte or less for a very simple

application up to the size of available memory for a more sophisticated application. The

data associated with an application can range from no data being stored in the card

memory to a size constrained by the amount of available memory. These varied sizes of

application code and data continually increase as applications become more advanced and

diverse.

MULTOS as an operating system is not limited by the number of

applications and associated data it can store on the card. Thus, if five applications can fit

in the available memory of the card, the card user will have greatly increased

fimctionality than if one or two applications were stored on the card. Once a card’s

memory is filled to its capacity, however, a new application cannot be loaded onto the

card unless another application including its code and data of sufficient size can be

deleted. Therefore, checking the amount of available space on the card is an impormnt

step. If there is not sufficient space, then an insufficient space response 713 will be

returned to the terminal. The application loader can then decide if another existing

application on the card should be deleted to make room for the new application. Deletion

depends upon the card issuer having an application delete certificate from the CA. If

there is suficient space on the card, then the process continues with step 715.
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An example of the testing ofmemory spaces in step 711 is now described.

The numbers used in this example in no way limit the scope of the invention but are used

only to illustrate memory space requirements. An IC card may have 16K available

EEPROM when it is first manufactured. The operating system data necessary for the

operating system may take up 2K ofmemory space. Thus, 14K would remain. An

electronic purse application’s code is stored in EEPROM and may take up 8K of memory

space. The purse application’s required data may take up an additional 4K ofmemory

space in EEPROM. The memory space which is firee for other applications would thus be

2K (16K-2K-8K-4K=2K). If a card issuer wants to load a credit/debit application whose

code is 6K bytes in size onto the card in this example, the application will not fit in the

memory of the IC card. Therefore, the application cannot load the new application

without first removing the purse application from the card. If a new credit/debit

application was loaded into EEPROM_of the IC card, then it would have to overwrite

other application’s code or data. The application loader is prevented from doing this.

Figure 8 shows the steps performed in determining whether the card's

personalization data falls within the permissible set of cards onto which the application at

issue may be loaded. These steps are preferably performed during the execution of the

“create” command. However, these steps may be performed at any time during the

loading or deleting of an application. As described previously, the card is personalized

by storing data specific to the card (MSM personalization data) including: a card ID

designationspecific to an individual card, the card issuer number indicating the issuer of

the card, the product type of the card, such as a gold or platinum card, and the date the
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card was personalized. This data uniquely identifies the card apart from all other IC cards

in the system.

Accordingly, applications can be selectively stored on individual cards in

the IC card system on virtually any basis, including the following. An application can be

loaded selectively to cards containing one or more specific card numbers. An application

can be selectively loaded on one or more cards containing a specified card issuer ID.

Moreover, an application can be loaded only upon one type ofproduct specified by the

particular card issuer, and/or the application can be loaded only on cards which have a

specified date or series of dates ofpersonalization. Each of the personalization data

allows an application to be selectively loaded onto certain cards or groups of cards and

also ensures that cards without the proper permissions will not receive the application.

Personalization data types in addition to the four described can also be used as needed.

The selection of IC cards upon which a particular application may be

loaded is made possible by the use of “applications permissions data” which is assigned

to the application and represents at least one set of cards upon which the application may

be loaded. The set may be basedgon virtually any factor, including one or more of the

following: card numbers, card issuers, product types or personalization dates. Although

- the individual card’s personalization data typically identify one specific number, one card

issuer, one product type and one date, the application’s permissions data may indicate a

card numbers or a blanket permission, a card issuer or a blanket permission, and a

number ofproduct types and dates.
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For example, a frequent loyalty program may be configured to allow its

loading and use on cards in different product classes belonging to one card issuer. In

addition, the application permissions data may indicate that the loyalty program can be

used on gold and platinum product types if the card was issued after May, 1998. Thus,

the MSM permissions check will determine if the card’s individual personalization data is

included in the allowed or permissible set of cards upon which the application may be

loaded. If it is, the application will be loaded.

To expedite the comparison process, an alternative embodiment may

include setting one or more permissions data at zero representing a blanket permission for

that particular data. For instance, by placing a zero for the “card number” entry in the

application permissions data or some other value indicating that all cards may be loaded

regardless oftheir number, the system knows not to deny any cards based on their card

number. Moreover, if a zero is placed in the application’s permissions data “issuer ID,"

then all cards similarly will pass the “issuer” test comparison. This feature allows greater

flexibility in selecting groups of cards. The zero indicator could also be used for other

permissions data, as required.

Referring to Figure 8, each of the permissions data is checked in the order

shown, but other orders could be followed because if any one of the permissions fails, the

application will be prevented from being loaded on the IC card being checked. The

permissions are preferably checked in the order shown. Step 801 checks if the

application permissions product type set encompasses the card’s product type number

stored in the memory of the card. Each card product type is assigned a number by the
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system operator. The product types are specified for each card issuer because difierent

card issuers will have different product types. The cards are selectively checked to ensure

that applications are loaded only on cards of authorized product type. The application

permissions product type set can be 32 bytes long which includes multiple acceptable

product types .or can be a different length depending upon the needs of the system. Using

data structure 505A as an example, the operating system would check bit number 2 in the

256 bit array (32 bytes x 8 bits per byte) resulting from the 32 byte long application

permissions data structure. If the permissions check fails, then the card returns a failure

message to the terminal in step 803. If the product type check passes (for example, the

value ofbit no. 2 being 1), then the process continues with step 805.

Step 805 checks if the application permissions allowable card issuer

number set encompasses the card’s issuer number stored in the memory of the card or if

the application permissions issuer data is zero (indicating all cards pass this individual

permissions check). Each card issuer is assigned a number by the system operator and

the cards are selectively checked to ensure that applications are loaded only on cards

distributed by authorized card issuers. The application permissions card issuer num_ber

set can be 4 bytes long if one issuer is designated or can be longer depending upon the .

needs of the system. If the issuer check fails, then the card retums a failure message to

the terminal in step 807. If the check passes, then the process continues with step 809.

Step 809 checks if the application permissions date set encompasses the

card’s data date stored in the memory of the card. The date that the IC card was

personalized will be stored and will preferably include at least the month and year. The
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cards are selectively checked to ensure that applications are loaded only on cards with the

authorized personalization date. The application permissions date set can be 32 bytes

long which includes multiple dates or can be a difierent length depending upon the needs

of the system. If the date permissions check fails, then the card returns a failure message

to the terminal in step 811. If the date check passes, then the process continues with step

813.

Step 813 checks if the application permissions allowable card number set

encompasses the card’s ID number stored in the card memory or if the application

permissions allowable card number data is zero (indicating all cards pass this individual

permissions check). The testing of the permissions is performed on the card during the

execution of the open, load and create commands. The application permissions card

number data set can be 8 bytes long ifone number is designated or can be longer

depending upon the needs of the system. If the card number check fails, then the card

returns a failure message to the terminal in step 815. If the check passes, then the process

continues with step 817.

 s

Figure 9 shows the components of the system architecture for the card

initialization process of an IC card in a secure multiple application IC card system. The

system includes a card manufacturer 102, a personalization bureau 104, an application

loader l06,”the IC card 107 being initialized, the card user 109 and the certification

authority 111 for the entire multiple application secure system. The card user 131 is the
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person or entity who will use the stored applications on the IC card. For example, a card

user may prefer an IC card that contains both an electronic purse containing electronic

cash (such as MONDEXTM) and a credit/debit application (such as the MasterCard®

EMV application) on the sa.me IC card. The following is a description of one way in

which the card user would obtain an IC card containing the desired applications in a

secure manner.

The card user would contact a card issuer 113, such as a bank which

distributes IC cards, and request an IC card with the two applications both residing in

memory of a single IC card. The integrated circuit chip for the IC card would be

manufactured by manufacturer 102 and sent to the card issuer 113 (or an entity acting on

its behalf) in the form of an IC chip on a card. As discussed above (see steps 201-209),

during the manufacturing process, data is transmitted 115 via a data conduit from the

manufacturer 102 to card 107 and stored in IC card 107's memory. (Any of the data

conduits described in this figure could be a telephone line, Internet connection or any

other transmission medium.) Thecertification authority 111, which maintains

encryption/decryption keys for the entire system, transmits 117 security data (i.e., global

public key) to the manufacturer over a data conduit which is placed on the card by the

manufacturer along with other data, such as the card enablement key and card identifier.

The card's multiple application operating system is also stored in ROM and placed on the

card by the manufacturer. Afier the cards have been initially processed, they are sent to

the card issuer for personalization and application loading.
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The card issuer 113 performs, or has performed by another entity, two

separate functions. First, the personalization bureau 104 personalizes the IC card 107 in

the ways described above, and second, the application loader 106 loads the application

provided the card is qualified, as described.

Regarding personalization, an individualized card key set is ‘generated by

the CA and stored on the card (see Fig. 3). The card is further given a specific identity

using MSM personalization (see Fig. 3, step 307 and Fig. 5) including a card ID number,

an issuer ID number identifying the card issuer which processed the card, a card product

type number which is specified by the card issuer and the date upon which the

personalization took place. After the card has been personalized, applications need to be

loaded onto the card so that the card can perform desired functions.

The application loader 106, which could use the same terminal or data

conduit as personalization bureau 104, first needs to have determined if the card is

qualified to accept the application. This comparison process takes place on the card itself

(as instructed by its operating system) using the permissions information. The card, if it

is qualified, thus selectively loads the application onto itself based upon the card's

identity and the card issuer’s instructions. The application loader communicates 119 with

the IC card via a terminal or by some other data conduit. After the applications have been

loaded on the card, the card is delivered to the card user 109 for use.

The secure multiple application IC card system described herein allows for

selective loading and deleting of applications at any point in the life cycle of the IC card

afier the card has been personalized. Thus, a card user could also receive a personalized
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card with no applications and then select a desired application over a common

transmission line such as a telephone line or Internet connection.

Figure 10 is a system diagram of entities involved with the use of an IC

card once it has been personalized. The system includes an IC card 151, a terminal 153,

an application load/delete entity 155, the certification authority 157, a card issuer 171 and

other IC cards 159 in the system. The arrows indicate communication between the

respective entities. The CA 157 facilitates loading and deleting of applications. After

providing the MSM permissions data and card specific keyset to the card during card

enablements, the CA allows applications to be later loaded and deleted preferably by

issuing an application certificate. Application specific keys are required to authticate

communication between a card and terminal. The IC card 151 also can communicate

with other IC cards 159. Card issuer 171 is involved with all decisions of loading and

deleting applications for a card which it issued. All communications are authenticated

and transmitted securely in the system.

For instance, IC card 151 will use the following procedure to load a new

application onto the card. IC card. 101 is connected to terminal 153 and the terminal

requests that an application be loaded. Terminal 153 contacts application load/delete

entity 155 which, as a result and in conjunction with card issuer 171, sends the

application code, data and application permissions data (along with any other necessary

data) to terminal 153. Terminal 153 then queries card 151 to ensure it is the correct card

onto which the application may be loaded. If IC card passes the checks discussed above,

the application is loaded onto card 151. The CA 157 provides the application load or
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delete certificate that enables the application to be loaded or deleted from the card. This

example shows one way to load the application, but other variations using the same

principles could be performed, such as directly loading the application at the application

load/delete entity 155.

The foregoing merely illustrates the principles of the invention. It will

thus be appreciated that those skilled in the art will be able to devise numerous systems

and methods which, although not explicitly shown or described herein, embody the

principles of the invention and are thus within the spirit and scope of the invention.

For example, it will be appreciated that the MSM personalization and

permissions data may not only be used for loading applications onto IC cards but also for

deleting applications from said cards. The same checks involving MSM permissions and

loading applications are made for deleting applications. A delete certificate from the CA

authorizing the deletion of an application will control from which cards the application

may be deleted. This is accomplished through the personalization data stored on each IC

card and the permissions check as described herein.

Moreover, the data may also be applicable to personal computers or ‘other

units onto which applications may be loaded which are not physically loaded on cards. In

addition, the application’s permissions data may actually include data representative of a

set or sets of cards to be excluded, instead of included -- cards that cannot be loaded with

the application.
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The scope ofthe present disclosure includes any novel feature or combination

of features disclosed therein either explicitly or implicitly or any generalisation thereof

irrespective ofwhether or not it relates to the claimed invention or mitigates any or all

ofthe problems addressed by the present invention. The applicant hereby gives notice

that new claims may be formulated to such features during the prosecution ofthis

application or of any such fiirther application derived therefrom. In particular, with

reference to the appended claims, features from dependent claims may be combined

with those ofthe independent claims in any appropriate manner and not merely in the

specific combinations enumerated in the claims.
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Alllllll 9 DESCRIPTION 
 

CLAIMS:

1 1. An IC card system comprising at least one [C card, an application

2 to be loaded onto said card and means for determining whether said card is qualified to

3 accept the loading of said application onto said card.

1 2. The IC card system of claim 1, wherein said IC card contains card

2 personalization data, and said application is assigned application permissions data

3 representing at least one set ofIC cards upon which said application may be loaded.

1 3. The IC card system of claim 2, wherein said determining means

2 compares said card personalization data with said application permissions data.

1 4. The IC card system of claim 3, wherein whether said application is

2 loaded onto said IC card depends on the result of said comparison, such that in the event

3 the card personalization data matches said permissions data set the card is qualified and

4 the application is loaded.

5. The IC card system of any of claims 2 to claim 4, wherein said

personalization data comprises data representative of a unique card identification

designation.
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1 6. The IC card system of any of claims 2 to claim 5, wherein said

2 personalization data comprises data representative of a card issuer.

1 7. The IC card system of any of claims 2 to claim 6, wherein said

2 personalization data comprises data representative of a product class.

1 8. The IC card system ofany of claims 2 to claim 7, wherein said

2 personalization data comprises data representative of a date.

1 9. An IC card system comprising at least one IC card and an

2 application, wherein said IC card contains personalization data representative of that card

3 and said application is assigned a permissions data set representing at least one IC card

4 upon which said application may be loaded, said system further comprising means for

5 determining whether said personalization data falls within said permissions data set.

1 10. The IC card system of claim 9 wherein said application is loaded

2 .. onto said IC card in the event said determining means determines that said

3 personalization data falls within said set.

1 11. The IC card system of claim 9 or claim 10 wherein said personalization

2 data comprises data representing a card identification designation, and an issuer of said

card.
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12. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to claim 1 1 wherein said

2 personalization data comprises data representing a product class and a date.

I 13. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to l2 wherein said permissions

2 data set includes a plurality of card identification designations.

l 14. The IC cardisystem of any of claims 9 to 13 wherein said permissions

2 data set includes one or more issuers ofIC cards.

1 15. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to 14 wherein said permissions

2 data set includes one or more product classes.

1 16. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to 15 wherein said permissions

2 data set includes a plurality range of dates.

1 17. The IC card system of any of claims 9 to 16 wherein said permissions

2 data set includes all IC cards which attempt to load the application.

1 18. An IC card system comprising at least one IC card, an application

2 to be loaded onto said card and means for enabling said card to be loaded with said

3 application.
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1 19. The IC card system of claim 18 wherein said enabling means

2 comprises means for storing personalization data onto said card-

1 20. The IC card system of claim 18 wherein said enabling means

2 comprises means for setting an enablement bit.

1 21. The IC card system of claim 19 wherein said enabling means

2 comprises means for setting an enablement bit.

1 22. The IC card system of claim 20 further comprising means for

2 checking the enablement bit prior to enabling said IC card to determine whether or not

3 said card has already been enabled.

1 23. The IC card system of claim 21 fiirther comprising means for

2 checking the enablement bit prior to enabling said IC card to determine whether or not

3 said card has already been enabled.

1 24. A process for loading an application onto an IC card comprising

2 the step of determining whether said IC card is qualified to accept the loading of said

3 application onto said card.
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25. The process of claim 24 wherein said determining step includes the

steps of: providing said card with personalization data;

assigning to said application permissions data representing at least

one set of IC cards upon which said application may be loaded;

comparing said personalization data with said permissions data;

and

loading said application onto said IC card provided said

personalization data falls within said set of cards upon which said application may be

loaded.

26. The process of claim 25, wherein said personalization data

comprises data representative of a card identification designation.

27. The process of claim 25 or claim 26, wherein said personalization data

comprises data representative of a card issuer.

28. The process of any of claims 25 to claim 27, wherein said

personalization data comprises data representative of a product class.

29. The process of any of claims 25 to claim 28. wherein said

personalization data comprises data representative of a date.
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30. The process of any of claims 25 to claim 29 fiirther comprising the first

step of enabling said card to be loaded with said application.

31. The process of claim 30 wherein said enabling step includes the

step of storing personalization data onto said card.

32. The process of claim 30 wherein said enabling step includes the

step of setting an enablement bit indicating that the card has been enabled.

33. The process of claim 31 wherein said enabling step further includes

the step of setting an enablement bit indicating that the card has been enabled.

34. The process of claim 32 wherein prior to said enabling step a

checking step is performed to determine whether said card has been enabled.

35. The process of claim 33 wherein prior to said enabling step a

checking step is performed to determine whether said card has been enabled.

36. A process for deleting an application fi'om an IC card comprising

the step of determining whether said IC card is qualified to delete said application based

upon permissions data associated with said application.
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1 37. The process of claim 36 wherein said determining stepincludes the

2 steps of:

3 providing said card with personalization data;

4 assigning to said application permissions data representing at least

5 one set of IC cards from which said application may be deleted;

6 comparing said personalization data with said permissions data;

7 and

8 deleting said application fi'om said IC card provided said

9 personalization data falls within said set of cards fiom which said application may be

10 deleted.

1 38. The process of claim 37, wherein said personalization data

2 comprises data representative of a card identification designation.

1 39. The process of claim 37 or claim 38, wherein said personalization data

2 comprises data representative of a card ismer.

1 40. The process of any of claims 3 7 to claim 3 9, wherein said

2 personalization data comprises data representative of a product class.

1 41. The process of any of claims 37 to claim 40, wherein said

2 personalization data fiirther comprises data representative of a date.
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1 42. An IC card system comprising at least one IC card, an application

2 to be deleted fiom said card and means for determining whether said card is qualified to

3 delete said application from said card.

1 43. The IC card system of claim 42, wherein said IC card contains card

2 personalization data, and said application is assigned application permissions data set

3 representing at least one set of IC cards from which said application may be deleted.

1 44. The IC card system of claim 43, wherein said determining means

2 compares said card personalization data with said application permissions data

1 45. The IC card system of claim 44, wherein whether said application

2 is deleted from said IC card depends on the result of said compauison, such that in the

3 event the card personalization data matches said permissions data set the card is qualified

4 and the application is deleted.
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Multi-ApplicationiIC Card System

A rnulti-application IC card system is disclosed having selective

application loading and deleting capability. Prior to loading an application onto an IC

card a test is conducted to determine if the card is qualified to receive the application

using personalization data stored on the card and comparing it with permissions data

associated with the application indicating one or more sets of cards upon which the

application may be loaded. If the personalization data of the card falls within the

allowable set of permissions for that application then the card may be loaded with the

application. Preferably, the personalization data includes data representative of the card

number, issuer, a product class and the date on which the card is personalized.
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